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PREFACE 

France occupies a unique9 but somewhat awkward place in the 

Atlantic Alltancee The French contribution, however, to lbropean 

security seems to be significant. It acts as an autonomous center 

of decision making in the domain of European security. It is often 

surmised that France•s independent stance creates confusion in the 

Soviet policy planning processes, particularly in relation t9 its 

position in the inter•bloc dialogue/confrontation. 

It ts understood that the basic framework of the French 

nuclear defence was laid by General de caulle. Though, he is no 

longer on the French political scene, yet policies initiated by him 

witb minimum modifications are betmg followed. nte two mjor and 

of course controversial decisions: withdrawal from the NATO 

command structure, and the creation of an independent nuclear force, 

taken by de Gaulle in the 1960s have over the years convinced the 

French political elite about their soundness. The first decision is 

now SPen in the light of the present crisis within the NATO as more 

correct than it was at the time of the actual withdrawal. The French 

nuclear independence has since acquired a sanctity of its own in the 

French ~trategic thinking. 

French defence policy under de Gaulle during the 1960s accorded 

a distinct priority to the exclusive protection of French territory as 

opposed to the collective security of the whole of Western europe. 



However, since the assumption of the Presidency by Francois Mitterrand 

in France in 1981, there began an intense debate on the French contri-

button to &Jrepean collective securityo The concept of •national 

sanctuary 1 has become outdated in the changed &Jropean scenario and now 

there is a greater pressure on France to review its policy of nuclear 

strategic defence, extend it beyond its national domain, and if possible 

to provide cover in conceEt with Britain to the whole of Western EUrope, 

particularly the FRG. 

"/"" 
From General de Gaulle to Francois Mittemnd, French defence 

1\ 

policy has remained within certain well defined parameters. The 

concept of deterrence Uby the weak of the strong'• continues to be 

the main French strategic policy. The deployment of tactical nuclear 

weapons in the 19/0s resulted in the enhancement of French nuclear 

deterrence. French conventional forces would provide a first test 

of the enemy• s intention to attack France.· If the enemy pressed on 

with its feet of aggression, France would use tactical nuclear weapons 

as a last warning, failing which France would use its strategic 

weapons. massively. 

The Socialist government of Francois Mitterrand elaborated 

its Five Year Defence Programme in 1982 0 amidst considerable political 

support for the idea that France should attenuate the excessive 

nationalistic bent of its defence policy and take steps to increase 

its commitment for the security of Western &rope. 'lhe M1tteErand 

government responded by announcing its decision to create a new 



Rapid Action FUrce (FAR) for the forward defence of the FRG and to 

undertake modernization of France's nuclear forces with a view to 

keeping up its credibility. 

Hi 

The goal of European defence cooperation receives more attention 

in France than in any other &..tropean country. In no other country 

does the idea of EUropean defence without the United States evoke 

as much debate and interest as it does in France. In October 1982, 

~anco-German Commission on Security and Defence was formed. Although 

the Germans have been disappointed by the French reticence in dealing 

with nuclear issues, the commission was successfUl in helping to 

revive the moribund \lest lbropean Union C\HlU >. 

Aga1nst this background, this study attempts to analyse the 

French defency policy and its contribution in the security of 

Western Europe, with special reference to the Socialist President 

Francois Mitterrand•s first term in his office, and in that context 

it examines various changes introduced by the Socialist government 

in the basic defence framework devised during the presidency of 

de Gaulle and their implications for the security of Western lbrope. 

First chapter provides introduction to the French defence 

policy as it has evolved since the inception of the Fifth Republic 

in 1958. It covers administrations of three Presidents viz., 

Charlea de Gaulte, Georges Pompidou and Giscard d•Estaing. 

Second chapter deals ,.,i th the "Left Unity Programme" devised 

(in 1972) by the Socialist Party (p.S) ard the Communist Party (PCF) 



and later on subscribed to by the Radicals, as well as its impact 

on the French strategic defence. 

iv 

Third chapter examines in detail Francois Mitterrand•s defence 

policy with special f~1s on the French strategic: force, and its 

contribution to the security of ~stern BUrope. 

Fwrth chapter deals with the French reaction to the Iltromtssile 

debate ao:J the INF treaty signed by Reagan and Gorbachev in December 

1987. This chapter also includes the French response to the SDI 

programme of the US aoo its counter proposal of the IDRXKA to c:ope 

with the threat posed by the SOl to West Blrope. 

Finally, in the conclusions, an attempt is made to appraise the 

French strategic defence as it has evolved during the Fifth Republic 

and its role in the security of Uestern EUrope. 
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Chapter One 

FiUNCE':i APPROACH TO &!ROP&AN SECURITY UNDml. THE FIITH REPUBLIC 

Formally speaking, France continues to be a member of the North 

Atlantic Alliance even after its exit from its military apparatus in 

1966. Unlike the other 15 members of the Alliance, it pu raues an 

independent defence policy: it is thiB characteristic, which 

distinguishes it from its allies. And since the inception of the 

Fifth Republic, thi~ stance has stayed as a constant in the French 

defence policy. .Addressing tpe officers of the higher military 

academies in November 1959, de oaulle seems to have set the operational 

tone of the French national defence, which has remained unchanged even 

duril1g his succeeding regimes: 

11 In everything that constitutes a nation, and principally 
in what constitutes ours, nothing is mora important than 
defence" • and 

''The defence of France nust be French11 •
1 

After the secol¥1 '.lorld war, the French perspectives on atropean 

security changed considerably, for France had to face three times 

within a span of barely 70 years (1870 to 1940) German aggression, 

which led every time to the occupation of its territory. At the 

commencement of the Second \lorld lt/ar itself, France had to succumb 

1 Charles de caulle, quoted in Alfred Gros9er. The ~estern 
All~~nce: The BUropean-American Relations Since 1945 
{New York, 1~80J, p.184. 



2 

to the Nazi aggression owing to disunity Within its ranks and inadequate 

support from its Western allies. 

In other words, the French dependence for its security upon its 

allies, which proved help:ful in the First world ~r, proved to be 

ineffective in the Second World 1~r. As such, with its bitter experiences 

with the allies in 1940~ France11 in the post-war years, had to reorientate 

its approach to security. And this was "self- reliance", and continurus 

updatedness of its national defence, to ensure its national security -~ 

2 
a policy of 1 France First'. 

The French drive for independence had started under the Fourth 

Republic, but it was marred by the French engagements in the colonial 

wars. ln 1953, when Charles de c;aulle resumed the French presidency, 

national defence was given prime ioportance. Two basically controdictory 

visions motivated de aaulle•s foreign and security policies.' The first 

vision stemmed from his perception that the international system, 

dominated by the two super powers, was unstable.' Because of their 

e 0 ormous st~tegic power and global interests, the two super powers 

influenced operations of almost all international conflicts. As a 

result, it is they which, to a great extent, shaped the balances and 

relationships between snell and or middle powers... Security relation-

ships in &!rope, France•s prime concern, were seen by de aaulle to 

2 D.L. Hanley, A.?. Kerr and N..H.. 'Waites, contemporary France: 
Politics and Society Since 1945 (London, 1984), p.212. 



depend on super power conflict or cooper~tion.' In order to avoid 

thia situation, Blrope, according to de oaulle, must develop its 

own independent security system., Either the super powers, de Gaulle 

feared, would clash, and their rivnlry would embroil all the states 

of the system, whether they wished it or not, or they would unite in 

efforts to limit the power and influence of the other states.· Both 

prospects were viewed as menacing to the status and political 

independence of France and the other ll.lropean states. 3 

General de caulle 1 s efforts were primarily directed towards 

transforming the existing state system in Blrope and encouraging the 

emergence of a net., &rope, that wculd act as a third force. He 

advocated the idea of "United ibrope''• which was to be built on 

French initiative and approved by a popular referendum with~1t any 

reference to non-1bropean inspiration or influence. 4 De GSu lle was 

determined to see, that France nust be recognized once again as a 

3 

great power with an i~ortant global role.· 'Mtus the French President 

tried to expand French influence in Asia and Latin America, while 

retaining it in Africa. But 81rope remained his prime concern, so 

it was there that he devoted himself fully. 

Beginning with the division of BJrope, each half of which was 

3 Wilfrid L. Kohl, French Nuclear Diplomacy (Princeton, 1971 >, 
p.l25., 

4 He s. Chopra, De caulle and a.tropean Unity (New r>elhi, 19 74 >, 
p.219s 
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dominated by the two super powers, vize, the USA and the USSR, de Gaulle 

sought unification of western EUrope through a loose confederal systema~ 

a "BJrope of the States'' extending from "the Atlantic to the urals''• 

According to his design, thiB would be a 11 !bropean" lit rope independent 

of the super power hegemonieso Such a transformation required removal 

of the American military presence from t4estern &rope and withdrawal of 

the Soviet troops from ~stern Jbropeo This would hetmld the end of 

any direct political influence of the super powers over BJropean affairs, 

to be followed by an evolution towards liberalization and national 

autonomy with the consent of Moscow in Eastern &!rope.~ ln de Gaulle•s 

view, a new system of all-lbropean security would then emerge, which 

would be ''balanced'' by the Soviet Union in the East and France in the 

west, buttressed by the French nuclear forceo 5 

The broad contours of de aaulle 1 s perspective on French security 

could be seen in his oft-quoted passage from the third volume of his 

war memoirso' He erunciated hie policy goals as follows: 

To ensure France's security in lJeste-rn &trope by preventing 
a new Reich from menacing her again. To collaborate with 
the west and the Blst, constructing alliances with one 
side or the other as necessary, without ever ac~epting a 
position of dependence., •• To encourage the political, economic 
and strategic grouping of the States bordering on the Rhine, 
the Alps and the Pyrenees. To establish this organization as 
one of the three ~-1orld powers and if it should one day be 
necessary, the arbitrator between the Soviet and Anglo- Saxon 
camps. Since 1940, my every word and act has been dedicated 

5 Wilfrid L.- Kohl, "France and Ebropean Security: de Gaulle and 
After' in William T.R. Fox and warner R. Schilling, eds., 
Ibrepean Security and the Atlantic ~stem (New York, 1973 >, p.l21. 



to establishing these possibilities; now that France is 
on her feet again, 1 am going to try to realize them.6 

The second vision permeating Gaullist foreign policy was his 

quest for French grandeur; Despite the success of socio-economic 

reconstruction in France by the midwl9SOs, there came about a feeling 

of decline in political power in world affairse Cold ear not only 

forced France to play second fiddle to the United States by joining 

the NJ\TO in 1949, but also to accept rearmament of tlest Germaey 

wtthi~ the NATO by 1955. Sillllltaneously the French empire witneseed 

its gradual liquidation. 'lbe shrinkage of the French influence 

5 

world-wide was accentuated by the refusal of the major Western allies 

to treat the French colonial problems as a common concern of the 

Western Allia~eo The French felt disappointed when their allies 

did not extend sufficient support to ensure the French victory and 

preserve its vast empire. The severe blow, h~~ever, came in 1956 

during the SUez Crisis, when the u,s expressed its opposition to the 

perception of Western !hrope• s interests in ~st Asia, which led to 

the Anglo- French• Israeli military expedition against lrgypt with 

damaging political consequences. ds such, the French decline thus 

seemed to be the common will of the allies as well as the enemies of 

France. 

De ~~lle championed the cause of French grandeur which was 

to be achieved by pursuing independent foreign and defence policies. 

6 Charles de Gaulle, quoted in IIi lfrid L.' Kohl, n.3, pp.l26• 7. 



In Stanley Hoffmann's words: 

Independence is the condition of grandeur.• Grandeur 
itself consists of playing as active and ambitious a 
role in the world as the nation•s position and resources 
allowo" The substance of such a policy deperds on and 
varies with the circumstances of the international 
systemo ln today •s world, French grandeur is defined 
by de Gaulle as an attempt to play the role of IJrope•s 
awakener sod leader.7 

6 

This was presumably what de Gaulle meant, when he wrote that France 

could ''collaborate with the west and the F.ast, constructing alliances 

with one side or the other as necessary, without ~ver accepting a 

position of dependem:e''• De Gall lle often used to emphasize that 

independence is the ••essent tal go&l .. , and Prance •s fundamental 

ambition must be the tank, the place it has to occupy as a great 

8 western nation in the global system. Fbr this, possession of nuclear 

weapons was a nust. T.lithout nuclear weapons, no state in the post• 

war ern can be entirely independent in its security policy. De 

Gaulle himself said: 

However terrifying these means of destruction (nuclear 
weapons) may be, and precisely because they are so 
terrifying, a great state that does not possess them, 

9 while others do, is not the master of its own destiny. 

This is why President de Gaulle in his address at the ~ole Militaire 

on 2 November 19 59, announced that Prance wold proceed to build an 

7 Stanley Hoffmann, "De Gaulle, lbrq>e, and the Atlantic Alliance", 
International Organization, XVIII (Winter, 1964), p.2o 

8 Alfred Grosser, ~·~·· n.3, PPo184•85. 

9 De Gaulle, quoted in Roy MicridiS, ed., Qe Gaulle:· 
Implacable ~lly (New York, 1966), p.l37. 



independent national atomic force. The thrust of his speech was as 

follows: 

France must be in a position to defend herself by herself. 
France \-Jill have an atomic striking force. There can be 
no separation between the political and the military. 
Military genius is at the service of a vast concept of 
overall strategy. Defence of the nation is national 
defence; allies are essential but an alliance is not a 
substitute for the capability of aelf•defence~lO 

General de Gaulle was carrying out the policy that he had 

7 

explained in July 1958 to John Foster l)Jlles, the us Secretary of 

State, that the morale of the French people could suffer under the 

pressure of liquidation of the old empire in Africa, unless there was 

some corresponding sense of world missiono· Llgeria was decolonized 

and de Gaulle knew that he had to make up the loss of Algeria by 

something, which could keep the French sense of greatness alive. ;n 

modern times it is realized that there is no grandeur without atomic 

power. To offset the effects of the liquidation of the French 

empire in Africa, de Gaulle was determined to give the French people 

11 and army the stntus of an atomic power. 

De Gaulle •s policy of nuclear independence was intertwined 

with his plan of ••united .EUrope". Obviously his "United lUrope" 

could not be independent, unless it bad its 0\'ln defence system.· 

France, which provided the intellectual and moral imapiration for 

10 De Gaulle. cited in David Schoenbrun, The Three Lives of 
Charles de Gaulle (London, 1965), p.294. 
---..... ...... ; ,. . . ·-



the creation of the Furopean edifice, had also to develop its m1n 

nuclear defenceo·12 Military security, de Gaulle argued, required 

that in the nuclear age France oust have adequate nuclear weapons 

to deter a possible aggression, so that, while not disrupting the 

alliance, r~ance could ensure that its allies did not hold its 

8 

fate in their hands. Muclear project required enormous resources, 

but de Gaulle claimed that this would cost no more than contributir.g 

to the NATO integrated military apparatus which, in any case, could 

not provide such a secure protection.· 1'hus, de r.aulle contended, 

France was reaching the point where no power on earth cCJuld inflict 

death and destruction on it without meeting in no t:IJne the same 

fate; that, in his view, was the best possible guarantee of French 

securityo 

With the detonation of its first atomic device on 13 February 

1960, t"rance became the first and the only nuclear power in conti

nents 1 western ltl rope and the Fourth Nuclear !lorld PCMer, thereby 

breaking the nuclear monopoly of the "Big Three"w-the USA, the USSR 

and the UK. lbe US•UK-doroir.ated NA'ro did not take kindly to the 

French entry into the nuclear club, because it gave a setback to 

the internal cohesion of the MAlO and dimmed the prospects of nuclear 

non-proliferation ard diSarmament. Nor was the French nuclear status 

welcome to the USSR, for the latter felt alarmed not only because the 

12 a.s. <.'hopra, 2e.•!:!!•r n.4, p.219. 



French atomic power added to the Western military arsenal but also 

because of the fear of more clamour from China for a share in the 

nuclear secrets. 13 

9 

The FOrce Nucleaire strategique Francaise ( FNS) is an instrument 

designed principally to serve Gaullist external policy. It is a means 

of deterrence. lt should deter a potential enemy from acts of pressure 

or aggression against France and it should deter other states from 

interfering with the course of French policy~ oe Gaulle believed that 

a nat iona.l nuclear force, like a sound national economy, added to the 

French influence, as it enabled France to operate independently in 

world affairso Addressing the officers of the higher military 

academies on 3 November 1959, he emphasized the need for an independent 

French nuclear poltcy in the following words: 

The consequence is that clearly we oust be able to provide 
ourselves ••• with a force capable of acting on our account, 
with what we have agreed to call ••a striking force••, liable 
to be deployed at any moment and in any placeo· lt goes 
without saying that, as the basis of this force, there will 
be an atomic armament • whether we make it or whether we 
buy it .. which nust belo~ to us: and since France can 
possibly be destroyed from any point in the w9rld, our 
force oust be . made to act anywhere on earthe-14 

Defending the necessity of nuclear weapons for France, de Gaulle argued 

in a Press Conference on 23 July 1964: 

••• the countries which do not have an atomic arsenal believe 
that they have to accept a strategic and consequently a poli
tical dependency in relation to that one of the two gie.nbs 
which is not threatening them. In these conditions, France ••• 

13 lbido 8 Po220e 

14 De Gaulle cited in Anthony Hartley, caullism: The Rise a~ 
PSll of a Political Movement (New York, 1971)• p~l98. . . _ _._ 



as soon as she was able to be herself, judged it necessary 
to begin the desired effort tn order to become an atomic 
power in her turn.l5 

Nuclear weapons impose a strategy of deterrence in which their use 

is more psychological and political than military. If they were 

to be used in a conflict, there would be no escape from mutual 

destruction,;· Hence only when the very existence of a state is in 

da11ger could· there be a real threat of nuclear w-ro Expressing his 

doubts about the reliability of the us nuclear umbrella, de Gaulle 

said: 

And then, above and beyond everything, the deterrence is 
now a fact for the Russians as for the Americans, which 
means that, in the event of a genera 1 atomic war, there 
would inevitably be frightful and perhaps fatal destr:uc
tion of both countries. In this situation, no one in the 
world, particularly no one in America, can say whether, 
where, when, how and to what extent the American nuclear 
weapons would be used to defend &rope.'.. American nuclear 
power does not necessarily and immediately meet all the 
eventualities concerning llilrope and France.l6 

Since the United States and the Soviet Union are in a state 

10 

of nuclear balance, it iS unlikely that they will use nuclear weapons 

in defence of their respective alliese Stressing this, de Gaulle 

said in his Preas Conference, 23 July 1964: 

15 

16 

Since America and Russia have both equipped themselves with 
such an atomic arsenal, there exists between them a kind of 
automatic deterrent balance$ But this balance really covers 

De Gaulle cited in Wilfrid L.. Kohl• op.cito, n.l, Po 129o --
De Gaulle's Press Conference of 14 Jaruary 1963, ,!:.8J}! 
Addresses, Statements and Press Conference of Genera 
c'&lrfes"'de Gaulle, Yay 1958•Jaruary 1964 (NewYork·,-1964J, 
p.21t. -



only them but not most of the other countries of the world• 
even when they are linked to one or the other of the two 
colossal powers. For the cause and integrity of each of 
the others might not seem to their ally to be worth the 
trouble of being crushed itself in crushing its rivat.l7 

ll 

France, therefore, cannot rely upon American nuclear weapons for its 

defence. lt rrust develop its own nuclear weapons to defend its vital 

interests. The reliability of the American deterrent carne under a 

cloud not because of any particular event in BJrope but because of the 

American policy stance during the SUez Crisis, unhelpfUl and totally 

negative as it was in the French eyes. The reali2'.8t ion that France 

could not depend under all circumstances on the US for protection and 

that the uS might on occasions make common cause with the Soviet Union, 

was used as an argument by the French leader for the creation of an 

independent national nuclear force. 18 

nte French nuclear planning is based on anti•city strategy. 'Ihe 

French deterrent is and will remain too small for anti•torce strategy. 

The unbearable damages de Gaulle had in his mind could be inflicted 

only on enemy cittes0 ' The anti-city strategy indicates only defensive 

use of nuclear weapons. Cbviously, any first strike on the part of 

France against the ussR is unthinkable, for it could mean only its 

committing suicide. Any retaliation on the part of the USSR could 

17 

18 

De Gaulle cited in w. t. Kulski, ne Gaulle and the :.torld: The 
.!O_r_etgn Policy of the Fifth .Jtren'CliR,epublic (New York• 1966), 
p.97.-

\101£ MencH, Deterrence and Persuasion: French tbclear Arrrement 
!I! the ConteKt of-~TI'O'lill Policy2 .194s-i'9jj (Loridon• 197{ff;po i'9o 



obliterate France from the map of ltbrope. The French Minister of 

Information, Alain feyrefitte 9 said: 

we are satisfied with the buildiDg a force much smaller 
(than the American or the Soviet) ••• hut a force suffi· 
ciently formidable to dissuade an adversary from attacking 
us, because the risk which he would run would be much 
greater then the stake which we might represent for him. 
This force is not1 therefore. a striking force but a 
deterrent force.l~ 

For many years, the basic assumption underlying the French 

strategy was that the French force would strengthen the overall 

western deterrence, because it might serve, in case of en extrema 

provocation againot France or llestern Europe, as a "trigger• of the 

American nuclear arsenal.· Later, with the advent of detente and the 

consequent decline of the Soviet threat of aggression, plus the shift 

in focus of active super power rivalry in the 'l11ird World, the notion 

of triggering became less relevant. Frence•s concern shifted to 

avoid aeiog dragged into any super power hostilities in &Jrope, t~hich 

might spill over from a Soviet-~an confrontation elsewhere. for 

exanp le in Vietnam. 

Haunted by the spectre of a Soviet-american confrontation 

enveloping the whole world, and later by the possibility of a Soviet• 

Am« :lean political deal on a I:Urq>ean settlement as the cold 'Jar 

diminished, de caulle asserted that France, in equipping itoelf 

with an atomic force, was promoting world equilibrium by accordiqg 

19 .Alain J?eyrefitte, cited in 11.14. Kulski, ~·~·• n.l7, p.'99. 



lbrope once again the means for ita own security and an independent 

political role.: JUstifyiog the French atomic force soon after the 

historic announcement of France•s withdrawal from the NATO military 

command in 1966, de Gaulle said: 

The world situation in which two super-states would alone 
have the weapons capable of annihilatirg every other 
country ••• tbis situation, over the long run, could only 
paralyze and sterilize the rest of the world by placiqg it 
either under the blow of crushing col!1'etition, or under the 
yoke of a doubl~ hegemony that would be agreed upon between 
the two rtvala.zo 

In a conference st Lake Como held on 6 September l960e the 

13 

idea of a l!Ultilateral force (MLF) was floated, with the backi~ of 

the United States. In December 1962, the British Prime Minister, 

Harold Macmillan, secured the same rights for France as for Britain 

under the terms of the ~ssau Agreement. If France participated in the 

MLF its submarines would renain under the French command.- They would 1 

moreover, have Polaris missiles with Prench.warheads, and could be 

withdrawn in the event of a supreme national da~ero For various 

reasons, the Frengh Goverment rejected the MLF, arguing that it 

merely camouflaged the American monopoly of nuclear strategy in 

Western &.trope. The MLF would not enhance the credibility of the 

American nuclear guarantee, because it would only subjugate the 

!llropean nuclear forces to the American strategic direct ion. It 

would also undermine the credibility of national nuclear forces. 

20 De caulle cited in ii.,L. Kohl,!?£·~·· n.J, p.no. 



14 

The large number of tactical nuclear w,~pons at the disposal 

of both sides raised the spectre of a limited nuclear war in lbrope, 

which would ravage the continent, leaving however the United States 

and the Soviet Union almost unaffected. It seemed to France that the 

US was not only prepared to fight a limited nuclear war on the 

continent but was also planning to sacrifice EUrope at the altar of 

its own global strategy. ln support of this thesis, the French theo-

rtsts cited the ~rican doctrine of flexible response0 FUrthermore, 

the scale of the .Jmerican nuclear armament and the context of the 

American global strategy indicated that the tiorst daruer of a nuclear 

,.,ar in !brope came from the American side, for the US would be least 

able to sustain a conventional \mr and so would be most tem?ted to 

21 resort to nuclear weapons. 

The French nuclear strategy was based on the instantaneous and 

total use of the national nuclear armatry once a serious aggression 

had been identified.· The adoption of the doctrine of ''massive retalia• 

tiod'-~purer in its implications associated with John Foster Dullea-· 

was slightly modified later by the plana for producif\g French tactical 

nuclear \'leaponso It was agreed that such weapons would allow a delay 

between the identification of aggression and the use of strategic 

weapon.'J directed against the opponent • s cit ieso' The deployment of 

conventional forces, backed by the tactical nuclear weapons, might 

"force the invader to pause and think in face of thiB earnest of 

21 \lolf Neool~ op. cit.,, n., 18, p.,32., --
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French intentions"" 

Because of several developments :JUch as the Suez CTisis, the 

15 

defeat of France in lndOoChina, am the American indifference to the 

French preoccupation in North Africa, particularly .Algeriat the 

French became sceptical and began to feel that their vital national 

interests cculd never be safe in their depenience upon the U-i-UK-

dominated NAto defence system. which Michel Debre characterized as 

••the instE".tment of American security in the hands of the qlo

Ameriean directorate''• 23 

In September 19 58, tJe Gaulle proposed a three-nat ion direetorate 

to the US Presided: !isenhc:Mer ar¥1 the British Prime Minister Macmillan, 

for the NoATO decisions on security have global implications. The 

memonudum of 17 September 1958 sent to President fH.senhower ani 

Prime Hiniater Macmillan, in which de Gaulle suggested the creation of 

a threeepower directomte (according to .Alfrud Grosser) ''sh<NS one of 

the posstb le goals of French ambition: Complete equality with Great 

Britain and even with the United States, with the Big Three of the 

24 Atlantic AlU.~nce forming a specisl entity". De Gaulle in his 

memorandum proposed: 
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23 

24 

It ts not the viet\f of France that NATO in ita present 
form can do justice either to the security requirements 
of the free world, or to its own.~ tt, therefore. seems 
to France that an organization conprising the United 
States. Great Brttain and Franc8 should be created and function 

lbido 

Michel Debra cited in H.So Chopr-a, op.cit., n~4. p.231. --
Alfred Grosser, op.~it., n.l, p.lB6. --



on a world-wide political ao:l strategic level.·, This 
organization would make joint decisions on all political 
questions affecting global security and would also draw 
up and, if necessary, implement strategic action plans, 
especially as regards the use of nuclear weapons.25 

De Gaulle•s proposal of a three~power directorate, however, was 

rejected because of the Anglo-Sa::tton fear of French hegemony in 

&rope.· 'This is evident from President ili::f.senrower•s reply tc de 

Gaulle• s memorandum of 17 September 1958: 

We cannot afford to adopt any system which would give 
to our other Allies, or other Free tiOrld countries, 
the impression that basic decisions affecting their 
own vital interests are bei&~ made without their 
participation.il6 

De Gau lle• s demao:l for a three-nat ton directorate sparked off a 

bitter controversy regarding the original motive of France. 

Professor H.S. Chopra is, however, of the opinion that de Gaulle's 

idea of a three-nation directorate was "designed to modify the 
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NATO defence system to suit the needs of the 1958-lbrope''• This is 

indeed a charitable view• '11le stark reality U.s that de Gaulle•s 

proposal was "misinterpreted in the West as his ambition to attain 

hegemony in \#estern &!rope••. 27 

POr de Gaulle, an integrated alliance spelled subordinationo 

It offered nothing but insecurity in the unlikely event of a 

Soviet aggression in EUrope~ But in the far-more likely event of 

a ~!no-American war, such an alliance risked involvement. Such 

25 De aaulle•s Memorandum, cited in Alfred Grosser, ~·~·· n.l, 
Po 137., 

26 Eisenhower•s letter to De Gaulle, cited in Alfred Grossner, 
ibid., p.taa. 

27 H.-». Chopra, op.::it.·, n.4, p.231. --



were the arguments he used as he ''moved from dissociation to with• 

28 
drawal''·· By mid•l960s, in de Gaulle•s view, the Soviet threat to 

!llrope had subsided and the Soviet threat to the United States hnd 
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made America's intervention in &.!rope almost impossible.- Thereupon, 

de Gaulle evoked the danger of being dragged into a war. His motive 

was to put an end to the integration of French forces and installs• 

tions with a military system ttnder the American command. He said: 

The wars that IAmerica is waging in other parts of the 
world• .. yesterday in Korea am Cuba, today in Vietnam-• 
may be escalated to such an extent that a general 
holocaust will ensue0 lf this happens, fbrope, whMe 
strategy in NATO is that of the United States, would 

29 automatically be involved 1n a struggle not of its choosing. 

France wanted to be the master of its_ ~Jn destiny; it was in a 

position to assume broad political and strategic responsibilities 

because of its nuclear weapons; It intended "to continue to modify 

the current arra~ementa•• with an eye to ••re-establishing a moro 

30 
normal situation, that of its sovereignty''o On 7 March 1966t 

de Gaulle sent a personal message to President Johnson of the us, 

announci~ France's desire of ••modifying the form but not the basis 

28 Guy de Olrmoy 1 The Foreign Policies of France: 1944.,.1968 
translated by £1ifne f. Halperin (chicago, 19'70 5, Po-314. 

29 De Gau lle• cited in Guy de Carmoy, ibid. • p.31s.· 

30 Ibid.,, pp.Jl5•26o 



France in 1969 and thereafter will be resolved as always 
to fight alo~Bide her al Uea should anyon2 of them be 
the victim of unprovoked aggressiono •• (On the other hand), 
France elq)scts to mccver her .fu 11 sovereignty over her 
own territory which, at the moment, is encumbered by the 
perlll!lnent presente of allied military forces, an:! b'y the 
use that is being made of her std.es. France will also 
cease to participate in an integrated command and will 
no longer make her forces available to NA10.31 
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In this way. de Gaulle retained the pledge of mutual assistance 

but underlined the requisite condition of ''unprovoked aggression"., 

At the same time, he withdrew from the permanent military org~niza• 

tione' France was willing, however, to study with the NAro allies 

the links, which it might be necessary to establish between the 

French aoo tho NATO cOllllmaOOo This stand notwithstanding, France 

continued to station ita troops in Germany in accorrlance with the 

agreements of 23 October 1954o furthermore, it expressed its wilUJll: .. 

ness to discuss the practical questions connected with the application 

of these measures. 

De Gaulle, thus, made a fine distinetion between the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization and the North Atlantic Alliance.- He 

fully subscribed to the f'i>rth Atlantic ,.Alliance, in which each ally 

was supposed to enjoy c~lete equality l<tithout subordinating its 

national defence policy even to that of the mightiest ally overriding 

31 De Gaulle•s Memorandum, cited in GUy de Carmoy, ibid •• 
Pe316o 
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the ~llianceo 32 In a Press conference addressed by him on 14 January 

1963, he declared: 

To have allies goes without saying for us i.n the historic 
period we are ino~ But aho for a great people to have the 
free disposition of itself and the means to struggle to 
preserve it is an absolute imperative, for alliances have 
no absolute virtues. whatever may be the sentiments on 
which they are based.33 

The French withdrawal from the NATO-integr4ted structure struck 

at the very root of the ~lliance. The structure of the Alliance was 

rejected by a member state of prime i!ll>ortance in Western illrope; 

France•s role was important because of its poUticOaeconomic as well 

as its strategic global position.' The uneasiness in the Al Uance 

developed into a major crisis.1 ntis in turn precipitated a public 

debate, which centred upon the reasons for de Gaulle•s decision and 

its consequences. The main reason for withdrawal was thought to 

be independence, which must be the supreme aim of the foreign 

pol icy of s power such as France~ 

The French strategic doctrine waa the '1mas:iive retaliation''• 

but General AUleret • s article, ''Defense 'Dirigee• ou Defense Toua 

Azbuts" 1 published in the Rewe de J>efense Nati~ of December 

1967, provoked a new public controversy inside and outside France 

about a new departure tn the French strategic doctrine. According 

32 A. S., Ch~ra, op.cit., n.4, p.235. --
33 De Gaulle cited in H.S. Chopra, ibido 
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to General Mltoret, France has always had a ••favourite enemy''. 

That role bas fallen successively on Britat~- Germany and Russia. 

Now that the threat from the Soviet Union had almost disappeared, 

there was no.spectfic enemy. e,en then, because of sophistication 

in weapons technology, a threat in the future might come from aey 

direction in the world.- ln spite of its peaceful int:ilntions, France 

might be invaded by nations, which are at war with other states, 

with a view to controlliqg the French territory and resources or 

denying them to its opponent. Therefore the choice before France 

was between falling under the control of one of the super powers aMO:sl o?J 
· d~o'pi~ 

deoelepi"B an alliance system dominated by it and s~~pe~ed~y its 

own ~~tional deterranto Obviously, the second option was preferable, 

so France plumped for ''a nuclear striking farce which was not only 

azin:uthal but which could eventually be deployed in space once it 

became technically feasible to do so"o34 

ln an address delivered at the Institut des Hautes !tudes 

de Defense Nationale in March 1969, Ailleret 1 s succegsor as Chief 

of Staff of the armed forces, General M. Fcurquet, rejected the 

doctrine of massive retaliation, described as ~Ctout ou rien"• as 

well as the US strategy of meeti~ aggression in force at all 

levels. He advocated instead a strategy of ngraduated response-• 

in which tactical nuclear weapons would play their part independently 

34 General Ailleret, cited in ~olf Mendl, ~·~·· n.lB, 
p.83. 
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of the strategic nuclear force and thus raise the threshold beyond 

which the latter would come into play., 35 However, the more 

il!l>ortant was the implicit abandonment of the concept of 
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tous Azimuts which was evident by the stress on meeting an invasion 

.. ' :::---..... 
: ,..:,~~-, from the east in coordination to~ith the allied forces., General 

i· -~ .... \ \, 
·!i ~ ')~~rquet repeated, of course, the argument against integration and 

~~"~-!~~.or the ultimate autonomy of national defence but he considered inde• 

··~ 
.->-. pendent action as only a remote possibility. 

The reference to the threat from the east; the linking of 

military action to that of allies; and the emphasis on graduated 

deterrence were all significant changes wrought in the year before 

General de Gaulle•a resignation. They were caused by the economic 

constraints, which threatened to porJtpone development of a French 

ICBM system. They also manifested French anxiety over the Soviet 

activities in Czechoslovakia aid the Mediterranean. 

36 
I>e Gaulle•s security policy can be viewf!d in "four phases ... 

Starting in l958D the first phase of Gaullist lUropean-Atlantic 

policy hovered around the tripartite proposal to extend the .scope 

of NA10 and elevate France•a role and status in the Alliance. This 

phase also saw the firat reduction tn France•s NATO contribution, 

when these demands were rejected. 

36 W.L. Kot-.1. op.cit.~ ra,.3, p .. l31. --

,- . ! ---- -DISS- .. --~~) 

i 355.033044 i7~ 
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35 Wolf Mendl, ibid., p.84o 
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The second phase began about 1961 and centred upon de Gaulle•a 

efforts to construct an independent confede.ral grc:upi~ of states in 

Western &rope on the model of the Fouchet plans. D.lring this period, 

France q>posed by all possible means the alternative American plan 

for an ~tlantic•oriented Europe, linked closely with the us, and 

increased ita attacks against the ~ro.~ 

The third phase began in 1965 with widespread feeling of a ouch 

reduced .Soviet threat to Western &rope• De Gaulle, therefore, turned 

his attention to his Eastern policy of detente and rapproachement with 

the Soviet Union and the other states of Eastern bloc with a view to 

achieving eventually the formation of a F.urope ''from the Atlantic to 

the Ora ls1
' and a system of pall'" B.tropean security.~ To attain the 

aforesaid objective, he withdrew France from NATO's integrated 

structure in 1966.' 

1be fourth and final phase, which began in 1968 and lasted till 

the resignation of cene~al de Gaulle, witnesBed radical changes in 

de Gaulle's security policy0 ; This change was caused by many factors, 

notably the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, which resulted 1n the 

postponement of de Gaulle• s pan•&ropean design.. 

By 1960, de Gaulle had begun to speak of his design for a 

&rope ''from the Atlantic to the Urals11
0 " In his view, e strong 

groupifl; of states in Western fbrope was a pre~:cquisite for a new 
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all•l'.Uropoan equilibrium that would consist of the states in both 

the blocs•m llestern and Eastern-~ of filrope. ~is concept led him 

to promote the creation of a political union in Western &!rope on 

the model of the Fbuchet plans. After the FDuchet negotiations failed 

in April 1962• when Belgium and the Netherlands declined further 

discussion until Britain was admitted to the lfbropean Economic 

Community (ERC), de Gaulle's respo~se was to make a start towards 

west F.Uropean organization on a more modest scale on the basis of 

the F'ranco-Gernan Treaty of Jawary 1963, which was the ''Fouchet Plan 

As part of his plan for a West &.lropean grouping of states, 

rle Gaulle urged the creation of a EUropean defence system around the 

nucleus of the French nuclear force.- The French Government t~Ued 

that the French nuclear weapons would be placed at the disposal of 

western &lrope. when the required degree of political cooperation 

was achieved, and on this basis de oaulle tried to woo the ~deral 

Republic of Germany ar~ the other Ebropean allies away from close 

defence ties with the United States• However, 1'.!0 in:lication was 

ever given by France of ita willingness to share control of the force 
. -

de frappe with lbropea.n neighbours• The French riuclear armament 

lllB.de out by it as the core of a future West B.tropean defence indepen-

dent of American control~ lt was aleo meant for eventual French 

disengagement from the NATO and the creation of an independent 

!lest BJrq>ean and later all• ~ropean security systemo• 1he Gual list 
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France had concluded that the us "flexible response strategy••, which 

became the de fa~ strategy of NA'ro, not only contained grave risks 

in its stress on conventional forces as the first counter to invasion 

in B.trope and .bmertcan monopoly of nuclear weapons but also condemned 

B..u:ope to a secondary strategic role. 37 

Despite the French preoccupation with colonial wars, lilrope con-

tinued to dominate the French defence pol icy in the post- Second llorld 

war erao In this sphere, two related fears were upperpost in the 

French minds. The first was the fear that France would be called upon 

to be "the cannon-fodder for the Anglo-Saxon powers"•' 'Ibe second was 

the fear that, in the case of a war, ''Britain and the United States 

would withdraw behind the seas'', 38 and France WQJ ld be ravaged, as 

in the historical past, by the invaders~- At the root of these 

lurkt~ anxieties and criticism lay the deep-embedded French wish to 

see America and Britain firmly committed to the defence of EUrope. 

iven the Brussels Treaty of 1948 and the North Atlantic Treaty of 

1949 could not remove the suspicion that when it came to a military 

show-~own on the continent, th.e ~lo-Saxons would quickly retreat to the 

safety of their homelands, leaving the French to fend for themselves in 

the face of aggressiono,39 In a televised broadcast of 27 £prU 196St 

3 7 \4. L., Kohl, ibido, p.l38. 
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de Gaulle argued that, although the ~ricans had been disconcert~d 

by French self-assertion, a time would come when they would appreciate 

the valuable friendship of a Fiance able to stand on its own feet. 40 

The French withdrawal from the NA'IO military structure was a pre--

requisite for France's pursuit of a pan- European policy that included 

among its aims the creation of an all- BJropean security system.o·' T-his 

was facilitated by the remtction of tension between the two antagonistic 

blocs.;' This made de Gaulle say, ''the western world is no longer 

threatened today as it was at the time when the American protectorate 

was set up in BJrope under the cover of NATO". 41 Moreover, France 

was becomi~ an atomic power, so it was but natural that it begarr'to 

assume the very extensive strategic and political responsibilities 

that this capacity involves''• 42 

France•s expansion of contacts with the F.ast lbropean states, 

aimed at breaking down the blocs, was also an iuportant factor in the 

develcpment of &lst-west detente politics.'· In several respects, the 

.Ga.ulliat initiatives helped pave the '~ay for the •Ostpolitik• launched 

by the Willy Brandt government in the late •sixties as well as for 

President Johnson'S policy of ''bridge building''.o Disappointed by the 

United States and the United Kingdom, de caulle turned to the Soviet 

Union.. In December 1944, duri~ his discussion with Stalin, de Gaulle, 

40 D.L .. lanley, A.~.' Kerr and N. Ho Waites, op.c1t.", n,.2, p.'215. --
41 De Gaulle, cited in w.w. xulski, op,.cit., nol7. p,.304. --
42 De Gaulle, cited :l.n ll.L. Kohl, op.cit., no5 0 p.l31. --
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with a view to enhancing French prestige in the eyes of the Anglo-Saxon 

powers, QltUned his concept of llllropean defence, which, he claimed., 

could be organized in three stages.· The first stage of the Eurq>ean 

defence must be completed by the two continental powers••France and the 

Soviet Union--united in the common pursuit of containing German 

adventurism, of which both of them had been frequent victims in the 

past. Moreover, unlike Britain, France and the USSR being continental 

powers habitaally maintained large armies.~ 'Thus, united in the common 

task of containing German militarism and also united by necessity in 

maintaining large armed forces, de Gaulle considered the Franco-Soviet 

alliance as of prime :lll"{)ortance.· He rejected churchill's pi:'oposal for 

a tripartite Franco-Soviet• Brtt:ish al Uance, because Britain• B incu lar 

position had always been the root of its initial hesitation to join 

the First as well as the Second World War&' However, he placed Britain 

and the United States at the second and the third stage, respectively, 

of his Jbropean defence strategy.~43 

The cau1Ust vision of a lbrope of the :states extending from 

''the Atlantic to the Uralsu suffered from several inconsistencies 

and contradictions.\ First, it was not clear where the Soviet Union 

stood in this new lbropean framewo~· De GaUlle often spoke of a 

lbropean &!rope independent of the super powers.~ In this sort of 

system, the Soviet Union would have to be excluded just as the 

United States, so that the new !hropean grouping could strike an 

43 H.S. Chopra, op.cit., n.4, p.237o --
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in:lependent stance.i On the other hand, if this fbrope were to extend 

to the Urals, the Soviet Union would necessarily be thereo44 

The Gaullist EUropean vision and the hope, that, through it 

France would achieve a special liJropean and global role, were upset 

. by two events in 1968.;' First, the politico-economic crisis, caused 

by the industrial strike and the student unrest, seriously impaired 

the stability of the Gaulliet regime and undermiMd France•s inter• 

national prestige ard hence its claim to leadership on the continent. 

Second, the Soviet invasion of czechoslovakia in August 1968 dealt a 

severe blow to de Gaulle•s all .. Furopea~ designo' It proved beyord 

doubt that de caulle•s EUropean vision was premature and based at 

best on an overoptimistic assessment of the Soviet policy vis•&•vis 

the East 8.trCJpean countrieso· These two developments caused severs 1 

shifts in the French positions towards lillrope and the Atlantic. Amo~ the 

most significant changes were the postponement of the Gaullist pan• 

&lropean design, a reascessment of France• s relations with its 

Ilbropean allies, and a tilt in the French policy towards the NA10 

and t be United ;ita tea. 

The Franco-Ametican relations were further streretheMd with 

the advent of a aew administration in the USiA under President Nixon--

an admirer of General de cau lle. 1-btual respect and understanding 

44 W .. Lo Kohl, op. c ito, n., S, P• 134. 
-~ 
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between these two men was renewed during N1xon 1 s cordial visit to 

Paris soon after his assuming office. The American policy appeared 

to be shifting towards a new tolerance of indepeodent West &.!ropean 

identity. Nixon admitted that he shared the General •a view •ttbat 

Europe should have an independent posit ion in ita own right". The 

us, he remarked, no longer needed to be the dominant partner in the 

Atlantic alliance. 45 

Thus. during the last year of General de Gaulle 1 o presidency, 

the French defence policy seemed to be gradually tilting towards the 

United States, aoo aggressive French resentment against Angloa Saxon 

domination of Western defence system seemed to be gradually waning, for 

Franco was becoming more and more cooperative with tho NATO. This 

created a congenial atmosphere· for the successors of de Gaulle to 

adopt a more concUiatory policy vis•a•vis the US and NATO. 

After de Gaulle•e resignation. Georges Pompidou assumed Presidency 

in 1969, but be lacked his predecessor's sweeping foreign policy designs. 

During his term, be cautiously scaled down France• s global objectives 

and defined for his country a more modest conception of national 

interest, which was in greater harmony with France's resources and 

capabilities. He said: 

With a population 15 times smaller than that of China ••• 
smaller than that of Bangladesh ••• how can we preserve in 
the lo~ term the place in the world to which we were 

45 President Nixon•s press conference, New y~rk Ti~, March 5, 
1969. 



restored by General de Gaulle through his personal 
presUge?46 

Several reasons were respoMible for this change.. First, 

Pompidou did not enjoy de Gaulle•s immense personal prestige and 
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respecto' Moreover, France is a country with serious domestic problems, 

which forced even de Gaulle to retreat and modify his policies before 

his retiremento Also to reckon with were a vastly different background 

and personal style of Pompidou, "an intellectual and technocrat turned 

'•7 politician, a man used to the procedure of pragmatic negotiation'' .. 

Pompidou•s policy was characterized by a contraction of global 

aspirations and concentration on a carving out an active middle-power 

role for France in two key areas: &.trope and the Mediterranean. 

Poropidou•s greatest departure from the traditional Gaullist ideas is 

manifested in his approach to IUraPeo Oa r..aulle•s vision of a H1rope 

of States from ''the Atlantic to the urals'' seemed utopian to Porrpidou. 

Instead of pressing for reconciliation of' the two halves of EUrope, 

Pornpidou assigned top priority to the organization and strengthening 

of Western ~rope, so that it could resist any invasion from the East. 

His avowed goal was a 'lest European confederation, to be achiev£::d on 

a pragmatic st~by•step basis. He envisaged an independent ~stern 

8.trope that could find its own place in the Norld• ·Like de Gaulle, 

46 Georges Pompidou quoted in Arshiya Bawa•s Di3sertation, ~~~~ 
rrance and lltropean Security (New Delhi, 1984), p.27. 



Pompidou was, of course, cautious about preserving the identity and 

sovereignty of France. He once said: 

If you ask me about: ru:ro, I shou td like to say: Colla
boration with our allies is as natural aoo i~ortant 
for us as the fact that '"'e do not winh to be in an 
integrated organization, that we wish to preserve what 
General de Gaulle called our independence, which means 
our freedom of decisto~ It is by our free choice that 
we are allies, not by cornpulsion.~s 

Thus, we find, PolllJidou opted for ·-continuity and change'- as 

the guiding princ~>le of his foreign and defence policie9. In an 

interview to a correspondent of I~w York Times, ~ompidou said: 

In the first place, Prance being France, our basic needs 
remain necessarily the same.· General ie Gaulle • s policy 
was not unnatura 1• It was iinposad by the needs and 
the fundamental interests of France.49 
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If, on the one hnnd, the Pompidou administration stres!led continuity 

of (',eneral de Gaulle•e policy, then, on the other hand. it also 

eJlllhasi~ed change. lecurity was no longer the prime concern of the 

French Government as it was durt~ de r.aulle• s flresidency. Replying 

to a question regarding his policy in the "doma.ine reserve", i'ornpidou 

said to Raymond TQ.lrnoux: 

Tbere is a tradition.. •• which I uphold that the President 
of the Republic attaches special importance to foreign 
policy and national defence. But how can we ignore the 
other areas of policy? The wellbeing of the French nation 
is important, but so is the individual Frenchman.SO 

48 Georges ~ompidou, quoted in Alfred Gros:Jer, ~·.:.!:.•, n.l, 
p.265o 

49 Pompidoues interview with C.!.. Sulzberger, Net-1 York Times 
(City BHtion), 15 Febntary 1970. 

SO QJoted in Jean Charlot, The Gaullist Phenomena (London, 
197l>e ?•177o 
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The devaluation of the Franc constitutes a significant example of the 

different approaches of de Gaulle and Pompidou• De Gaulle had rejected 

it on grounds of prestiget while Pompidou considered it an economic 

necessityo 51 

Pompidou did not abandon the Gaullist policy of detente and 

cooperation with the East, aimed at demolishing the walls of division 

created by the Cold war. But unlike de Gaulle, 2ompidou had no precise 

blueprint for an llll·-'aropaan political or security framework an::! the 

rolet which France should play in it. Speaki~ in Gaullist tor.a, 

Ponpidou reiterated in a Press Conference held on 2 July 1970, de 

Gaulle•s stand on the East-West relations: 

The entire policy of France centres on breaking down 
this curtain ••• to establl!Jh the cloaest poasible 
relatiom ••• cooperation and understanding in every field 
between all the countries of the west, and all tho coun
tries of the F.asto That is t-lhy ••• Europe can only be 
built under these condition8 (otherwise).,uFrance would 
refuse to have anything to do with it.;52 

While Fran:e worked on a fi.~t•opean security system, it accepted 

that there is no defence but national defence, even within the alliance. 

Even under ?ompidou, national defence was emphasized in the typically 

Gaullist fashion.' It was argued that defence being a function of 

nation's patriotiSm, _can only be national~ Pompidou also affi-rmed 

that the nat tonal character of Franco• s nuclear armament, the basirJ 

of its independent defence, is at the heart of ita political freedo~ 

However, unlike de Gaulle, £omp1dou vigorously defended the presence 

51 i1UU.-1m Safran, The Freru:h Polity {New York, 1977), p.275 .. 

52 Pompidou•s Press COnference reported in Le Mendes 3 July, 1970o 



of the American troops in &!rope, which he regarded essential for 

the security of llestern lbrope.'· 

About the nuclear defence of !Urope, ~ompidou said: 

'11le future of a cODIDOn lllropean nuclear defence pol icy 
1 ies in an agreemerd: between France and Great Britain• 
1 am quite ready to talk to the United Kingdom about 
such an agreement, which might become a Jbropean agree
ment. But it will take time and atrope llllBt first 
develop a political conscience.,'Sl 
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France was suspicious of super power detente.~ It, along with 

other ~ropean countries, feared that there might be a move to 

estsbl ish a condominium of super powerso· Voicing &lropean concern. 

Pompidou said in his Press COnference of 27 September 1973: 

The law of politics and the life of states require 
one to consider all eVentualities and therefore to 
see the dangers which this rapproachement might also 
entail if it were to lead to a kind of doodominium, 
or to a kind of neutralization of Qlrope.'-54 

&.tropean fears, in general 9 and French, in particular, were 

further reinforced by the us-ussa agreement on the prevention of 

nuclear war, which in itself undermined tbe credibility of the US 

nuclear guarantee.r· 

France wanted that tbe progress achieved on the road to detente 

and entente should appear first in the political and economic fieldso 

53 POU\)idou 1 qu~ ed in Paul C. Davis. ''lA lhropean N.tclear Force 
Utility ao::l Prospects•i, orbis, (Philadelphta ), vol'•'·l711 no.l, 
Spring 1973, pp.,l23-24o 

54 Po~idClU, Document Noo D/10173, 4mbassade de Prance en lnde, 
N3W l)alhie 
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lt considered efforts leading towards reduction of tension in the 

military field to be desirable in themselves but fruitful only after 

the successfu 1 conclusion of the Conference on ~curity and Cooperation 

in lUrcpe (CSCE). 11\at is why, the Ponpidou Government extended support 

to the Soviet Union's proposal of a security conference of Burope; How

ever, France argued that before settling security is~1es, less conten

tious economic and political issues should be settled.:· That, it felta 

would pave the way for resolving security problems.· 

ln brief, the French security policy under Pompidou was based on 

a more mode~t conception of France•s role in ~rope and the world. 

Pompidou was fUlly aware of the limitations of France. His principal 

objective WAS to promote France's st~tus and enhance its security in 

EUrope by increasing cooperation with its western allies, especially in 

tho lilropean community., France's relations with the United States improved 

and though France did not rejoin the NATO, yet it remained a member of 

the Atlantic ~Alliance. Like de Gaulle, .Pompidou cautiously guarded the 

Ft"ench independence al¥1 sovereignty. The Gaullist vision of an all• 

ihropean security system was given up because of its unfeasibility. 

Thus, Pompidou pursued a realistic policy in accordance With his country's 

capacity. 

Pompidou was auccedded by Giscard d•EStaing in 197~. who alao, 

by and large, foll~ed the policies initiated by his predece~sors, 

General de Gaulle and Ponpidou.'' Giscard regularly proclairr.ed his 

adherence to the Gaullist principles, chief among them being retaining 
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France as the dominant power in western Jbrope.~ Howevl!r, the realities 

of international relations and the paucity of economic resources made 

~ iscard question the assumption that France was capable of defending 

itself without any help from the us. Consequently, the old rivalries 

to the anglo-Sfixons were wted and a greater tolerance towaJ:ds the us 

developed,> De Gaulle and Pompidou bad stressed the role of the us as 

an obstecle to detente and as a challenger to arrope• s economic 

modernizatio~~ Under Giseard, this view of the US was given up and 

the us \..ras no longer branded as a cold liar monger by the .French leaders. 

ln view of the USA's ~~n economic difficulties, the United States was 

not in a position to threaten the ~at HUropean economic system. 

consequently, the French rediscovered America as a protector. 55 

Giscard was of the view that irrespective of whether or not ~ 

formal alliance system existed, it was in the American interest to 

help France in the event of a Soviet invasion.i tAll this notwithstanding, 

the Franco-American relations were not that cordial, Giscard differed 

with the carter Government, among other things, over the issue of 

nuclear non-proliferation and the US obsession with hu111an rights 

which, Giscard felt, jeopardized dete~e.-

Despite shifting closer to the US, the French continued to 

distrust the Americans. The distru~t was based on the uncertainty 

about the .!merican commitment to the security of lbrqH~o· '11119 

55 William Safran, ~·~·• n.Sl& p.279. 
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uncertainty did not relate only to the defence of EUrope but it also 

included, whether the US would share its oil resources with 8Urope 

in the event of another Middle East crisis and embargo on oil supply 

to the \vestern world. Thus, despite Giscard•s overt friendliness 

towards the US, he pursued a nationalistic foreign policy so as to 

safeguard the French economic interests; 

President Giscard along with tds Chief of Staff, General Guy 

Mery, felt the need of a review of the Frendh defence policy in order 

to make it up-to-date. Giscard said as early as in 1974, just after 

the assumption of President's office: "Our major strategic decisions 

were made in 1960t fourteen years ago ••• in an entirely different 

world". 56 Obviously. Giscard meant th.-.t the defence policy of the 

past had become outdated, so it lll!St be modified in accordance with 

the ne'o~ realities of the international relations,.• ·Nevertheless, 

despite his occasional remarks indicating a pro-uS stance, Gisce.rd 

remained tvithin the Gaullist paradigm saying: ''France uust secure 

its defence independently. This naturally entails control over the 

necessary means as well as over the decision as to the conditions and 

conti~encies under which they are to be uaedl•o·57 

Despite his adoption of the caullist position, Giscard set a 

certain tone for change in France•s defence policy with greater str~ss 

on conventional weapons since early 1975.' Speaking on French Tele-

56 Giscard d • Kstai~. quoted in ,Jichard ~loyke, ''The Process of 
Change in French :Jefence Policy'', Aussenpolitik, volo28, no.l, 
January 1977, p.5. 

57 Le l>brrl':_, 27 March 1975. 



vision, he remarked: 

lt vust be realieed that our problem lies in the fact 
that we must simulataneously, and with all means at our 
disposal, prevent an attack on France, aoo with the 
consequent feeling of security, iopart the awareness of 
a certain amount of French power.· It 11l1St not be permitted 
that in case of incidents that may occur, or in case of 
threats, the French people should have the feeling of 
being a weak community. But, in order to irrpart the 
feeling of security and power, France nust have a certain 
number of conventional means of defence at its disposalo58 

Thus, the nuclear aspect, which was solely promoted earlier, 

was consigned ~o relative uninportanceo The French Government 
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became aware of the fact· that the •-all or nothing" strategy, announced 

in the 197a White Paper, was no longer relevant, because the great 

Ebropean continental war was no longer the only form of threat to the 

nation., This realhation resulted in a cutback in the originally 

envisaged programme, so that expenditure on the c-onventional armament 

was n01-1 enhanced at the cost of the nuclear weapon3. 

• •• 1-

58 Giscard d• F.staing, quoted in Tlichard \loykes, n. 56, p.7. 
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Develcpment of Defence Expenditure, 1977•1982 (in million French Francs}59 

Fourth Military Programme 

Year 

1977. 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Total _ ..................... ~-----·~---~-

Total 
expenditures 5a.ooo 66,460 76,155 87~260 99,990 114,575 502,440 

~tilitary Research 
and Strategic 
Forces 11,670 13, 145 14,79 5 16,4 70 18,465 20,570 95,115 

Army 18,400 21,080 24,025 27,280 30,975 35,170 156~930 

Navy 09,780 ll,355 13,200 15,450 17,975 20,955 88,715 

Air Force 12,225 14, l.SO 16,490 19,405 22,670 26,880 111,820 

Gendarmerie 
(Police) 5,925 6, 730 7,645 8,655 9,875 11,000 49,830 

----------~~•r••~•·---~-·----·-·-------------·--~----~---·-·-·-·---·---~·----~--·--

According to the above mentioned fourth programme, the defence 

budget was to rise from 17 to 20 per cent of the arerall national 

budget and this increase made defence expenditure the biggest item in 

the national budgeto· The main reason for this increase was the Soviet 

Union's spurt in arms buildoup to which France had to react correspondingly. 

The other reasons were the lack of faith on the part of France in the 

Mutual Balanced Force Reduction (MBFR) talks at Vienna and c;eneral 

Disarmament talks. The French Government viewed the MBFR negot.iat ions 
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(Vienna) as detrimental to detente and believed that should they provo 

successful they would shift the already eK:#.sting imbalance in !brope 

further in favour of the Eastern Bloc., 'i'he Fourth programme, therefore, 

gave illllortance to the organi:r.ation and development of comrentionnl 

forces the budget for which \vas raised fran 54.4 to sa. 1 per cent of 

the national defence expenditure. 60 

When the Chief-of-Staff General' Mery•s ideas on tho French defence 

doctrine were made public in the military journal, !!_venue de Defense 

Nationale, many a political observers saw in them a break with the 

Gaulltst doctrine• Although General YJery' s thesis did not mark a 

complete change in France•a defence doctrine, there was nevertheless 

a departure from the rigid caullist doctrine• 1'hese changes were in 

the following areas: 

1• 'Ihe relativization of the i~ortance of strategic 
nuclear weapons.-; 

2. Cooperation with allies, especially in the so-celled 
enlarged security area (sanctuarization ela~ie) 

3e 1'he possibility of a EUropean defence. 61 

The 1972 White Paper stressed that 'proportional deterrence' was purely 

national am could protect only France.~ Eut Mery 'a reference to 

8anctuarization elargie implied that France's deterrent protection 

might extend beyond the French borders to its neighbouring allies 1n 

Western lil ropeo 62 

60 Ibid. 

61 iiichard Woyke, n • .>6, p.lOe~ 

62 David So yost, '''the French Defence l)ebate", SUrvival (London), 
vol.23, no.·1, January• Feb!:Uary 198111 p.l9e' 
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However. the declarations made in the White Paper of 1972 were 

rather vague and contradictory. with emphasis on France's national 

sanctuary concept and indeperdent national deterrent manoeuvre fre-

quent ly juxtaposed with a vague extensioh of deterrence to France • s 

allies, either in western EUrope as a whole or in the adjoining 

areas: 

Deterrence is exclusively national •• Gnucl~ar risk can 
not be sharedo •• tf deterrence is reserved for the 
protection of our vital interest, the limits of the 
latter are necessarily somewhat r~zy ••• France live~ 
in a network of interests which go beyond her borders. 
She is not isolated. Therefore, ~estern EUrope as a 
whole cannot fail to benefit indirectly from French 
strategy. which ccnstitutes a stable and determining 
factor of security in &..rope ••• Our vita 1 interests 
lie within our territory anrt the surrounding areas. 
Strategy covers this geographic zoneo63 

Despite these ambiguities, rMny French political obserVers 

interpreted the 1972 Uhite Paper nod other official policy statement8 

as a charter of independence through strategic nuclear forces and an 

option of non-belligerency. But the official statements made in 

1975 and 1976, which portended fundamental change seemed to be 

confusing. ·'I'he 1976 statements by President GisCilrd d 1 Estang and 

Armed Forces Chief of Staff General Guy Mery aroused controversy in 

several areas. 1-'..ery•s phrase Sanctuarization elargie was, for 

instance, e.ssumed to irq>ly a clear step in the direction of offering 

a deterrent guarantee to France's allies. Tactical nuclear weapons 

wer~ assigned a lbropean rather than purely French role and wen: 

seen as possible instruments of battle rather than as only warning 

shots. llhereas the 1'->72 \lbtte Paper held that the ~rican guarantee 

63 cpoted in David s. Yost, ''Frauce•s Deterrent Posture and 
Security in ibrope", Part•l: capabilities and Doctrine'', 
Adelphi Papers, noo194 (London), Pe66 
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was unreliable and irrelevan~ to the !Uropean security, because national 

deterrent forces p~otect national sanctuaries alone, the 1976 state-

ments implied that France had an interest in the continued credibility 

of that guarantee, at least for the security of its neighbouring 

allies. 

Perhaps the most disputed of the 1976 modification in the 

defence doctrine was the obvious abandonment of the two battles 

concept. ~ry envisaged the possibility by suggesting that France• g 

independence of decision would not necessarily lead to freedom in 

action, addiqg that participation in the forward battle could be 

necessary for France's own security: 

it would be extremely da~erous for our country to 
deliberately hold herself aloof from this first 
battle, in the course of which our own security would 
in fact already be at stake.- 1his does not exclude the 
idea of a battle on the frontiers; for we could be 
forced into this if the forward defence collapsed too 
quickly, or i £ our movements were hindered by enemy 
action. •• This leads us to envisage a second-echelon 
participation in the first battle, which could 
simultaneously assure an indirect cover of our national 
territory.64 

The 1972 \lhite Paper had postulated the potential occurrence 

of two batt lea in the event of waro' The first battle wQJ ld be 

the •forward battle• in defence of the Federal Rerublic of Germany» 

in which France might choose tot ake part with conventional forces 

64 General Guy Mery, quoted in David s.- Yost. ibid. • pll&e 
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or abstainp depenUng upon polit1.ca1 decisions to be made at the time 

of the outbreak of war by the French President. The second battle 

would consist of the :lJI4>lementation of France's national deterrent 

manoeuvre, should the NATO happen to lose the first batt lao' But 

Giacard discarded the •two battles• concept by referring to •one 

single space• in which any !hrcpean war in the future would be fought. GS 

Giscnrd d• Estaing was more uncompromidng than General Mery in rejecting 

the Gaulliat vision of •two battles• but yet implied that France could 

be exempt from invasion due to its strategic nuclear deterrent: 

Some people reason that any conflict taking place out• 
side France would completely spare the national terri
tory from battle.; This wculd create two zones: the 
battle zone, somewhere between czechoslovakia and the 
Rhine, and the territory of France, entirely peaceful. 
where the sole concern would be to support the distant 
action of the combatantso This concept is not reaUstico 
in fact, in the event of conflict, there would be only 
one zone because of the speed of transportation and 
comrrunications, especially by the air, an:l from the 
outset French national territory would be included in 
this generalized battle a rea ••• For this reason there 
must be only one military system in this zone, since 
there will only be one battle zoneo·66 

Giscard•s phrase, ''Only one military systen+-, in a si~le war 

zone was defined to mean functional reintegration in NA'ro by the 

Gaul lists, Conmunists and Socialists, who advocated a more vigorrus 

portrayal of France's independent postureo· The situation was further 

aggravated by Giscarde s efforts to stre~then France• s conventional 

forces. The Government was accused of undermining the French inde• 

pendence, compromising its security and subordinating France to the 

65 navid So Yost, n.62, p.2o; 
66 Giscard d• f!Stai~, quoted in Davi~ s. Yost, ne'€3, p.&o 
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NATe.· The Government was forced to retreat into denials of change in 

its defence policy and took shelter behind political ambiguities. 

Defending the French Government es defence policy, Defence 

Minister 'tvon Bourges pointed out that many of the • innovations 1 for 

which the Giscard Government had been lambasted could. in fact, be 

traced to the 1972 llhite Paper, which not only refers to our formal 

acceptance to act, if necessary, in the frametiork of an alliance• 

but also states that: 

1t would be illusory to claim to ensure the security 
of cur territory without being interested in the 
realities which surround tt.~.a narrow and ecroneous 
view of defence ••• would eventually cause us to withdra,., 
into ourselves and would doom us to a neutralism ••• 
though deterrence is reserved for the protection of our 
vital interests, the limits of the latter are necessarily 
somewhat hazy.- •• France lives in a network of interests, 
which go beyond her borders. She is not isolatedo· 
Therefore, western Europe as a whole cannot fail to 
benefit indirectly from French sttategyoo.67 

'nle pre.amble of the 19 76 military ~de programmation 

obviously written by President Giscard d•~taing himself, declared: 

lt would itdeed be illusory to hope that France could 
maintain more than 8 reduced sovereignty, if her neigh• 
hours had been occupied by 8 hostile power or were 
simply under its control0• The s eeurity of IJestern &rope 
as a whole is therefore essential for France.68 

Thus, Giscard defended the extension of the French strategic policy 

to include France's immediate neighbours. Nevertheless, these obvious 

67 QJOted in DBvid s. 'lost 1 n.f-2, pp.20.21. 



deviations from the Gaullist policy provoked Pierre Messmer, once 

Prime Minister under Pompidou, to declare that they were indeed 

•a leap backward of ten years in French military thought•.~9 

Ambiquity can be said to be the hallmark of the Giscardf.an 

defence pol icyo If, on the one hand, Defence Minister Yvon Bourges 

denied that Giscard d•EStaing had suggested that tactical nuclear 

weapons cwld be an ••tnstrument of battle", 70 then, on the other 

lmnd, General Mery spoke in a diametrically different vein: 

As far as our allies are concerned, do not expect from me 
a rigid scheme of our projected actions, we have not the 
least intention of letting ourselves be limited by plans 
made in advanceoeoone can envisage all kinds of scenarios, 
from close participation in a forward battle to isolated 
combat on the heights of our frontiers.' It would be very 
adventurous to fix what might happen in rigid plans. And, 
at the risk of disappointing you, 1 will tell_you that that 
would also be a question of expediency0 71 
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The White Paper of 1972 assigned tactical nuclear weapons two 

fUnctions limited to the execution of the national deterrent manoeuvre. 

First, tactical nuclear weapons were to strengthen the conventional 

forces meant for testing the intentions of an enemyo Second, by command 

of the French ~resident, they were to be used to fire warning shots to 

convince the enemy of the seriousness of the French resolve." The logic 

69 Ibid. 

70 Bourges cited in Atlantic News, no.84, 23 June 1976, p.3. 

71 General Guy Mary quoted in David s. Yost, ll$c3, Po"9o' 
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of •proportional deterrence• WC\lld thus become upmistakably obvious 

to the enemy, who would not then dare to invade France. But the 

statements of Chirac and Giscard confused this doctrine• They clearly 

indicated that the French tactical nuclear weapons bad a lilropean role 

and they would act as an instrument of battle and not just of warning 

shots. 

1bus5 the official French policy declara.tiOM have been 90 much 

laden with ambiguities and contradictions that it is very diffi~~lt 

to specify on their basis the French policy for !bropean security \oJith 

precision.• ~resident Giscard, Prime Minister Jacques Chirac and 

.Armed Forces Chief General Guy ~ry marle a number of often contradictory 

statements that \iere widely interpreted as portending basic changes in 

the defence policy outlined in the 1972 ~ite Paper, which was prepared 

by the GaulliBt Defence ~Rnister Michel Debre during the prcaidenc1 of 

Georges Pompidou.' 

Despite the wid~ range of policy declarations ani ambiguities and 

contradictions in them, the Giscardian regime insisted that its policies 

were but an elongation of the c.aulUst era.- Nevertheless the Gisca.r<.lian 

regime represented a change in attitude. a greater concern about the 

security of France 1 9 weqt &tropeanallies and a greater willingness to 

prepare for possible action, in conjunction tdth the N!'ro• in the event 

of a t-lar than any French regime heretofore., Simeltaneously. some 

caullist principles are sacrosanct and therefore inviolable, for instance, 



the continued deve!epment of France•s strategic nuclear force and 

maintaining not only its total autonomy but aho French military 

decision-making. The Giseard administration did not deviate 

from these sacred GaulUst prtnciplese' The same can be s11id about 

the Mitterrand Goveranent, which succf!eded the Giscardian 

Government in 1981. 
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Chapter 1\io 

"LKFT UNITY PROGRAHl-1tf 8 ANI> THX FRENCH NATIONAL DcFfliCE 

In April 1969• when General de r~ulle departed from the political 

scene, French military policy, was fairly clear. In early 1960s, with 

the settlement of the Algerian conflict, the military had been gradually 

reorganized according to the net-t priorities of natioool nuclear 

deterranceo The French political debate, which' upto that point placed 

in opposition rigidly distinct co~epts .. the 11Gaullistu an:l all the 

others • gradually evolved, leading to the realization of an apparent 

consensus, as for example the Left Unity "Common Programme••; yet 

di fforences remained betweon and within Mch group. 1 

'nle events in France in tiiy 1968~ brought significant changes in 

the French party systemo The new parliamentary elections which 

brought to an end this crisis resulted in a disastrous defeat for the 

Left, and the ruling parties won almost 75 per cent of the seats in 

the National Assembly. The losses suffered by the Leftists were partly 

due to lack of unity in their: ranks, as it became manifest in the 

Presidential elections held scarcely a year later when the split in 

the Left became obvious to everyone because of the four Leftist 

candidates. There was only one option for the Left: The elimination 

1 Pierre '[)abezias, "French Political Parties and I>efence Policy: 
Divergences and consensus", Armed Forces at¥1 Society, vol.a, 
no.2, Winter 1982, p.239. 



of this discord and an effort to achieve Left unity, which would go 

beyond simply matd~ agreements for the seconi ballot. 2 

The non-communist Left, which was represented principally by 

the SFlO (Section Francaise de 11 1nternationale Ouvriere), had for 

a lo~ time been attempting to assume a new form and make French 

socialism more attractive. The result was dissolution of the old 

party and the formation of a new Socialist Party (Parti Socialiste) 

on 12 July 1969, with new political leadership. ''As a consequence 
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of the May disturbances and as a result of pres~ure exercised by the 

unionized members of the party's e~ecutive board, the party congress 

came out against any further alliance with bourgeois parties and 

advocated the starting of conprehensive negotiations •11ith the 

Communist J?arty". 3 The new iocialist Party '~as consolidated, and 

after Francois Mitterrand went over to the party in 1971 and became 

its Chairman, establishment of an active alliance -with the 

Communists was only a question of time because Mitterrand had already 

made commitment before the election that the Socialists w~1ld work 

together with the Comnunists beyond the scope of electoral adjustments. 

The year 1969 aho marked the begiMing of a furrlamental change 

for the French Comnunist Party (Parti Comnuniste Francais, oz. c. F. >. 

2 llichard 'loyke, '' France• s Party System on tho Die of Electionsu, 
Aussen Politik, volo29, no.,l, 1st Q.larter 1978, p.S. 

3 udo Ke~q>f quoted in \U.chard Woyke, ibid., p.s .. 



It adopted a new programme in October 1971 which was designed in 

particular: 

to demonstrate its political transformation 
with its increa~ed social acceptability. 

to provide a forum for entering into negOe 
tiations with the socialists; and 

to keep the political initiative on the side 
of the Communists.4 

FOr the Socialists there was no other option but to go along 

with the decision of their 1969 party congress. Their objective 

was to open up to the left and thereby attempt to become the 

strongest force in the "Union of the Left'', i.e., to outweigh the 

PCF. nte programme for governing which they adopted in 1971 was 

designed to achieve this goal. 

Thia process of rapproochement between Comnunists and 

Socialists fitltilly resulted in the programme for government of the 

two parties in July 1972. This programme not only marked a mile-

stone in the history of Socialism in France, but it also affected 

the entire party system because it meant that for the first time 

there was a plausible alternative to the Gaullist presidential 

majority in the Fifth Republico Both the Comnunists and the 

Socialists had to deviate from the party programmes they had 

4 Wichard ~oyke, ibid., pp.s-6. 
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previously prepared as bases for negotiations on important points. 

Compromises were achieved in that the Communists substantially 

accepted the positions of the Socialists in the areas dealing with 
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the constitution, political institutions and foreign policy including 

defence, whereas the Socialists yielded to the Communists with respect 

to the questions of nationalization and approach to lbropean integration. 

The significance of the common programme lay not so much in its content 

as in its effect. The attractiveness of this programme was seen both 

on the Right and on the Lefto' The Radical .Socialists, who for a long 

time had been threatened with destruction because of the process of 

consolidation of the leftists and the trend in the direction of 

bipolarization in the party system, were split. One section under 

Robert Fabre signed the Common Programme which was a sign that the 

18Union of the Left'' had opened up to the centre. This made it clear 

that the position of the Socialist Party had become stronger in 

relation to the PCF as a result of the expansion of the ''Union of 

the Left•v because the Radicals were further to the right than the 

PCF and the SocialiBt Party"! Similarly, the Unified Socialist Farty 

(Patti Socialiste Unifie; PSU ), a party to the left of the PCF, 

started to show signs of splitting, which ultimately led to the 

merger of a PSU group around Gilles Martinet with the Socialist 

Party in 1972. 5 

5 Ibid .. , pp.6·7. 



The mo~t significant factor for the formation of a popular 

''left front 1
' was the revival of the Socialist Party at the Congress 

of !pinay in 1971 under the leadership of Francois Mitterrand. 

Shortly after change in the leadership of the PCF with Georges 

Marchais ta\ing over from the ailing \laldeck-lt:ochet, marked the 

final point of the rapprochement begun in 1964.. The communist 

acceptance of pluralism led the party to accept Francois Nitterran<l 

as the co~non candidate of the left in the presidential elections of 

1965. This modest beginning was stalled again after the disturbances 

of tony 1968,. 

On 9 October 1971, the Central Committee of the PCF adopted a 

voluminous document entitled Changer de Cap (changing the direction), 

which set out the guidelines for a democratic government of popular 

united front. In itself, this new programme contained few new ideas; 

it sinq>ly took up all. the favourite demands of the PCF since the end 

of the fifties, such as active participation in arms control talkn 

and signing existing treaties••Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 a~i 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty••which France had hitherto refUsed to 

sign. SuchA a new government also would abandon the nuclear weapons 

programme undertaken by France and would liquidate the existing nuclear 

stockpilesG As for reorganization of the national defence system, 

the programme indicated that CO!ll>ulsory military service for men 

would be maintained, but that the duration of service would be reduced 

by half, from twelve to six monthB., On furopean security matterg, the 

text was relatively brief and noncommittal, taking up the old FIS4 
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Soviet idea of the creation of a pan- iilropean security system. 

These guidelines for a ne\~ government prOftl>ted negotiations of 

the subsequent common programme adopted by the PCF and the ~ocialist 

party on 2 7 June 1972. In the deaence and foreign policy fields there 

existed strong similarities of views of the two parties. This common 

programme was, however, more detailed than the PCF blueprint entitled 

Changer de C8Po A stronger Socialist concern with continental affairs 

led the draftsmen to introduce a new sub-chapter in which the inten-

tiona of the leftist government in the field of arms control were 

elaborated. First, the projected cscx was to continue its activities 

in order to elaborate a treaty on Blropean security embodying a new 

organization of security. Second, steps were to be taken ''in favour 

o£ partial measures of disarmament in &rope: creation of denuclearized 

zones, freeze of armaments in Central lhrope, controlled ard balanced 

reduction of forces and armaments in Fur ope••. 6 

On the one band, the impact of the East was obvious-denucleartza

tion of central B~rope according to the proposals mooted by Rapacki 

and Gomulka, 1957•1958; but on the other hand, the Socialist negotiators 

managed to stress the balanced character of troop re~Jctions and the 

necessity of the verification of conclusions eventually reachedo The 

programme asserted that ''the progressive development of these measures 

will contribute to the creation of a climate of confidence and will 

favour the overcoming o£ antagonistic blocs''• 7 This concession ts 

6 Lawrence Lo \.Jhetten, New International Comrrun1sm (LeX11'¥!,ton 
Books, 1982 ), p.S4. 

7 lbid. s pp.S4•H5. 



significant since the US~R had not, uptil October 1972, expressed its 

desire to consider positively the NATo's proposal put fon1ard iG the 

MBFR guidelines. Thus in this specific field, the E'CF went beyor.d 

the Soviet position by connnitting a future French governrrent of the 

left to work for balanced force reduction in the disarn~ment talks 

of the Bast and the \lest. 'i'he common p rogra~t.me accepted the basic 

proposals of the PCF in matters of nntional secur:ity: duration of 

six months for military service, democratization of the armed forces, 

and their strong parliamentary contr~lo Likewise, arms transfers to 

foreign countries were to be strictly controlled, and totally banned 

in the case of colonialist and racialist regimes 0
8 

Another PCF concession was in the crucial field of ~lliance 

policy. Yor the PCF, this was a most important matter, as is 

evident by the refusal of the PCF to join any military bloc stnted 

fn the 1971 Changer de cap programmeo The baste principle of an 

. 
independent and sovereign France '-1as stressed: 11 The ne\o~ government 

will undertake measures with the aim of disengaging Frar.ce from the 

~tlantic Pact, a political-military organization with aggressive 

purposes and dominated by the United States. 9 This was obviously 

unacceptable to the new Socialist party. The old Socialist party 

8 James P. ¥.cGregor, "The 1976 atropean Comrunist Parties 
Conference'', Studies in Comparative Comnunisrn, 'iinter 
1978, pp.339-40".~ --

9 Lawrence L. Whetten, ~·~·t n.t, p.8S. 
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had strongly criticised General de ~~ulle•s decision to withdraw from 

the integrated military structure of NATO, and the majority of its 

members still rejected any move that would further irrpnir the French 

relations with the Atlantic Alliance. lbe NATO problem l<~as thus rrajor 

obstacle and the PCF was obliged to co~>romise on this issue. In the 

Common Programme, the agreed principle \las: 

''The government will base its national defence--on the 
respect of the alliances (of France)-eThe governrnent, 
in its declaration of intent, to~Ul express the will to 
practice a policy of independence vis-e-vis the military 
blocs and this under any circumstf8ces and by respecting 
the current alliances of France'Q• 

Thus, the bitter pill of the acceptance of continued adherence 

to the North Atlantic Treaty was sweetened by the rhetoric of the 

nonalignment to military blocs. In the draft of the Common Programme 

NATO itself is mentioned only twice and that also in a negative gen~:~e. 

As a matter of fact, the "Union of the Left'' adopted the cau lUst 

distinction bett.,.een the ~rth Atlantic ·Treaty, on the one hand, and 

the Organization of the Alliance (NATO>, on the other,'• And it opted 

for the status quo introduced by General de (Jlulle in 1966 by 

reiterating the refusal to reintegrate the French forces into the 

NATO. The continued adherence to the .Alliance was further weakened 

by a series of reservations: ''the right of the new government to 

conclude defensive alliances and nonaggression treaties and the 

10 Ibid. 
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declaration of intent to seek the simultaneous abrogation of the l~rth 

Atlantic Treaty aoo the warsaw Treaty. 1111 This was the point of no return 

to the integrated military system of NATO and was reinforced by the state

ment that the new goverrunent would ''define a military stratE-gy :!.n order 

to be able to face any possible aggressor. whoever he may be". 1his 

latter formula partially contradicted the provisions of Article 5 of the 

NATO Treaty of 1949 9 stipulatiqg common action in case of aggression against 

any of the members of the Alliance, but what is-important in this respect 

is that the common programme already in 19 72 contained a hint that the 

French strategy should be omnidirectional, tous azimuts. 

Adherence to the North Atlantic Tt'eaty, nonetheless, constituted 

a significant shift in Coreminist policies. The question here ts. can such 

a fuJXiamental change be reconciled with the Soviet position or' is there 

any serious break \oJith the Moscow leadership? .Accordill; to a PCF 

spokesman, the evolution of the .Swiet position since 1969 suggests thl\t 

actual acceptance of the military status quo in EUrope did not disturb 

the Soviet leadership to a great extent. After all• the USClR, by 

entering into the SALT process and MBFR talks and by agreeing that the 

two North American allies of NATO, viz~, USA and Camda, take part in 

the &ropean Conference on Security and Cooperation, had tacitly 

accepted the idea that arms control talks should be_csrried out on the 

basis of the two existiqg alliance systems. 

11 Ibid., p.fl6. 
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The PS and PCP signed the common programme in 19 72 in an.ticipat ion 

of bei~ elected as a coalition in power~ Confronted 1-1ith the right•s 

unbroken electoral and govemmental domimnce since 1958, the left ~ 

Communists, Socialists and Radicals Q had no option but to unite if 

they ever were to come to power. At first, move in this direction was 

made for reasons of electors 1 tactics in November 1962 >-lhen, for the 

first time since his party had split with the Communists in May 1947, 

Guy Mollet, General Secretary of the s. F. ~ .. o., announced on the eve of 

the Parliamentary elections that, where ~here was ,a straight fight 

between a caulliat and a Communist, he would be callir.g upon socialists 

to vote for the Comnunisto However, the Socialists made sure to 

explain that this was no atte~Tpt to revive the Front Populaire of 1936, 

that the "deep-seated and lasttog reasons for the division of.the 

left 11 subsisted, in short that their sole purpose was to deal with 

the immediate problem at ham, to meet the caulU.st da~er which, 

uncler the conditions prevailing, was greater than the communist darger. 12 

But the success of this tactic (the communists won 41 seats compared 

with 10 in 1958 1 the socialists 66 compared with 44) laid the founda• 

tions for further developments. In December 1965, at the time of the 

presidential elections, the FCF1 the SFIO and the Radicals agreed 

that, as fran the first ballot, they would all support a joint 

candidate, Francois Mitterrand, who was then leader of a small group, 

the comention des Institutions Republicaines (Co 1 .. R. >.- Following 

12 Le Populatre, 26 November 1962 1 cited in Jean Charlot, 
The Political Parties in-~~~~· (Paris, 1986), p.lO. 
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this campaign, the Federation de la Gauche Democrate et Socialiste 

(F. G. ti.S.) - formed in September 1965 by the political frierrls of 

Mitterrand, the Socialists and Radicals - entered upon negotiations 

with the PCF which culminated, on 20 December 1966, im a formal agree-

ment to the effect that each side would withdraw in favour of the 

other in the second ballot of the general election to be held in 

March 196 7. Between 1962 and 1966, therefore, the leaders of the 
. 

non-communist left had progressed from an adhoc electoral alliance 

with the PCF to a negotiated fortMl electoral alliance. The left•s 

relative success in the March 1967 general election- the communists 
• 

won 73 seats canpared with 41 in 1962, the F.G .. nos. 121 compared with 

105 - provided the impetus for a further stage in the progress towards 

the Union of the Left: efforts to draw up a minimum joint programme. 

On 24 February 1968 the PCF and the FGD-S published a joint statement 

enumerating the points on which they were in agreement, which were 

mainly in the area of domestic policy, and those on t-lhich they differed, 

foreign policy and defence policy issues for the most ·part. 13 

However, the crisis of ~ny 1968 put the Union of the Left in 

jeopardy. The PID~ was unable to survive as a united force after the 

Gaullist landslide victory in the June 1968 general election, and 

the left went into the first ballot of the presidential elections in 

13 Jean Charlot, The Political Parties in France, <Paris& 1986 ), 
p.lO. 



June 1969 with 4 candidates. Consequently, the left was eliminated 

from the second ballot, for which only Georges Pompidou and Alain 

Poher had qualified in the first ballot, in which they had come first 

and second respectively. Nevertheless, the movement towards a Union 

of the Left began to gather strength again from 1969•71. At the 

!ilinay Congress, held in June 1971, Francois Mitterrand, an ardent 

supporter of the Union strategy, assumed the leadership of the PS. 

On 27 June 1972 the P~ and the PCF signed the Programme Comrrundu 

Government (.Joint Programme of Government>, to which the Radicaux 
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de Gauche subscribed the following month. The three parties of the 

Left - the PCF, the PS and the l'RG - undertook to irrplement this pro

gramme if they came to power. In the general election of March 1973 

the PS made substantial gains while support for the PCF remained stag· 

nant; the result was a change in the balance between the opposition 

parties in favour of the non-comnunist left, opening up the prospects 

of drawiqg support away from the centre among voters attracted by the 

left but scared of the communists. This made l•alternance a realistic 

possibility. 14 lt very nearly materialized in the 1974 Presidential 

elections, in which Francois Mitterrand was the sole candidate of the 

Left, as in 19651 and lost to valery Giscard d• Rstai~, in the second 

ballot, by a very narrow margin. 1be left was expected to win the 

next general election, in March 1978o But there was another split, 

in September 1977, over the updating of the 1972 joint programme of 

14 Ibid., p.1lo 



government. The Socialists and Radicals on the one hand and the 

ColliJlUnists on the other \.rere unable to reach agreement, one of the 

main issues dividill; them being the scale of natiomlizattons to 

be undertaken on coming to power. The right was again victorious, 

to general surprise. 

The left's aspiration of comiqg to power was not rP~lized for 

nearly a decnde after the signing of the common unity programme in 

19 72. But even then the left gained in in:portance and gained 

adequate attention of the media and people. Actually the Left shot 

in prominence the world over in the seventies, as a result of the 

stagnation which followed the •oil Crunch• of 1973. 15 
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The French Left had always felt that it nust have an established 

national security policy, but such a policy invariably got saturated 

tvith nationalistic colouring. The Left was never able to break away 

from the intensely patriotic tradition created by de r,aulle. Therefore, 

both main parties of the left - PS and PCF- developed their defence, 

arxi alliance, perspectives out of the caullist framework of independence 

which bas attained the status of a broad nat~onal consensus. For those 

on the left, the most important aspect of the debate involved the 

consequences of integration within an American dominated \.fest~rn system. 

15 llilliam E. Griffith, ''The Left in France, Italy and Spain" 
in 1il.1i. Griffith, ed., The FUr_?Pr.an Left: ltaly1 France an_? 

-Spain ( !'1!ssachusetts, 1979 ), p.l. 
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Intra-Left disagreements have essentially arisen from different parcep-

tions of the need to make international compromises an1 concessions in 

order to manage external pressures whHe gaining !Til1Xinum leverage to 

secure socialist goala. 16 

Since the left failed narrowly to gain the parliamentary majority 

in the March 1973 general elections and the situation at home and abroad 

had meanwhile urdergone fun:iamental changes, the need aroso from 19 76 

on to update the common programme of 1972. The PCF took the initiative, 

with the soci:1l1st partner sho..~i~ signs of hesitation, since the latter 

was major beneficiary of the existing arrangement. The communist party 

however, in a dramatic move proposed a major s and for the PCF 

reiolutionary - shift in the defence posture in favQ.lr of the acceptance 

of the national nuclear force. The PCF spoke!lman for defence policy, 

Louis Baillot iD1icated that the national nuclear force took on an ever 

increasing importance as the main guarantee of national independence, 

given the tet¥iency of President Giscard d• Estaing to realign the r""rench 

17 doctrine with NA10 concepts. He then suggested to the liaison commi• 

ttee that the three parties of the left, including the Radicals, had 

established in 1973, '.l general revision of the section of the common 

programme banni~ the nuclear force.' !\t that time, the socialist 

leadership was unprepared for a ltllljor shift.· The subject was taken up 

16 Michael M. Harrison, "The Socialht Party, the Union of the Left, 
and French ltltional Security'', in Simon Serfaty, ed., The Forei,E,n 
Policies of the French Left (Colorado, 1979 ), p.2J. 

17 Le Marne, 18 .At>ri 1 19 76. 



in November 1976, when the socialist party executive organized a special 

conference on defence and security which agreed in principle to accept 

the nuclear facts of life.' 

The acceptance of the force de frappe by the PCF was officially 

announced only in l-By 19 77 in a speech by Jean Kanapa, member of the 

politburo and party secretary for international relations, to the 

members of the central comrnitteoe The new line was formulated in detail 

two months later in the liaison committee when Jean Kanapa submitted 

on 22 July 1977 a worki~ paper containing the changes that the PCF 

wanted to introduce into the original (1972) version of the common 

programme. The ~CF d.z:aft proposed: 

1. Maintenance of the nuclear armament at the level 
required for the security and indepeooence of the 
country; 

2. Adoption of a deterrance strategy in the strict 
sense, in order to prevent the outbreak of any 
conflict; 

3o Maintenance of tactical nuclear armaments on 
national territory; 

4. Ac~tisition of the necessary independent means 
of aerial reconnaissance; 

s. collegial decision maltiog on the use of the 
nuclear weapoM; and 

6. Nondesignation by the net.J government of a potential 
adversary an:! preservation of an O"llllidirectional 
military strategy (tousazimuts) in order to face 
any possible aggresiOr;IS 

While the socialists expressed their willingness to discusa the 

first four points, they declined to consider the two otherse Diffe

rences also remained over the nuclear arsenale The PCF argued that a 

modest expansion of the ballistic missile submarine force shaJld be 

18 Lawrence L. ~lhetten, 2£.·~·· n.6e p.as. 
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allowed. The new communist doctrine was close to the caullist concept 

of total sanctuarization of the French territory and of an un·equ ivocal 

refusal to exten:l the deterrence to cover France•s NATO allies. The 

third point was obvia1sly a reference to the necessity not to station 

the Pluton tactical missile system outside France, specifically on the 

territory of the FRG. The fourth point stressed that, in order to make 

the nuclear deterrent effective, France would have to possess its own 

means of early warning and reconnaissance • in other words, it would 

have to build milita~J satellites. These PCF proposals reflected a 

basic acceptance of the current nuclear doctrine and the countcrvalue, 

or anti-city, deterrence posture. But the remaining proposals were 

clearly aimed at undermining the exi3ting nuclear policy. Collegial 

decision Ill8.ki~ on nuclear u9e would in reality par!llyze the whole 

systemo lt was also assumed that the PCF would delegate its own 

representatives to the envisaged supreme council on nuclear defence, 

possibly with a right of veto. The Socialist~ were prepared only to 

submit the question of force de frappe to a popular referendum, but 

this idea was also given up because it was incompatible with the 

Cormnon Programme. 

The main hurdle to an agreement, however, was the communist 

demand to reintroduce the strategy of tousazinuts which meant refusal 

to recognize any country in advance as a hostile powero'' Finally, 

there was some evidence that the PCF tried to go back on the 

concession granted in 1972 on continued alliance membership; the 



paragraph on the refu94l to reintegrate NATO was expanded by a pas9age 

stating that France ''would put an end to the measures of reinsert ion 

into that military organization undertalten by the government in past 

periods and that France would also decline to take part in the setting 

up of any new integrated military organiUltion.u19 

Thus, there ,.,ere consid•!rable difference!~ over the updating of 

the common programme, but even then these differences, were not a major 

cause of the rupture of September 1977. By the end of August. the sub

committee on defence and security of the liaison canmittee had finished 

its discussions on the understanding that only the four agreed points 

should be taken up for consideration., Jean Kanapa accepted thiS 

procedure for final talks among the left union members. lt is, therefore. 

wrong to infer that these matters prevented the updating of the 1972 

common programme, since the PCF seemed willing to cowpromise. Never

theless, the party leadership. publi~hed the Kanapa draft shortly 

before the March elections with the clear intention of putting all the 

onus on the socialists for the rupture of partnershiPo' In their turn, 

the socialist leaders had to demonstrate, after the break, that they 

had not yielded on essential points to the communistso rrence, they 

stressed the main points of divergence, which concerned the PCF position 

vis-s~qis NA'ID., 

19 Ibid., p.89o 
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In September 1977 the PCF withdrew from the Union of the Left, on 

the breakdown of the negotiations on updating the joint programme of 

government. ln May 1979, at its 23rd Congress, the PCF expressed a 

"generally positive" view of the socialist countries• record. In 

Jaruary 1980 Georges March.ais spoke in defence of the Soviet interven-

t ion in Afghanistan, live from Moscow on French television. Despite 

the explanations and arguments on points of detail offered by the 

leadership of the PCF, this realignment with Moscow provoked a grave 

20 crisis within the party atd precipitated its decline. 

The FCF had hoped that after its withdrawal from the Union with 

the PS it would regain its autonomy on the left, and that that might 

restore its lost electoral support. At the National conference held in 

January 1978 Georges Marchais set the party the target of polling 25 

per cent of the popular vote. The trend since then, however, baa been 

in the reverse direction, with a sharp fall in electotnl support -

coinciding with the increasing popularity of the PS- 21.2 per centa 

the votes cast in the March 1978 general elec~ion, 20o6 per cent in the 

elections to the lbropean Parliament in June 19 ""F.J, 15.-5 per cent in 

the April 1981 presidential elections. 16o 1 per cent in the June 1981 

21 general election, and 11.2 per cent in the June 1984 EUropean elections. 

The PCF was ultimately forced, under pressure from its own supporters, 

to associate itself With the Socialists• victory in 198lt in the 

second ballot of the Presidential elections ar¥1 then in the ensuing 

20 Jean Charlot,~·~·' n.l3, p.26o 

21 lbid. 



genera 1 election.·· It bad to agree to join the Governments led by the 

.Social ht Pierre Ma.uroy from 1981 to 1981+, on the Social ists• ter!: s 
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and conditioaq and with very limited responsibilities - only 4 ministe-

22 
rial portfolios in the Goven1rnento Having become increasingly critical 

of the action ta!<en follo,.,ing the first austerity prograrrrne - June 1982 -

and especially after the second - March 1983 • the PCF quit the government 

in July 198'•• when the Fabius Government was forrnod, hoping, as in 19778 

that its refound autonomy would enable it to arrest the decline of its 

popularity, which seems to be irreversible. 

The assumption underlying the United Left strategy had been that 

Within the United Left the PCF would be a dominant force• ntis assumptic.'tl 

nust have been seriously questionsd within the PC~ leadership fran the 

autumn of 1974, and finally abandoned in September 1977 when the PS 

refused to update the common programme,. lt ,,as by then obvious that the 

programme as it stood was inapplicable to the circumstances of the late 

1970s, aoo that the PS wanted to keep its han:is free to revise the 

programme in a refo~~ist direction once in office, while the PCF's role 

would be confined to deliveriqg working-class support. The PCF 

leaders were not willitl; to play this role. They accepted that their 

priority must now be to re-establish their own party's hegemony of 

the Left - and this meant demol iahing the powerful Socialist Party 

which they themselves, by their United Left strategy, had unintentionally 

22 Ibid., p.27. 
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helped to create., They now admit that, by signing the Common Programme 

of 1972, they gave the PS a kind of undeserved certificate of proletarian 

legitimacy, and thereby contributed to the revival of that social democracy 

which earlier generations of communists had recognized as their most 

dangerous rival. 23 

The approaches to nat tonal security by Comnunists arrl Social tats in 

France are important not only because of their impact on the internal 

politics of France, but also because of the actual and potential military 

consequences for the effectiveness of the .Atlantic Alliance. ln opposi

tion, Comnunist and ~ocial ist positioniJ on defence arxl foreign policy 

have acted as restraint on govermnent policies. lt was feared, however~ 

that if the parties of the Left were to come into power, their policy 

positionq would directly influence the defence and foreign policies of 

France and would raise some critical questions about East•tlest political 

and military relations in ~rope and adjoiniog regions and about rela-

tions between the United States arxl other members of the Atlantic 

Alliance. 

French Communist and SOcialists have varied position~ on national 

defence, civil-military affairs, as well as on NATO. Their positions 

on defence and foreign policies diverge for understandable rensona. 

As a well-known specialist opines, they ''engage in a dialectic of 

agreement and qualification with regard to the national defence policies 

24 h of other West Fllropean countries". 1n the case of iocialists, t ere 

23 

24 

Edward Mortimer, Jonathan Story and Paolo Filo Della Torre, 
''Whatever Happened to • &to Conmunism' ?''• lnternational Affairs, 
(London), vol.,SS, n14, October 1979, p.S79. 
Ciro Elliott ZOppo, "The Left and lluropean Security: France, Italy 
and Spairr', orbis (Philadelphia), vol.24, no.2, Summer 1980, p.290. 
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there are at times nearly irreconcilable positions among different 

factions of the Party such as the "Pacifist", uAtlant1cist 11 a!Yi 

''Gaullist••, which remain at loggerheads· with each other. The Socialist 

Party, for instance, officinlly adopted nuclear weapons policy at a 

specia 1 convontion in Jar:uMry 1978. On that occasion, at least 

three distinct factions supported the nuclear line - albeit for 

politically incompatible reasons • while a fourth vociferously argued 

in favour of contim ing the party• s traditional disapproval of all 

25 ruclear system. 

The •Atlanticists• (led ~t that time by Robert Pontillcn and 

supported by Jacques Huntzinger) abandoned their earlier hostility 

because, emong other reasons, they felt that the French dissoc:Jat ion 

from the NA'rot and or its mm bomb had not led to the disintegration of 

the NA~, as it was feared earlier• Cy 1978, they were sure that it 

was both electoral!y popull\r and diplomatically compatible with the 

Alliance's gonls. '!be CERES (Centre d• Etudes et de Recherches 

Social istes) group, on the other haal (led by Jean-l"ierre. Chevenement) 

favoured nuclear weapons for precisely the opposite reason.' lhese 

socialist politicologues of the left believed that only through the 

possession of nuclear weapons could a socialist France contain the 

hegemonial American and NATO pressures to conform to the social• 

--r-----------~-·-----·-----·~-----·--------
25 Jalyon Howorth, ••consensus of Silence: The French ~ocial ist 

Party and Defence Folicy Under J:."'rancois Mitterrand'', 
International Affairs (London), vol.'60, noo4 1 f11.1gurnn 1984, 
P• .)82." ·-- ·-- . 
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economic and political norms of liberal democracy. The third well-known 

pro-nuclear group within the PS is the • Jacob in-nationalist • or 'Jaures-

Gaul list • fact ion. ':he defence minister, Charles Herru, Has its _political 

chief.' 7his group bears proximity to the classical caullisrn in spirit. 

In 1978, the Jacobins appeared to support the tt,o contradictory positions, 

desired to 1go nuclear• for reasons of national independence, but despite 

well-prOnounced •anti-Americanism', in no hurry to leave NATO. Finally, 

there \vas Mitterrand himself. !t is impossible to classify the 

President: all through his political career he had been effecting balance 

among different factions and policies, which may apparently be mutually 

contradictory. Mitterrand, as an expert believe~ seems to have resigned 

himself reluctantly to the inevitability of a nuclear defence for reasons 
preva ilinc 

connected with the present ly~object ive poUt i~al reality in 'lilrope. 26 

-
Howevc~r, opposition to nuclear weapons came from a heterogenoua 

cohort of ethical and political sensit ivitieso ~1aver1cks like Jea~ 

Pierre ~orms or Charles Josselin joined forces with the former members 

of the Parti Socialiste Unife (PSU) or Catholic activists like Clause 

Manceron, Jean Le carrec and Patrick Viveret, and were tacit ty supported 

by residual Atlanticists who still saw the ~rench bomb as an obstacle to 

27 the solidarity of the ..Alliance. Thus, we find that the l'S is a faction 

ridden party and even if different factions have arrived at a consensus 

----------------------------------
26 Ibid., pp.S83•84o 

27 Ibid., p.S84o 
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on any issue, they are because of jest-opposite and incompatible reasons~ 

as is evident, from the aforesaid different reasons given by different 

factions for supporting the French nuclear policy. 

There is, however, no gainsaying the fact that Marxist orientation 

to lbropean and international politics has terded to influence percep-

tions of the French ~ocialists and Communists 9 particularly regardiqg roles 

of the Soviet Union aoo the US in international security. t1ore important, 

however, on the concrete aspects of iiUrq>ean security and \-/estern 

defence differences between Communists and Socialists have been, until 

recently, barely discernible. This has been the result of an almost 

exclusively ideological approach to defence by the Left in France "' an 

approach primarily determined by considerations of party politics and 

internal politics.
28 

~ analysis of the positions on national defence of the parties 

of the Left in France reveals that the basic factor, which has determined 

their perceptions about ibropean security and about the pos9ible security 

threats to their nations is comnunist ideology,> This ideology has 

forged unity in the Left on the relationship between the global policies 

of the United States and its role in the Atlantic ~lliance. It has 

also made possible common approaches to the apprais~l of the inter-

actions between ~oviet military capobilities and the Soviet Uni~n•s 

28 Ciro Elliott Zoppo, op., cit,., n.24i p.291. --
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political intentions vis-a-vis ~estern EUrope. 

Then, of late, tt has been noticed that the main thrust in defence 

and security policy of the left in France has been to adapt to the 

Gaul list model established under the Fifth Republ ico' ~r both the 

Socialists and the communists, it is evident that Gaullist policies and 

postures furnished adequate scope to reconcile the often divergent and 

clashing interests of the various groupingso Intra-left disagreements 

on defence do reflect contradictory goals or interpretations of domestic 

and international issues, but it is note\-lorthy that explanations or 

justifications have increasingly resorted to trB Gaullist security 

model as a guideline, or natural point of reference. The Lefts• adop• 

tion of the Fifth Republics• security policy in the common Programme is 

not surprisi~, for in this sphere de Gaulle himself represented atti• 

tudes and views widely shared by the French elites and which in the 

1960s were often characterized as of a Left cvariety. 
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Chapter Three 

FRANCE• S NUCLEAR DEFENCE UNDER FRANCOIS HITTKRRANO 

AND l'l.JROPEAN SEOJRITY 

France•s defence policy relies upon the unity of its people. 

Such policy is based upon three principles: the affirmation of 

national independence, fidelity to international engagements. and 

the will to act. Before the people opt for these commitments, ~~-

ever, they must consider the resulting responsibilities: to have at 

France•s disposal a strictly national nuclear arrrement and to be 

fully aware of its alliances, agreements, and the solids.rity that 

ties it to other countries. 1 

The current defence policy pursued by the Socialist govern~~nt 

owes heavily to the defence principles initiated by General de 

Gaulle during 1960s. Jle ce.ulle du:ing the 19Wa accorded a distinct 

priority to the exclusive protection of French territory. The two 

features of French defence policy most associated with C~llism are 

the independent nuclear deterrent and the withdrawal fran the NATO 1 s 

integrated military structure. These two fulfilled six broad 

objectives that still guide French security policy. Three of these 

---·--- .. ·-~----
1 Press Release No.-:, 2 September 1987, 11i)nbnssy of France: 

Press and Information Service, New Delhi, pp.l-2. 
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objectives are purely political. '11le French expressGS near unanimous 

consensus with the view that a nuclear arsenal brings uncontestable 

prestige to France across the worldc Preservation of France•s 

internationAl rank, power and prestige has been a fundaments~. foreign 

pol icy goal of all French govermnents.. An independent nuclear force 

is also a prerequisite for national independence.. Finally, American 

, dominance of the integrated NA'OO structure placed France in an 

unacceptable subordinate position vis-a-vis the United States. The 

two Gaullist defence initiatives also fUlfilled three military goals. 

F,lrst, the French saw their own deterrent force as the best means of 

safeguarding their territory and national sovereignty. Secorrlly, de 

Gaulle viewed integrated military forces as portending potential 

disaster for France in a war. Lastly, an independent security policy 

meant that France had to avoid becoming engaged in armed conflict 

without makiqg a delibetate and thoroughly considered decision to do 

2 so. 

Since assuming pO\-Ier in the spri~ of 1981, the Socia lists 

have confirmed the support for F.lfth Republic· defence policy that 

they defeloped during the 197\Js, am have ~en mwed toward the 

most classic kind of caullist posture in reaction to some deviations 

under Giscard d•~taing. The Socialists have also followed de r~ulle•s 

tactic of holding out a FUropean defence option as an alternative to 

2 Robert Grant, "French Defence Policy and Jilr q>ean Security'', 
Political Science (~a_:ter.!x., vol.lOO, no.), ~11 1985 1 

pp.411M 12. 
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\#estern furope• s perpetua 1 dependence on an American-dominated NATO. 3 

The Socialists inherited a triad of nuclear weapons system on 

the original caullist design of the 1960s. The oldest component is 

some 36 aging Mirage-IV aircrafts dispersed over seven bases. The 

second component of th~ FN~ consists of 18 ~2 IRB~B grouped ir. two 

squadrons at the Plateau d•Albion in l~ute-Provence. The third and 

most important part, designated as the Force Oceanique Strategiqu!, 

are the five missile-launching nuclear submarineso A submarine is 

equipped with sixteen missiles, each with a range of 3, 300 kms. and 

armed with a one-megaton thermonuclear warhead. 4 French land and 

air forces are also equipped with the pluton tactical nuclear weapons, 

due to be rep laced in the early 1990s with the more advanced long• 

range Hades system. 

The French strategic force consists of the strategic and the 

prestrategic or tactical nuclear forces. The strategic airborne 

forces (F.AS) stationed on the Albion plateau, include the piloted 

bombers, Mirage-1\l (refuelled by KC 135 >, and 18 surface-to-surface 

ballistic strategic submarines (SSB~) equipped with S-3 missilese 

The Oceanic Strategic Force (FOST) hns at its disposal six nuclear 

submarine engine launchers (SNI.ili): five launchers of 16 MiBS M-20 

----------------------
3 NichAel ~1. !Iarrison, ''Mitterrand•s France in the Atlantic 

System: .A Foreign :Policy of Accommodation", :Polit1ca 1 'icience . 
Ql.arterly (New York>, vol.99, no.2, ~mmer 11'fS4, Po"'2rr. ___ _ 

4 ]bid. 
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monocharge missiles and one launcher of 16 MSBS M-4 missiles with 

multiple charges. LikeHise, tactical nuclear weapons which French 

designate as the prestrategic nuclear forces can also be divided 

into three parts - airborne, maritime and land CO!Il>onent.. The 

airborne component includes two Mirage 111 E squadrons and three 

Jaguar Squadrons rendered operational by the tactical airborne 

force (F~TAC). Equipped with nuclear charges of 25 KT, it is capable 

of destroying operational objectives assigned to it deep within the 

enemy territory. The maritime component includes two assault airplace 

flotillas, the super-Etendards, loaded on the Foch and Clemenceau 

aircraft carriers. The land component includes five regiments of 

surface•to-surface pluton nuclear artillery. 5 

The Soci.'llista have also confirmed Giscard government 1 s plans 

for modernizing and expanding France• s nuclear armoury ard have 

shifted force develO?ment plans to favour nuclear over conventional 

forceso One of Mitt errand 1 s earliest decisions as President was to 

approve the construction of a seventh mis~ile-launching submarine to 

enter service by 1994. Mitterrand also decided '·o go r' )ad l"itb 

plans initiated under Giscard to create a mobile l11nd-oased !RBN 

\1!-. 
force, to proceed with development of the Hades tactical nuclear 

weapon, and, instead of scuttling the Mirage-tv Loree, to kee~ 

fifteen planes in service after 1985 and qui;-> them with advanced 

air·~o-ground medium-range nuclear mi1niles enhancing the penetration 

5 i!linbassy of France: l?ress Release (Press & Information Service, 
New Delhi), no.7, 2 September !987, pp.3•4o 
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capability of this attack system. The Socialist attention to defence 

and military security was also reflected in the government's fir3t 

defence budget for 1982 which increased defence spending by 17.63 per 

cent over 1981. Defence was to account for 3. 39 per cent of France • 9 

, 
Gross National Product (GNP) in 1982. 0 The total 1987 budget for 

defence spending amounts to 169.2 billion fr:.mcs, representL1g an 

increase of approximately 6o35 per cent since 1986. Moreover, the 

defence budget accounts for 3o79 per cent of the Gross 1Qmestic 

~roduct. 7 

French independence is most explicitly affirmed, as it has been 

since 1953, in the area of defence policyo One of de Gaulle's most 

etY:Juring successes was not only to build the independent French 

nuclear force but to convince the French public that by doing so he 

had ended their security reliance on the United States. a Since then, 

France had adhered • with almost religious fervour - to the Gaulli:it 

principle of national independence. The Gaullist strategy is based 

on the theory of ''proportional deterrence'- whereby France• s nuclear 

arsenal would defend the national sanctuary by threabening a potential 

aggressor with losses much greater than any conceivable gain from 

such an attack., 'l'he French are thus the last tl'>Je believeres in a 

massive retaliation, anti-cities doctrine a\id reject the NA'Itl strategy 

6 

7 

8 

Embassy of France: Press Release, ~·~o• n.l, p.l. 

A.ll. De Porte, ''France's New Realism•, Foreign Affairs 
(New York), vol.63, no.l, ~ll 1984, p.TSb. 
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9 . 
of flexible response as untenableo But renewed tensions between the 

super powers and the technological growth in nuclear weapons have 

rendered Gaullist doctrines obsolete, which needed modification in 

changed international security scenario. It took the arrival of a 

leftist government, after twenty-thr~_e years of conservative rule, 

to accept this view and introduce modifications.. Unlike their 

predecessors, moreover, Nitterrand and his advisers do not carry 

the doctrinal burden of having to defend all the Gaullht precepts. 

ntis has enabled them to undertake a comprehensive reassessment of 

French strategy and they have embarked on a dual strategy: first, to 

modernize the strategic nuclear deterrent; and, second, to expand 

the level of cooperation with NATO. 

R.anlt and independence have been enduring preoccupations of 

successive French governments and the socialist government of 

Mitterrand is not an exception to ite The former French Defence 

Minister Charles Hernu has described France as the •world•s third 

military power•, 10 and has reconfirmed loqg~standing r~ullist 

principles that portray France as cap.~ble of •assuring totally her 

own security•. 11 This capability is derived from France•s strategic 

nuclear deterrent postureo Francois Mitterrand clari6;ing French strategic 

policy of his government said: 

9 Robert S. Rudney, 11 Mitterrand 1 s New Atlanticism: :tWolving French 
Attitudes TO\~ard NAT018 , Orbis (Philadelphill), volo28, no.l, 
Spring 1984, p.34. 

10 Le Monde, 25 February 1982, p.12o 

11 Le Monde, 10 October 1981, p.l2o 



In the current state of the Alliance, it is impossible 
for France to do anything but assure the defence of 
her own territory through ruclear deterrence. ;Any 

step outside would fundamentally contradict this 
str.1tegy, involve us in conflicts we could no longer 
control, and make us return into a system where we 
would lose our autonomy of decision. But this with
drawal may at length lead the French to a sort of 
neutralism regarding the affairs of the world, and • 
particularly with respect to our cloqest friends. 
If we ,.,ere to refuse all solidarity with them, how 
could ~ we expect theirs? There is today a contradiction 
between the strategy based on defence of the national 
sanctuary alone and the strategy based on the .Alliance 
but if this doctrine (of independent deterrence) is 
sufficient in itself, why the Alliance? lt \-tould be 
more honest to tell our neighbours that they cannot 
count on us if they are attacked. More honest to 
tell the French that they cannot count on others in 
case of danger. Neither of these situations, I must 
say, is satisfactory. Does autonomy of decision 

12 exclude solidarity? Does solidarity exclude independence? 
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French leaders, thus, gene~ally identify the political purpose 

of nuclear t-leapons as the defence of French territorv or, at beRt, 

of France• s ''vital interest~;".. But external pressur~s are mnking 

:It necessary for France to provlde a more explicit definition of 

the role of French nuclear weapons in the \lest B1ropean security 

system. This is a "basic strategic dilemma for France11 •
13 The 

main problem in French strategic doctrine revolves around the 

stress on defending the national sanctuary with nuclear weapons 

and the increasing acceptance of the need to include French 

12 

13 

Francois Mitterrand, quoted in Jlavid ~. Yost, "France's 
Deterrent Posture and Security in EUrope Part 1: Qapabiljties 
and lloctrine''• .Adelphi Papers (London), no.l9l•, !.linter 1984, 
p.l. 

Robbin F. Laird, 11 The French Strategic 'lilemma'', Orbis 
(Philadelphia), vol.28, no.2, Summer 1984, p.307o-
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neighbouring allies G especially ~deral Republic of r~rmany - in the 

French security system. 

The continuity in defence policy that rdtterrand has supported 

since his election as President means that mo3t of the essential 

ambiguities and contradictions of French policy for EUropean se~1rity, 

which he criticized in opposition, continue under his leadership .. 

President Mitterrand himself admitted reversal in his own thinking, 

while addressing the Danish Padltament on 29 April 1982: 

It is now a quarter of a century since ~this choice 
(mclear weapons) was made, against my, judgement, but 
the fact is that, for a quarter of a century, the defence 
of France has been based on this kind of weapono If it 
disappeared, nothing would be left of my country 1 s means 
of defence •• lafen though the choice of weapons was not my 
choice, 1 am now acca1ntable for the security of my 
country and 1 take care to see that my country•s weapons 
remain above the level below which their ability to deter 
would be destroyed. It must therefore be understood that 
there is no ideological choice involved here.l4 

Like his predecessors, Francois Mitterrand pursues, within the Atlantic 

Alliance, a discreet cooperation with NATO's military organization, 

but there is no question of returning to its integrated military 

structure. The deterrent force is not something which can be 

available to others and France must continue to take the decisions, as 

President Mitterrand asserted in an address to the Ubereee Club of 

Hamburg, on 14 ~1ay 1982: ur1e camot allow the security, the voice of 

France, to depend on considerations arrived at 5,000 kilometres away 

from us 11 • 
15 If on the one hand, Mitterrand strongly defended 

14 

15 

• 1 d "" """- IC' t r 1 Francois Mitterrand, quoted in !>1arie•c au e ,,mouts, Lue .. x e na 
Policy of Francois Mitterrand'-, International Affairs (Lorxlon >, 
vol.S9, no.2, Spring 1983, pp.1S8•9. 

Ibid., p.159. 
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independent French security policy then on the other hand he ·also 

assured Alliance partners • especially the USA and the FRG - of 

the firm French support in the event of any invasion on them. 

F\fen before coming to pmo~er in January 19 78, Hitterrand affirmed; 

"The Americans ought to know that we wi 11 be loyal allies, if there 

is a war, and if this \-Jar is provoked by the desires of outside 

powers••. 16 After asguming power Hitterrand reaffirmed thf.g stance, 

'"hile addres:Jing the lnstttut des hautes etudes de defense nationale 

on 14 September 198lo 

France's powerfUl nuclear deterrent force makes an 
important contribution to the common defence of the 
Alliance, to which we belong, aoo which we respect, 
despite the fact that we are, and must remain, masters 
of our own decisions••.17 

France's deterrent posture, devised by de Gaulle in the early 

1960s, still remains intact. But de Gaulle dev:!!ll<ed R::M.Si 11\treal?.:eg~" .m't 

a tim@ wt~®~ tba US had nuclear superiority and despite Gaullist criti~ 

cism could as!lure \~est Germany in particular- of a credible security 

guarantee. This enabled de Gaulle to institut:e a defence system in 

which nuclear weapons were held to •sanctuarize• France. France 1 s 

commitments to the Atlantic ~lliance remained in force after the 1966 

withdrawal from NATO'S integrated military structure, but itS leaders 

described France as an independent power with an option of non-

16 Le Monde~ 10 Jamary 1978. 

17 Francois Mitterrand, quoted in Lord Saint Brides, "Foreign 
Policy of Socialist France••, Orbis (Philadelphia>, vol.26, 
noo 1, Spring 1982. 
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18 belligerency - a power that could choose not to participate in a 

possible East-West conflict. 

French nuclear strat~gy, whether in its Gaullist, Giscardiao, 

or MitterranJ modes, depends critically on the second~strike capabi

lity of the force de dissuasion. Since its inception, the French 

nuclear force has been rationalized in terms of proportional dete• 

rrence. There has been no effort to match the super powers in deli-

very systems, warheads or payloads. Since such an effort is beyond 

France's technological and economic resources, successive Fifth 

Republic regimes have concentrated on building a counter•value system 

to deter aggression against :;'ranee. The French call their deterrent 

posture the deterrence of ••weak against the strong'' aoo they rely 

for its credibility and effectiveness as much on military prepared-

ness as on steadfast political leadership in order finally to mani-

19 
pulate the essentially psychological determinate of deterrenceo 

Roughly speakiru, there are two schools of thought: the first 

one, represented by General Gallais, continues to advocate "deterrence 

thr~tgh terror' along the lines of the US massive retaliation doctrine 

of the 19 soso The second school argues that such theory has become 

obsolete and that it should be modified and even rep laced by ''deterrence 

through deferx:e''• ln ~ance, considerable effort has been made by the 

18 David s. 'lost, "Radical Change in French Defence Policy", 'iurvtval 
(London), vol.28, no. 1, Jaru;'lry- February 1986, P• 55o 

19 E::h.Jard A. Kolod~iej, 11 French Security Policy: Decisions and Dile
mmas'', .&rmed Forces and Society (Loooon), vol.8, no.2, Winter 
1982' p.lS1). 
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protagonists of the massive retaliation theory to rationalize this 

concept. They believe thnt nuclear terrorism, i.e. countercity 

strategy, is more than enough to deter an opponent from any hosti te · 

action against France. besides, on ·the &lropean cant inent, the 

French ''nuclear resolve'' i.s supposed by them to offer some 

substitute for the American "nuclear shyness" exerrtpli fied in the 

early sixtit1s by President Keimedy•s strategy of flexible response 

or "delayed nuclear response". The French course of estnblishiug a 

local nuclear trigger on the Continent has been and still is 

undoubtedly a positive contribution to general deterrence for the 

whole of tlte \leste nut the rationale behind "deterrence through 

2CJ terror" has been pushed awfully too far by its protagonistso 

However, despite the vehement criticism of the classical concept of 

"deterrence thraugh terror", it still cant inues to be the corner-

stone of the official French strategy. 

The proponents of the second school of thought question the 

virtues of "strategic terror", which in thei t' view may have been 

useful to deter war two decades ago, but since then has been eroded 

by the massive Soviet build .. up in delivery systems an:i civil defence. 

In add it ion, the pace of technological progress in the area of 

accuracy of delivery systems paves the way for a ''c().mterforce11 

- -·-.u---·---~---· ------~~~~-

20 · Marc ceneste, .. Deterrence Through Terror or Deterrence 
Through J)e fence: The Hmergi ~ Nuclear Debate••, Armed Forces 
~~ie~, (London), vol.o. r.o.2, \Hnter 1982-;-p-p;T.ZS"";6. 
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first strike against fi~ed targets such as airfields or MRBM silos. 

A breakthrough in ABHs might also some day nullify the SALT-1 Agreement 

banning such defences, and this would seriously reduce the deterrent 

value of submarine launched ballistic missiles still OJt of reach of 

a first strike. All in all, modern technology gradually terds to 

do\•ngrade the effect of countercity retaliation and to severely alter 

the balance of terror to such an extent that the aggressor might think 

that his strategic superiority would prevent his victim from any 

strategic reaction, or that this reaction, shoold it occur any\o~ay, 

ll would not hurt him too badlye' Consequently, the scholars of the 

second school believe that the strategy of deterrence through terror 

is no longer sufficient to ensure France•s security. 

The deployment of the Soviet SS-20 IRBMs aoo the Backfire bor:;ber, 

supplemented by Soviet strategic forces and anti-submarine warfare 

capacity, question the very survivability of French forces after a 

Soviet first-strike. The credibility of ~ench nuclear larrl•based 

forces has never been more problematic. P.irage-lV and 1RBM forces are 

highly vulnerable to a first-strike attack. The deployment of Soviet 

ss-20 missiles, armed liith three 150-kiloton v.rarheads, and of Bacldire 

bombers with a load capacity of 17~,500 pounds epearhead Soviet theatre 

ruclear forces in lilrq>e0 These are supplemented by 1,400 ICBMS 

(\o~ith MJRVed warheads), 60 S~S lRBMs, over 1000 SLBMs, over 600 sea• 

--------~-···---~ 

21 Ibid., p.227. 
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~2 
launched cruise missiles, and 2,000 strike aircraft. \lhile rrnost 

of the Soviet Union• s est !mated 6,000 overa 11 warhead tote 1 are aimed et 

u.s. forces, enough capacity exists to target French land-Lased 

23 
forces. ~en if some should survive an attack, their reliability 

or survivability in a hostile environment is doubtful. 

French strategists speak of the 1RBM force, in a changed security 

scenario, es "a lightning rod which, Hhen struck by enemy forces, 

would justify a massive retaliatory attack by France's sen-launched 

miss iles"o 
24 

The destruct ion of the French IRBMs WOJ ld violate the 

French sanctuary and clearly reveal enemy intention.<; of an invasion 

against French territory. The sea-launched segment of the French 

tr1ad, while less ~tlnerable than the land-based systems, can by no 

means assure a miniiTUm assured destruct ion (HAO) capability. 

Modernization of French nuclear forces will also not change the 

existing situation. A. Sixth SSN/'the inflexible'', has been introduced 

into French arsenals. c.arrying 16 M-4 missiles, it reprer;ents a half-

way point between the ''Redoubtable•• class and a new class of nuclear 

submarines. ''The Inflexible"· has an improved navigation system• 

dives deeper, runs more quietly, and fires its missiles more rapidly 

than any other French submarine. Fach M-4 missile carries six 150~ 

25 kiloton warheads. French striking power has, tm1s, been significantly 

--------- ---···-·-· 
22 .,ee lnternational Institute for 3trategic 'itudies, Military Halr.cnce: ------·----------1980 .. 81 (London, 1980), PPo69•91. 

23 Ibid., p.4. 

24 Jean Klein, ''French Military Policy in the 1980s", International 
Security Review, vol. ~. no.4, ~linter 1981 8 p.46 7. --

25 F.d\o~ard A. Kolodziej, ~·;:!!•, n.l9, PQ 192. 
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increased, but yet the problem of protecting the submarine as a launch 

platform remains. 

Apart from an increase in the submarine fleet, several other 

possible means are also being explored to modernize and strengthen 

French nuclear forces. These include follo\-l•on sea-launched mtsst 1 es 

of greater payload, range, and penetrability, a new mobile IRBM, 

ci\J ise missiles, and possible use of the Vdrc~e 2000 or the twin 

engine ~lirage 4000 as a bomb carrier or launch platform for an air

to-ground strategic missile. All of these systems have several problems. 

For a country of France•s size and population density, it will be 

difficult to find enough convenient space to deploy and ccnstently move 

an IRBM force, even if all of the technical problems of delivery and 

reliability can be resolved. - On the other hand, to be effective, large 

numbers of cruise missiles would be needed to minimize the possibility 

that the force would be destroyed in a surprise attack and, more 

significantly, to assure its penetration of alerted enemy air defence 

systemso A cruise missile system would be a costly option for France, 

since large sums would have to be spent perfecting guidance mechanisws, 

electronic components for flight and fire and counter-radar to escape 

enemy detect ion. These negative factors make the proposal for a 

mobile IRBM or the Mirage 4000 as possihle mclear carriers, whatever 

26 their shortcomings, more attractive. 

26 Ibid., p.l93 .. 



Table-1: French NJclear Forces, l9si 7 

\lellpon System 

Type No. 
dep
loyed 

--·-------~---

Aircraft 

Mirage IVP/ 
ASMP 

Jaguar A 

Mirage 111E 

Refuelling 
Aircraft 

C-135 F/ FR 

Land-based 
Missiles 

S 3D 
Pluton 

~bmarine

based 
Missiles 

M-20 

H•4A 

l-l-·4 (modi fi oo ) 

()lrrier 
Aircraft 

Super 
&l:endard 

18 

45 

30 

11 

18 
44 

64 

16 

16 

36 

·o/8 rheads 

·-----------·-· ~-
year 
dep
loyed 

1986 

1974 

1972 

1965 

Range 
(Km) 

1500 

750 

600 

1980 3500 
1974 120 

1.1arhead 
x yield 

Type 

lx300 kt TN-80 

lx6-~/30 kt. ANT· 52 

1x6•8/30 kt. M~T-52 

lxl t-t:. 
lx10/25 kt. 

TN-61 
ANT• 51 

19 77 3000 1Kl Mt .. TN- 61 

TN>- 70 1985 4000-5000 6xl50 kt. 
(MlR.V) 

1987 6000 1x6xl50 kt .. TN•71 
U11RV) 

19 78 650 1 x6- 8/30 kt o t.NT- 52 

83a 

No. in 
stock
pile 

18 

so 
35 

18 
iU 

(:1+ 

96 

96 

40 

-·-------~----·-----·---------·---
27 See, SIPRI yearbook 1987: J.forld Armaments arrl Di~~.! 

(Stockholm, 1987), Pe~O. 
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The Hades tactical missile programme remains on schedule to be 

deployed in 1992, with a neutron warheado On many occasions France 

has declared that it has mastered the complexities of the neutron 

bomb and has tested it several times. A decision to produce the 

'"arhead may be made as the Hades deployment date approaches. The 

total number of launche:s is still unclear but is believed to be 

between 90 and 120. 28 Following a meeting with \lest· cermnn Chancellor 

Kohl in February 1986, Fresident Mitterrand stated, for the first 

time, that France would be willing to use tactical nuclear weapons to 

defend the Federal Republic. 

Like N-ATO, France believes in coupling the use of conventional 

forces with the threat of resorting to nuclear \ieapons. France 

intends to deliver a nuclear warning to a potential aggressor "at a 

place and time that will depend on the way the conflict develops''• 

This ''nuclear warning'' will be designed not only to send an unequivocal 

sign to the aggressor but also to •check the momentum of the aggressor•, 

and will be •diversified and graduated in strength•.29 The nuclear 

hardware available for this •unequivocal sign' includes 70 Pluton 

warheads (to be replaced by several hundred enhanced radi~tion warheads 

as part of the I~des missile pr~~ramme) as well as some 125 warheads 

assigned to aircraft of the tactical air force (F~TAC) and the naval 

30 air arm. 

28 

29 

30 

Ibid., p.-29. 

See "Speech of M.. Jacques Chirac, Prime Hinister, at the lnst itute 
of High tational Defence Studies (lHEDN)tt, 12 September 1986• 
translated in Speeches and Statements, Spo~~/LON1126186, by the 
French Bnbassy in London, p. 5-:---
Sll?Rl Year Book 1987, op.c.it., n.27, p.29o --
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The present French tactical nuclear forces are composed of 

several elements. Flrst, approximately 60 ~~rage 111 and Jaguar 

fighter-bombers are equipped to carry a single 10·15-kiloton tactical 

nuclear bomb to target. Second, there are Pluton nuclear artillery 

regiments, composed of three batteries, each with two missile ramps, 

for a total of 70 Pluton missiles. Mounted on the chasis of an 

..ll'ilt 30 armoured vehicle, the Pluton has a range of approximately 

75 miles and delivers a 15·2 5 kiloton charge. The Navy • s Super

~nndard ha9 also be~>n fitt(ld with AN- 52 nuclear bombs with a charge 

of 10•15 kilotons. ln the offing is the Hades system, Hith the 

double the range of Pluton, which it replaces. There are also plans 

to provide the mrage 2000 \·lith a short-range air-to-ground missile. :H 

}'ranee is upgrading two of its three long•t'ange nuclear \o~eapon 

arms; its SLBMs and strat~gic submarines and its nuclear aircraft. 

France first introduced its new N11Wed H-4 SLBMs on one of its sub

marines in April 1985, thus doubling the number of warheads in the 

submarine force in one step,. France is the first country outside 

the super powers to have MlRVed SLBMs. France plans to have five 

submarines carry the M-4 by 1993, which will mean a sixfold increase 

in submarine \o~arheads, fran 80 to 480. In addition to its submarine 

forces, France maintains a fleet of nuclear-armed aircraft cApable 

of striking tat'gets in the U'i'>Ro France is building fleveral neH 

models nuclear - capable aircraft as replacements for its older 

Jaguar and Hirage variantso Some 110 wclear aircrafts are now 

--------------------



deployed from land and 36 nuclear-capable super Etendard aircraft 

are based aboard France's two aircraft-carriers0 France has also 

developed a net-1 air-to-surface nuclear missile, the .lS?·P, which 

is expected to equip more than lSO modern French aircraft by the 

end of the l980s. 32 
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Although France maintains 18 ~3 land-based intermediate range 

ballistic missiles it appears that plans to modernize this force 

may be overshadowed by the submarine programmes. ln deciding to 

build MlRVed SLBMs, France also chose to reorient its targeting 

stmtegy from Soviet cf.ties to harder military targets like missile 

33 
sites. The five-year defence progrsmn~ for 1987•91, announced in 

November 1987, called for a n increase in defence spending for 

1987 and fundi~ for a number of new procurement programmes, including 

France•s first nuclear•pO\o~ered aircraft carrier- the R.ichelieu .. a 

new main battle tank, a fighter "' expected to be the nassault R.afale ~ 

and airborne early-,.;arning aircraft. TI1e nuclear programme represented 

a victory for President Mitterrand in the priority he attached to 

modernizing the nuclear submarine-launched ballistic missiles o 

beginning with the M-4 six-warhead missile, to be followed by the 

tp5 with 9-10 warheads - while deferriqg replacement of the land

based missiles until the midQ1990s. 34 

32 1-1., Arkin, A.s:. Burrows and others, ''NJ.clear '.leapons 198611 in 
Marek Thee ed. • Arms a,nd_ D1sat"Tll8:,~.!$== SIPRl FJ.ndings 
(o;tockholm, 1986), p.87. 

33 Ibid. 

34 See Stro_t!"1)iC Survey: 1986-1987 (London, 99SS, 1987), pp$t04•S. 
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In the 1990s the French nre expected to have a triad of nuclear 

forces COfllposed of six nuclear suhmnrines, 18 intermediAte-range 

ballistic missiles (lRBMs), and (until 1992-94), 15 Hirage-1V aircraft. 

F.lve of the six 9ubmnrines will carry 16 M-4 missiles, armed with six 

warheads of approximately 1'50 kilotons each. The sixth 9Ubmarina, 

carrying 16 11-20 missiles, each \-lith a one• megaton charse, is sche:-!u ted 

for retirement in the late 1990s. The 13 IRBHs on the Albion PL'ltMu 

are expected to be operative through thi:; century. 35 Unlike the 'iub-

marine force which is near invulnernbl<?-, the 1RBt·1 aqundron.3 are 

susceptible to destruction by Soviet theatre forces, principally 

the •;s-zos. ihe declared objective of the lltRMs hRs, t hereforet 

shifted from deterrence to a trigger of France 1 s nuclear forces. 

If implemented, the force de.dissuAsion (deterrent force) would 

become a force :ie frnppe (striking force). 

TI1e French remnin convinced that the threat of nuclear war is 

the only certain deterrent. Tiley do not believe that a conventional 

strategy is Bufficient, nor do they \-lorry lll.lCh aboot t-thether or not 

nuclear deterrence, based on threats aimed at the other ai1e•s 

nuclear forces or comlllllnd centera, becomes provocative rather than 

deterring.. Crisis instability, or lnunch•on·l-Jarning nightmares, do 

not seem to trouble them. Right or \HOng, they believe that the 

35 Fllwnr•l A. Kolodzie), ''Modcrnizn.tion of. British nnd French 
Nuclear ~rces: Ar•ns Control and <;ecurity Dimensionn'' in 
carl G. Jacobsen ed. The Uncertain course: Ne\-' 'Jeapons, 
Strategies 11nd Hind-s"ets (:~tockholm, SU~ltJ, 1987 ), p.246. 
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combination of nuclear weapon.<; of any kind and a will to use them 

if needed, ensures restraint on the part of thejpotential aggressor. 36 

France•s independent posture, reaffirmed repeatedly by the 

successive governments of Fifth Republic, poses seve~l problems for 

adversaries and allies as well. The French insist on the principles 

of national autonomy in threatening or using nuclear weapons. Any 

integration, operational coordin:1-tion or cooperation in planning '"ith 

allies is unequivocally IUled out. .At a meeting in the Kremlin, 

Socialist President Francois Mitterrand asserted, ''\le know in all 

certitude that our fate, our independence, our very survival, 

depends on our autonomy". 37 The question arisea, under what condi~ 

tion.~, for \lhat purpose, in response to what provocation, and in '"hat 

form might French nuclear forces be used? On these vital questions 

French government's policy is contradictory and ambiguous. FirRt, 

there is the question of what is to be protected. Is it only the 

French territory? or does modern '"arfare, necessarily expand a 

nation's effective line of defence beyond its territorial borders?38 

French opinion remains divided on this vital question. .After nuch 

debate, dominant thinking is nCM in favour of extending French 

security network to cover its allies, especially \/est Germa.nyo This 

36 Stanley Hoffmann, ''l1itterrand•s Forei3n Policy, or Gaullism 
by any other N:t.me" in George Ross, Stanley Hoffmann an:! 
Sylvia .t-8 lzacher eds.\ The Mitt errand Experiment: Cont inuit~ 
!,nd change in 1-lodern France, (cambridge, Polity Press, 1987 , 
Pe300o 

37 FrancOis Mitterrand cited in Edto~ard A. Kolodziej, ~·~·, 
n.35, p.247. 

38 &iward A. Kolodziej, ibid. 
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means that Fren:h security extends to the ilbe River and preventing 

a Soviet conquest of \lest Germany is a vita 1 French interest. Does 

this policy mean, as was suggested by the former ~lest German 

Chancellor Heluut khmidt in a speech on 28 June 1984, that France 

should pcovide a nuclear guarantee to ~est Germany in order to pre-

vent a conventional defeat of N!\'1') on its soil. Fren:h policy 

makers rule out this possibility for in their view, even modernized 

French nuclear force would not be credible for such a role, and such 

an advance commitment would violate French autonomy. The grmo~i~ 

French tactical nuclear arsenal might be used during the battle for 

west Germany but mainly for the protection of the French troops 

stationed in the FRG, and to deter an attack on France. Rlrthermore, 

\lest German suggestions about the need for at least a "nonexplicit'' 

\lest cerman "right of say" on French nuclear tveapons situated on or 

. 39 
aimed at \leSt German soil to~ere also not; to~ell received in Pads. 

The Fren::h claim that the credibility of their nuclear force 

is greatest only against the least likely Soviet threat and that in 

an age of nuclear plenty and parity, deterrence in ]hrope requires 

combining the residual risk of a conflict becoming nuclear with 

conventional forces strong enough to deny a quick victory to the 

Soviets. \lhat !lest Germany wants from France is not a nuclear 

guarantee - because if the U~ guarantee is no longer credible, how 
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credible would France•s be? Instead, West Germany wants an effort in 

the conventional realm. 40 The French have acknowledged this sentiment 

and are creating a non-nuclear Rapid Action Force (FA.tt), that could be 

sent quickly to the battlefield in central furope.-

Mitterrand has made Franco-German military cooperation a major 

new policy objectiveo Herein lies the mystery of FAR. The new French 

rapid deployment force is the carbon copy of the new American strategic 

doctrine commonly kno,.,n as the 'Rogers Plan•. The Plan is extremely 

ambigurus. When the FAR was first mooted, charles Herru, denounced it 

in strongest terms as an updated version of flexible responseo But 

yet FAR. has been created ard will be integrated into NATO strategic 

planning and has even been assigned a specific fUnction in the event 

of hostilities in central arrq>eeAl Herru, later on himself admitted 

this fact during a parliamentary debate on FAR. 

As stated earlieJ", the main plantt in France•s current defence 

programme is the formation of a FOrce d•Action Rapide (FAR) of 47,000 

men. which is in some ways the center ... piece of the 1984-88 White Paper. 

The strategic and military functions of this force remain shrouded in 

ambiguity and speculation.· :»orne officials, anxious to avoid charges 

that FAR represents a rei~tegration into NATO, have stressed that the 

40 Ibid., p.J04o 

41 Jolyon Howarth, 11 Con.9ensus of Silence'i The French Socialist 
Party and Defence Policy Under Francois Mitterrand", 
International Affairs (London), vol.60, noe4, Autumn 1984, 
p.s9s.'· 
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new conventional strilte force will be directly tied into the logic of 

the strategic deterrent, that it will be another •trip-wire• in the 

structure of which Plutoa is currently a part, 42 Hernu in an interview 

to Le Morde said in an ambiguous tone: 

1 should like to make it clear that it would be 
absolutely conttnry to the intentions of France 
to see in ~R some sort of reintegration in NATO. 
On the contrary, the very fact that the interven
tion of FAR remains at the sole discretion of the 
French government means that its arrival in a 

43 certain area could actually deter an aggresaor. 

Nevertheless, the commitment to the FAR represents a major shift 

in French strategy. Before this, the French commitment to Germany 

centered on three First ~rmy divisions stationed just east of the Rhine. 

This deployment meant that France would, at most, contribute to the 

NATO second-echelon reserve, but would not engage in the forward battle.--

By comparison9 the FAR's mobility and tank-killing capacities are 

designed for front-line combat. According to General a=ienne Doussnu, 

one of the FAR•s commanders, the new force could be targeted against 

the adversary's second-echelon elements and wa1ld thereby £1~ neatly 

into Genera 1 Bernard Rogers • plans for a NATO conventional counter--

attack aimed at \mrsaw Pact lines of communication and reinforcement. 

Yet such tactics would require a high degree of cooperation and 

coordination \vith allied units for successo.4/_.. 

42 Ibid., P• 593., 

43 See Hernu interview in Le Mende, 18 June 1933. 

44 Robert s. Rudney, op. cit o· 9 no. 9 • P• 90 • --
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The central element of the French approach to nuclear weapons 

is to see them as fuirlamentally different from conventional w~pons 

in that they pose the gravest questions of life and deatho The 

destructive nature of these weapons make them usable only when the 

survival of a nation is endangered. It would be difficult for a 

nation, even the United States, to risk its ultimate survival for the 

sake of its allies, therefore, France felt a need to develop an 

independent nuclear force in order to defend itself in the nuclear age. 4S 

Amo~ the FUropeans, the French have most vigorously cast doubt 

on u.S. willi~ness to use its nuclear weapons to defend its ihropean 

allies. General de Gaulle giviqg vent to the French concern said in 

the mid-l960a, ''The Americans would not be willing to trade New York 

for Hamburg in a nuclear \<lar with the Soviet Uniorl'o 46 The French have 

severely castigated the us concept of ''flexible response'' since its 

inception.' They regard this concept as proof of the us unwillingness 

to use nuclear weapons against Soviet Union in view of Soviet assured 

destruction capability against the United States.; The French stress 

on the centrality of political will to deterrence rather than solely 

on the presence of a strategic weapons balance. Even though the US 

continues to have strategic parity with the Soviets, Americans might 

not have the will to use nuclear weapons in a EUropean war limited to 

the EUropean theater. To the SoviP.ts, France, with its national 

survival at stake in a 1\.ropean war, would appear more likely to 

45 Robbin F. Laird, op.cit., n.l3, p.307,;' --
46 charles de Gaulle, quoted in Robbin F. Laird, ibid., p.308. 
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have the political will to use nuclear weapons. The Soviets are 

thereby deterred, in part, by having a nuclear decision making 

centre in the West which is an alternative to the U~ The French 

cite NATO•s Ottawa Declaration of 197447 as proof of u.s. recognition 

of their claim that alternative decision mald~ centre enhance the 

credibility of the Western deterrent. 

General Lucien Poirier, prominent French strategic thinker, has 

conceptualized the French security situation as consisting of three 

circles. N.lclear weapons protect the "national sanctuaryu, i.,e., the 

first circleo The second circle encompasses the defence of France's 

immediate periphery. The third is the defence of France's interests 

in Africa and the Third world. ln Poirier•s scheme, nuclear weapons 

are inextricably intertwined \-lith the defence of the first circle 

but related only ambiguously to the defence of the second circleo 48 

In spite of the autonomy of French nuclear forces, their credibility 

as a deterrent depends on their ability to operate behind u.s. ~1clear 

forces. The preoccupation the Soviets must have with u.s. forces 

provides a significant ''force nultiplier'' to the French forces. 49 

Despite repeated affirmations of her ability to assure her own 

security in:iependently, France's security in fact ultimately depP.rds 

on her international environment - above all, on the development of 

47 1n the Ottawwa Declaration of 1974, the NATO allies acknowledged 
the contrib.Jtion to 11estern deterrence made by the French an:! 
British nuclear forces. 

48 Lucien Poirier cited in Robbin F. Laird,~·~·· n.l3, p.308. 

49 Robbin F. Laird, ibid., p.309. 
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East-Wast relations generally and the military policies of NATO and 

the warsaw Pact. Gaullist policies which seek to assure France's 

·security are still pursued with undertones of armed neutrality.. iit 

the same time, it is realized that these r~ullist policies might 

prove inadequate if ever tested in an East-~.Jest conflict., HO\o~ever 

in the recent past France has taken some initiatives aimed at 

strengthening Western cohesion and capabilities, aod at improving 

her abilities to contribute to western security .. 50 

For political. economic, technological, military and cultural 

reasons, France cannot delink itself from Fbrope. Not-ihere is this 

clearer than on the security front. yet the stumblir.g blocks remain 

enormous. Perhaps the major problem remains the role of France's 

independent nuclear deterrent. The Socialist government is fully 

aware that \lest Germany is less than enthusiastic at the prospect of 

being brought under a French nuclear umbrella, even though the holes 

in the American one are gr~Jing wider every dayo~l This is perhaps 

the reason that the West cermans generally ~:sk for the stationing of 

more French troops in Germany rather than the dep loyf!lent of French 

nuclear weapons on their soil.-

50 David S. Yost, ~·~·• nel2, p.2. 

51 Jolyon Ho~-1orth, 1'0f Budgets and Strategic Choices: Defence 
Policy Under Francois Mitterrand'' in George Ross, Stanley 
Hoffmann and Sylvia Halzacher eds., The Mitterrancl @'Periment: 
Continuity and Change in M_odern r:rance (cambridge, 19875, 
p.319. 
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The goal of EUropean defence cooperation receives greater 

attention in rrance than 1 n any othl'r major European countryo ln 

no other c'-'lntry does the idea of lilropean defence \·dthrut the 

United States evoke as much debate and interest. However, despite 

this, most French analysts perceive an independent nuropean defence 

52 as a Utopian goal for the near an::l medium-term period. Western EUrope 

must, therefore, refrain from any initiative that may weaken the NATO 

al Uance. Debate in France consequently centers on hCY>I to strengthen 

the 11 Furopean pillar' of the allianceo Important shifts in the 

international context have prompted the· Mitterrand government to 

alter some basic policies in a cornparatively 1 Atlanticist 1 direct ion, 

in order to strengthen the much talked about the •• lilropean pillar• of 

the NATO. 

Apparent ambiquities in the social:f.st defence policy are the 

result of a dichotomy in political attitudes to EUropean security 

policy in France in recent years. On the one hand, since 1978 all 

the major political parties have joined in a national consensus regarding 

the primacy of nuclear deterrence and France's critical but restricted 

role within the Atlantic Alliance. On the other hand, some of the 

experts have opined that this national consensus is fragile and 

ambiguous. And that the strategic concepts supported by the 

-·-----
52 Robert Grant, 2£.·~·• n.2, p.421. 
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natioml consensus could not but be inadequate, for Gaullist strategic 

concepts were fornulated in the 1960s, 53 which may no longer be valid 

in the changed international scenario of the 1980s. 

Although Mitterrand has not drifted from the caullist pattern of 

reliance on a national nuclear force and limited military cooperation 

with the Atlantic Alliance, all Fifth Republic leaders have also enter

tained vari~1s options, as alternatives to this most practical and 

accessible security policy.54 French leaders generally used to propose 

either a general revision of the entire Alliance frame~1ork or the 

creation of a \4est JitropP..an independent defence systemo' Francois 

Mitterrand is no exception to it. He too toyed with this idea duri rg 

the mid-1970s, but since his aasurrption of the French Presidency in 

1981 he seems to have abandoned it completely. ~~ it is clear that 

the French Socialists had never had a~ clear idea of how to reactivize 

the Alliance, and, moreover, their preoccupation t-lith economic problems 

guaranteed that no effort: would be forthcoming for the creation of an 

independent West EUropean defence system.,55 

Owing to the tense international situation consideration is 

once again bei~ given to the strengthening of the \lestern Jhropean 

Union so as to maximize European defence efforts, in the face of growing 

53 David s. Yost, 2£.•.!::.!!•, n.12, p.2. 

54 Michael N. Harrison, .2"~·, n.3, Po:l35. 

55 Ibid., Po236. 
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pacifism and neutralism. 56 Some of the recent innovations in the 

French defence policy could be partly attributed to these considera~ 

tions., To illustrate, the role of the FAR is inteooed to encourage 

some measure of German confidence in French protection, while 

avoiding any firm commitment to concerted act ion with othei' allies 

in a conflict situation.57 

But these new policy attributes may perhaps be outweighed by 

repented French assertions that the French nuclear force guarantees 

protection of only their own vital interests - to be defined by the 

French President in given circumstances - and that non-nuclear allies, 

particularly the FRG, must look for security guarantees to i1ATO and 

the United States. Former Prime Ninister Pierre Hauroy said that a 

EUropean defence system which presupposes a EUropean political 

authority, is presumably out of the questiono· Foreign Minister 

Cheysson derided the prospects for a common EUropean foreign policy, 

and said that sharing responsibility for the use of nuclear to~eapons 

is unthinkable .. - Qefence Minister Charles Hernu varned in Bonn 

that any effort to devise a French or a Franco•British ruclear 

umbrella for Uestern l.lrope could encourage the u.s. withdrawal 

ard brdecoupling from &.lrope, which might leave thi~s worse than 

they are at present. 58 

56 A. 1.1. De Porte, ''France's New Realism'' 11 Forei_gn Affairs 
(New York )11 volo'63, no.l, Fall 1984, P• 156. 

57 lbid., pp.l56·5~. 

sa lbid., p.ts7. 
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Ambiguity hangs over the real purpose of the French strategic 

force and over its role in EUropean defence. Officially, the 

strategic doctrine continues to be that of a •sanctuary•o Nonetheless, 

strengthen!~ of the Atlantic alliance and keeping the FRG tied to it 

continue to be a prime concern of the ¥rench ruling elite.' Keeping 

this idea in mind, Mltterrand declared in Copenhagen: 

'nlough we possess, to ensure our survival, an autonomous 
deterrent capability designed to preserve the national 
sanctuary, we consider also that we have obligations 
towards others and that it would be most vain or most 
imprudent to desire the help and friendship of the other 
countries of the West, of which we are a part, if we are 
to neglect our duties tO\~ards them. 59 

The former Socialist Prima Minister, M. Pierre Miuroy, in a more 

precise (and somewhat Giscardian) tone observed in September 1981: 

Isolation is out of the question. lie must draw the 
consequences of this in particular when we examine 
the defence of our frontiers and of the approaches 
to them.· Aggression against France does not begin 
when the enemy penetrates national territory.60 

Without doubt, the new French socialist leadership made it abundantly 

clear to the \lest Germans that their security interests are n:utually 

intertwined, ant therefore "the crossing of the IUbe by the Red Army 

would obviously threaten French security''• 61 

Since February 1982, joint consideration of the problems of 
'·!· 

defence has been unlertaken by France and the FRG. '11le Franco--

59 

61 

Francois Mltterra1-.:l quoted in Narie-claude 'imouts, ~· ~o t 
n.l4, pp.l59•60. 

M. Pierre Mauroy, quoted in fv',arie-claude Srnouts, ibid., 
p.l60. 

Davids. Yost, op.cit., n.l8e Po60. --
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German summit in Bonn held on 21-22 October 1982 gave new impetus to 

their consultations in the security and strategic field. A joint 

commission has been set up. It meets every three months and has 

several specialized study groups, including a nuclear group. This 

boost to military and strategic consultation between the two countries 

came at a time when, on the one ham, the iilropean allies of the NATO 

were being asked by General Rogers to strengthen the conventional 

deterrent forces to take part in a •forward defence• of EUrope and, 

on the other hand, France because of economic constraints had been 

forced to review its future \-1e8pcns modernization programmes. None• 

the less, it can be said that 11at the conceptual level, thinking about French 

defence forms part of a diplomatic perspective which takes account of 

the European dimension a.rrl is no longer limited to the defence of 

the natioMl territory alone". 62 nesp ite the increased level of 

Franco-cerman cooperation in the realm of security, both the countries 

are at one in the belief that there is not yet any alternative to the 

American presence in &.trope.· 

The focal point in the French security policy ever since the end 

of the Second \lorld ilar has been its relationship with the United 

States and or NATO.· What the French-U'3 relationship is at any 

particular time may largely determine French policy on East-llest issues 

ard relations with the Soviet Union. I?rench .Atlantic policy under the 

~ocialists has been characterized primarily by accommodation and 

62 Marie-Claude Smouts, op.~it., n.l4, p.l60. --
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adjustment.
63 

General Lacaze. Ydtterrand•s Chief of Staff of the 

Combined Armies, outlining French steps for increased cooperation with 

NATO said that the French forces would participate beside the Alliance, 

without signifying in any way, a return to the integrated structure or 

the responsibility in peacetime.~ '!'he General admitted the apparent 

contradiction between an interventionist and an independent strategic 

doctrine, but he asserted that French doctrine ultimately erxlorses the 

effectiveness of NATO deterrence. He explained that: 

"the possibility of our participation would signify for 
the adversary that henceforth he takes the risk of 
encountering very early the forces of a nuclear country 
which, on the other hand, llWlintains the itdependence of 
its decisions".64 

!Widently, France cannot remain aloof in a crisis situation in EUrope, 

because of its geographic location. Any pure national sanctuary 

doctrine could permit an enemy to carry his aggression right upto the 

French borders without having to fear French nuclear riposte. The 

"vital interests'• of France, therefore, have to be broader intera 

pretation to include the security and sovereignty of its neighbouring 

allies, especially west Germany. Lacaze•s remarks give fUrther 

evidence of the French intention to support its allies in the event 

of conventional attack, as well as an admission of the impossibility 

of its hiding behind a nuclear Maginot Line.~5 It is difficult to 

imagine how the French could remain out of a battle in Germany, 

63 Michael M. Harrison, ~·~·, n.,3. p.227. 

64 General Lacaze cited in Robert ~. Rudney, op.cit.', n.9, p.91., ---
65 Robert s. l~dney, ibid. 
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especially when 50,000 French troops are stationed east of the Rhine. 

The doctrine on the use of French tactical ruclear weapone 

(TN\fs) in a way canplieatea l!rance•:; strategic outlook. Tile 

French Socialist government remained firm against the u.s •• NATO 

strategy, (as well as Giscardian doctrine) by declining to allow 

TNWs to be considered potential instruments of battle used separately 

from strategic weapons. French TNt~s can now be used only as a sudden 

massive political signal 1 snd not as part of an extended conventional-

tactical ruclear. graduated response scenario favoured by American and 

NA'ro plans. 66 This \'las perhaps the rationale behird the Socialist 

decision to develop a neutron bomb, which t1itterraoo had opined 

would not drag France into a ••forward battle" philosophy 11 but rather 

cculd serve to keep France in the forefront of military technolO<tiY 

and help to ccunter the Soviet arms advantage in Rtrope. 67 

In the recent past, some French strategic experts have called 

for the abandonment of the national sanctuary system am the organi• 

zation of a atropean nuclear defence. They contend that France does 

not have the financial means to compete in a nuclear weapons race 

with the Super Powers. Only in cooperation l#ith its a.tropean allies 

can France guarantee its security and ensure against u.s. linkage.-

The subject of atropean defen<:e cooperation ia a controversial one 

66 Michael M. Harrison, ~·.=!!•, n.3, p.:l35. 

67 See Mitterrand•s Press conference of 9 June 1982, in Le Monde, 
ll June 19 82. 
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and many schemes have been devised to encourage it but most of them 

have foundered on the question of commnn:l. and control of ruclear 

weapons. For example, who would have the authority to fire such 

weapons? ;Jould the French be \'lilling to risk the destruction of Paris 

in order to save Hamburg? Would the \·lest Germans be willing to 

renounce u.s. nuclear guarantees in exchange for much weaker French 

guarantees? Would Britain agree to pool its nuclear forces with 

those of France to form the core of the EUropean deterrent? The 

proponents of a European defence organization have no answers to 

these questions. 68 Effort~ by the French government to revive the 

~lestern lilropean Union (:lEU) have been largely unsuccessful, as 

''the partners of France, at first reticent, suspected a desire 

either to resurrect a form of the lbropean l)efence Community or to 

detach BJ.rope from its American ally". 69 For all these reasons, of 

late, France has begun to acclaim the benefits of the Atlantic 

Alliance. 

Notwithstanding the rhetoric about the-~advantages of a Fllrq>ean 

defence organization, French policy makers realize that they do not 

have the means to engage in such an ambitious programme. For better 

or for worse, France cannot escape the Atlantic system. tlriting in 

the 11 :/all Street Jo.trnal'', Claude Cheysson, the former French Foreign 

68 Robert s. Rudney, op.~., n.9, p.93. 

69 Le Mon:ie, 21 May 1982. 
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Minister, ''the lbropean countries can not by themselves secure the 

defence of their •space•!• and that "the guarantee of J'hropean terri-

tories that do not have nuclear weapons therefore can come only from 

the integrated comrnard of rum, that is to say, in fact, the u.s. u 70 

These views of Cheysson reflect the uhrcality of the so-cnlled 

&lropea.nist defence and reinforces the necessity of the u.S.' deterrent 

for the security of Western &lropeo· As such, the French strategic 

force, in no circumstances, could be a substitute for the u.So nuclear 

protection. 

According to Pascal Krop of Le Mati''- the Socialist government 

has pursued a double objective in reasserting France's commitment to 

the Alliance, nomely, ''to reassure the allies by assuring them of 

French support in case of conflict and, on the other hand, to develop 

a true BUropean defence in case the Americans ultimately disengage 

themselves frOm &rope''• 71 The main dilemma in FreB:h defence policy 

revolves around stress on the primacy of its independence, defined 

as protecting the national •esanctuary11 with nuclear weapons, and the 

growing need to involve France in Uest German security context. 

France•s relationship with FRG is, thereby, at the heart of French 

doctrinal problems. The l~tterrand regime also seems to have clearly 

identified the security of FRG as a ''vital interest" for France. 

70 See Claude Cheysson, ''French Defence Policy and the U.S.''• 
\lall Street Journlll, 25 February 1983. 

71 Pascal Krop quoted in Robbin F. Laird, op.cito, n.l3, p.311. --
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The identification of West Qerman security with France was necessi

tated by the fact that if any progress of any ftlropean aiternative to 

u.s. dominance of the alliance was to be made then France has to 

identify clearly its nuclear weapons with the defence of an ''enlarged 

sanctuary". 

Duri~ the 1980s there has been a brood degree of national COil'"' 

sensus amo~ the non-communist French political circles that old 

Pascal assumptions about the EUropean security environment were no 

longer valid. This resulted in defence policy innovations. The 

assumptions that have come to domiMte French views of the 1980s 

iooicate serious difficulties in the security field. A perception of the 

Soviet Union as a significant politico-military threat predominates 

within the three main non-communist French political parties: the 

Socialist Party, the Gaullist RPR and UDF - an alliance of three 

small parties. 'l'be breakup of the Union of the Left in 1977 started 

an anti-Soviet evolution within the Socialist Party that was spurred 

on by the growth of Soviet military power and the series of mili 

interventions by the Soviet Union and her allies in Africa and 

Afghanistan. 72 

The rapid growth in Soviet military technology endangers the 

very core of French strategic doctrine ~ independence, proportions~ 

deterrence$ and countervalue~· Independence could be compromised by 



the growing need to cooperate with the United States or the United 

Kiqgdom in developing various aspects of strategic weapons technology. 

Proportional deterrence could be undermined by dramatic improvements 

in Soviet strategic defence capabilities; The countervalue strategy 

especially could be seriously impaired by a significant expansion 

of Soviet Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD> capabilities. 73 The French 

position is also challeng~d to a lesser extent by its allies, especially 

the United States and 1.1est c;ermany.' 

The .Americans challenge the French position in two major ways. 

First, in developing its own military technology, the US stirrulates 

Soviet dep loyments 1 which in turn are undermining prench deterrent 

capability. 74 For instance, if the Americans deploy BMD systems to 

protect their 1CBMs, similar Soviet deployment will necessarily 

follo,~, which in turn will jeopardize the credibility of the French 

deterrent. Secondly, the strong French belief in the effectiveness 

of nuclear deterrence results in a general suBpicion of any American

sponsored efforts to raise NA'IO' s ruclear threshold. The French fear 

that American policy is evolving towards elimination of the last 

vestiges of a credible exteooed nuclear deterrent.' The tendency • 

in France is to equate the ••no first use•• option with the proposals 

put forward by General Bernard Rogers. The formulation may be 

73 Robbin Fo Laird, !!.·~·, n.l3, pp.316•7. 

74 Ibid., p.317. 
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different but the p metical out cane is seen to be ident icale Charles 

Hernu has warned that the Rogers• proposals would ••exces~ively raise 

the nuclear threshold" and that they ''ignore nuclear deterrence to 

the greatest possible extent••. 'lbe Soviet Union might thus come to 

believe that a EUropean war could remain limited to the conventional 

level for a protracted period, a situation in which the costs to 

Moscow of an aggression might not outt-leigh the gains. 75 Thus, the 

French perceive their nuclear deterrence as being undermined from 

••below'' (the Rogers• proposals) aoo from ''above" (3Dl ) •. 

The \~est Germans challenge the French position in several ways • 
.., 

Etrst, some political parties in the FRG, particularly the SPD, are 

favouring inclusion of French intermediate nuclear forces in the 

" Geneva arms control talks.· Secordly, ~G wants France to contribute 

more fully and publicly to its forward defence with conventional 

forces.· Thirdly, FRG will continue to press France to clarify its 

intentions regarding the role of France's tactical nuclear weapons. 76 

FRG has always been uneasy with the notion that French tactical ruclear 

weapons are to be used s~mply as a ''last warning shot''• FRG is genuinely 

concerned that this French "last warning shot•• if ever used will 

provoke Soviet ruclear reprisal against NATO forces mainly on cerman 

territory. 

75 Robbert Grant, ~·~·· n.2, p.417. 

76 Robbin F. Laird, ~·~·• n.l3, p.318. 
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Despite these problems France ani West Germany are having con

tinuols dialogue on security matters ani since October 1982, this 

has been institutionalized with the formation of a Joint Defence 

Committee. l'bnetheles.;, both are pursuing divergent pol iciea. For 

instance, for the Germans. only u.s. nuclear forces provide the ultitnate 

deterrent of Soviet forces in &rope and the French can only play a 

subsidiary role. On the contrary for the French, cooperation of the 

Germans is at the heart of any furopeanization of the allianceo 

France seeks a Ibropean role \dthin the alliance, not a revitaliz.ation 

of u.s. leadership over Europe by means of the alliance9 It is 

difficult to resolve the basic tension between German and French 

objectives because if the former is seeking to stre~then French 

ties to the US-led alliance then the latter is aspiring to strengthen 

European pillar of the alliance with the German cooperation. 77 

The ~ocialist government elaborated its Five year Defence 

~ro,gramme-1984-1988-·amidst considerable political backing for the 

idea that France should attenuate the nationalistic bent of her 

defence posture and take steps to manifest greater militarY solidarity 

with its allies0 'lbe response of Mf.tterrand government centred around 

a restructuri~ of French convent ion forces {FAR) arrl a modernization 

of France• s tactical nuclear weapons {Hades and A:;MP >. Major purpose 

of the FAR is to eliminate all ambiguity concerning the ability of 

77 Ibid., PPo3l9-20. 
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French convent1onal forces to contribute to ·Jest EUropean defence., The 

tactical missile modern1zat1ou wtll increase Soviet uncertainty as to 

when France mlght cross the nuclear thresholde Herru has notect that 

because of the FAR an:t the ANT modernization, the Soviet Union, in 

launching an attack in central EUrope~ would immediately run the risk 

of confronti~ at a "more or less brief delay the conventional forces 

and/ or the nuclear forces of the only independent nuclear power of 

the Continent". 78 The insistence of ANT-FNS coupling that is unde~ 

scored by the use of the term pre-strategic, combined with hints that 

the French government is moving toward a doctrine of earlier ANT use 

and greater French nuclear coverage of FRG, strongly i~lies a greater 

willingness to consider the defence of the FRG a vital interest for 

France. 79 

The creation of the FaR and the tactical nuclear modernization, 

however, have not substantially diminished pressures for France to 

increase its contribution to allied defence.' ~est cermans contirue 

to express dissatisfaction with French defence policy and their 

perception that French nuclear forces almost exclusively serve French 

interests has not chnqge4. Some French strategists have suggested an 

explicit extension of British and French deterrence to their allies 

ard the creation of a &lropean ruclear planning group that would provide 

a framework for joint discussion of nuclear targetting and for an 

eventual lbropean financial contribution to the modernization of 

French ard British nuclear forces• In his speech of 28 June 1984 

78 Charles Hernu cited in Robert crant, ~o.!?!,!•t n.2, p.419. 

79 Robert Grant, ibid. 
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to the Bundestag, former '.iest c;ennan Chancel tor Helnut Schmidt 

proposed a joint Franco-G~rman defence initiative that would 

combine the extension of French detterrcnce to include Germany 

with a sufficient upgrading of Ge~~n and ~ench reserves to 

enable the t\.,.O countries to deploy thirty fully-equipped land 

divisions in the event of mobilization. 30 Schmidt proposal, however, 

failed to evoke any response from France. 

nectmse of the several difficulties, medium-term furopean 

cooperation in the nuclear arena will, if it occurs at all, center 

on tactical weapons.· The French government once flirted with the 

Sl 
idea of stationing some French ANT in FRG under a dual key systemQ 

hut the government now seems to have dropped the idea because any 

stationing of French At\T in FRG would require extensive Francoc 

German consultation and significant cerman influence on targeting policy. 

French are obviously not in favrur of any such close mtclear collabora. .. 

&2 
tion with \lest Germany. This means ambiguity over future French 

policy on .ANT will contirue• French adherence to a nuclear use 

doctrine of "political signalling only", ha.1ever, c<Uld enable 

80 See 'Ailliam Drozdiak, .. Schmidt Proposes Defence }lerger 
by France and \Jest cermany'', \lashington l!_c:_:;.!, 29 June 1984. 

81 See Roland li.Vans and Robert Novak, ·11 Mitterrand Looks to 
Germany", ~hingt.2_n_~, 16 December 1983. 

82 See IH lliam T>rozdiak, ••Bonn Seeks ~;ore Influence on French 
l'bclear T8.rgeti~", ~shington Pos_t, 20 April 1984. 
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French nuclear weapons to escape the war-fighting label attached to 

83 American ones. 

lilropean defence cooperation efforts are at the moment focussed 

on defence policy formulation and on weapons develt~ment and procure-

ment. 1he French government tried hard tor eactivate the llestern 

Furopean Union (llm:J) as a forum for discussion in these two areas, 84 

and has also played a key role in efforts to include security issues 

and arms collaboration '"ithfn the frameHork of European Hconomic 

COD'II'IUnity (EEC) political cooperation.·85 Former Socialist Prime 

Minister Pierre ~Buroy in his address to the lnstitut des Hautes 

Etudes de Defense Nationale in Paris in September 1983, eulogizing 

WID said: 

Western ibropean Union is the only &lropean organi-
zation competent to deal with questions relating to 
defence ard security• 'I'he WEU provides a unique 
forum for consultation and is, moreover, consistent 
with our wider commitments, because all its members 
also belo~ to the Atlantic Alliance and to the 

86 European Community and only ft.tropean states are members. 

The W!U and IEC initiatives were preceded by the formation in late 

1982 of the Franco- oerman Commission on Security ani riefence. 

Although the Germans have been frustrated by French reticence in 

dealing with nuclear issues, the work of the Commission was instrumental 

to the success of two important 1984 initiatives, the liEU revival and 

an agreement to produce a Franco--German combat bel icopter. 

83 See Gregory Flynn, •~Public Opinion and Atlantic I>efence••, t!ATO 
Review, (Washington, D.c.), vol.:H, no.~' Oct_ober 1983, pp~l. 

84 France was instrumental in obtaining the abrogation of the remain
iqg restrictions on German conventional armament i~>osed by the 
Wail] treaty of 1954. This reform was a cerman condition for 
reactivating the WEU. 

85 See William 'Jallace, ''&Jropean Defence Cooperation: The Reopenitv, 
~bate", SUrvival, (London), vol.-26, no.6, November/December 
1:'84, pp.260•261. 
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lf the EUropeans can succeed in defence policy coordination and 

in collaborative arms production. it will establish the confidenco 

and mutual trust needed to set the stage form ore far reaching 

cooperation in the difficult nuclear arena. The evolution of French 

policy depends on many factors. ~velopments in the United States, 
~ 

the Soviet Union and West Germany will obviously play the key role 

in the determiMtion of French security policy. France is, ho\lever, 

still attracted to the construction of a strong B.tropean pillar of 

the alliance. French proposals for the development of lUropean military 

space systems (&reka) testify to the appeal for a France of ••grand 

des 1gns11 in lilropean de fence cooperation. It is possible, hov1ever, 

that only progress in ilbropean defence cooperation can provide the 

necessary impetus to any French goverBnent to overcome the obstacle 

in the way of continuing to modify gradually the Gaullist doctrinl\1. 

principles which still give French defence policy its stronsly 

nationalistic character.· Nevertheless. u lt iwate :French unwillinr;ness 

to alter the defence dogmas of uncertainty, freedom of decision and 

national sanctuary rules out any prospects of dramatic improvements in 

lbropean defence cooperation. 

••• 1-

86 Pierre Mauroy, 11 France and \4est El.lropean Security", NAn> Review 
(1;/ashington, D.c.->, vololl, no.s, October 1983, p.24-;-- • ---





Chapter tour 

THE FR~CH RESPONSE TO TH.£ US..USSR DEBATE ~ THE lNF & THE Sill 

INF 

On 12 December 1979, NATO took •dual track' decision of missile 

deployment in case of failure of negotiations to dismantle SS.20s by 

the .Soviet Union. which in view of the NATO had disturbed delicate 

nuclear parity in lbrope., '11lis policy of deployment llrd negotiation 

is known as dual or two track policy of NATO. 'Ibis decision of NATO 

sparked off an unprecedented controversy in the t'ihole of llestern 

Jbrope as a result were organisl!d powerful peace movements throughout 

the continent with intensity varying in different countries. They 

were aimed at resisting deployment of Cruise and Pershing-2 missiles 

in different llest B.lropean countries and to force NA'ro countries 

particularly the United States to accept the peace proposals offered 

by the Soviet Union. Surope never saw such a strong movement in ita 
-

history but surprtsiqJly France was by and large free fran peace 

movement. this was mainly because in France there exists a consensus 

on defence issues and more importantly, missiles were not to be 

deployed in France. Therefore the French reaction was different 

from the other members of the western bloc to the lNF debate. With 

the exception of a f8\'l large demonstrations, there was no such thi~ 

as a genuine French ''Peace movementu analogous to those in West 

Germany, Holland or the United States.
1 

1 Pierre Lellouche, ''France and the lbromissiles: The Limits of 
llllllllnity'', roreign Affairs (New York>. vol.'S2, no.2, \linter 
1983-84, PollS. 
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President Mltterran.d argued that the imbalance created by the 

huge Soviet arms build-up nust be corrected that ••either the Russians 

must give up their 3S.20s, or there must be ·nuclear theatre forces 

in NA'I'()I•, that the balance of capabU1ttes between the two super 

powers must be global aoo verifiable and must be established at the 

lowest possible leveloi Mitt errand • s prompt support for NA'ro• s JtbrOc 

missile deployment, unless substantial reductions in ·Soviet theatre 

weapons could be negotiated, had been of major assistance to Chancellor 

Schmidt in the latter•s efforts to defend NATO's 1979 decision against 
. 2 

critics in his own party. 

In contrast to the ambiguous position of Giscard d 1 8Staing, 

Mitterrand, as soon as he came to power, made his position clear on 

the insta Hatton of the American •lilromtssi les •• ~ The former was of 

the view that if he took a clear position on lNF, it would facilitate 

Soviet attempts at rallying the ~lestern public opinion to the view 

that there was justification in counting the French nuclear forces 

,3 along with those of the United States in arms control negotiations~ 

Mitterrand on the other hand argued: 

"If I condemn neutralism, it is because I believe that 
peace is linked to the balance of forces in the world. 
'!be deployment of the Soviet ss-2os an:l Backfires breaks 
this balAnce tn '!lrope0 ' 1 do not accept it and I agree 
that it is necessary to increase our armed strength in 
order to restore the balance". 

2 Saint Brides, ••.Foreign Policy of Socialist France", Orbis 
(Philadelphia), vol•l6, no.l, Spring 1982, p.l6.-

3 David :s. Yost, 11 Radical Change in French Defence Policy", 
Survival (London>, vol.28, no.l, Jaruary/February 1986, P• 56. 
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But at the srune time, he insisted that the two ~per Powers IJIJSt 

start negotiations, he approved of the discussions on intermediate 

range missiles which began in Geneva on 30 November 1981, and 

urged the negotiators to come rapidly to a conc:lusiono~ He also 

reaffirmed his position on tlhat he meant by '~the zero option•: 

"'11lere llllSt be neither SS..20a nor Pershing-2s••., 4 

'111e Gisc:ard government did not lay cut any official policy 

on this issue, for he considered it unnecessary• His contention was 

that France was not a member of the Alliance • s military arm and, 

as an independent nuclear power, it should not advise others abatt 

their nuclear weapons policiese Mitt~rrand, on the other hand, 

denounced the Soviet military buildeup in EUrope even before he 

took office. Peace, he said, depends not on pacifism but on the 

balance of forceso· The East-West military balance had to be restored 

in EUrope by the deployment of the planned missiles, globally by 

the dmerican military build up~ Mitterrand continued to stress his 

view to the point of intervening in the !leSt German election campaign 
c:)j).~\M h~ 
dei-AgCbis visit to the HR.G in January 1983 wbere"urged the voters ~ 

in effect to reject the Social Democratic Party and choose a government 

that would go forward with the lNF deployments. 5 

4 Marie-Claude Smouts, •"ftle !Xternal Policy of ~ancois Mitterrand .. , 
International Affairs (London), vol.S9, no.2, Spring 1983, p.lSB. 

5 A. if. 'Oeporte, "France's New Realtsnt•, Foreign Affairs (New York), 
vol.63, no.l, Fall 19849 p.l47o 
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The need for a Western military buildup had been uuch more 

insistent, even obsessive, theme with Mitterrand than arms control. 

The SociaU.st France did not facilitate lilropean nuclear arms agree

ment by offering to let ibs own nuclear forces be included into 

thenegotiations, as the Soviet Union bad asked for.'; One reason 

for Mltterrand•s belated establishment of contact with the Soviet 

leader~ ip probably was to make sure that they understood the French 

position on the Geneva INP' negd:iat:lons" 6 

The Soviet Union had Insisted that French nuclear systems be 

explicitly recognized in the lNP negotiations as a component of the 

uestern deterrent, and added that French and British systems should 

be included while computing the strategic balance.' The French 

resisted the Soviet claim for many reasons.• F.lrst, the overall Soviet 

military threat is not covered in negotiations limited to intermediate 

nuclear forces onlyo Second, the French argue that their strategic 

force constitutes a minimal deterrence of the weak against strong, 

and is vitally necessary for its down defence. When the French 

support the us view that with the deployment of :SS.20s, balance of 

power baa tilted in favour of the Soviet Union, it means that the 

latter bas succeeded in upsetting the parity and gained superiority. 

Third, the prench do not wish to recognize a broader role for their 

nuclear weapons than what is required for defence of their national 

6 Ibid. 
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"vita 1 interests". 1 

The strong Socialist stan:l against the dep loymentof ss-20 

missiles in the aestern US~R dates from late 1979, when the 

Socialists remained aloof fran a PCF sponsored motion in the French 

National Assembly ce~1ring the NA10 decision to deploy 108 

Pershing-2 missiles and 46£,Cruise missiles after 1983. Although 

Mitterrand refUsed to support a NATO decision that did not openly 

involve France, he was critical of the Sovie(s and noted: "It seems 

to me that the United States has been able to preserve a worldwide 

military supeti ortty but, in &rope, Soviet superiority is 

established••. After taking office, Mitterrand and his ministers adopted 

one of the firmest allied positions ard urged the 'Jest to deploy its 

weapons unless the Soviets agreed to withdraw theirs. 'Ibis stand 

was, in view of MichBel Harrison, clearly in France• s national 

interest as well as in tbe interest of the United States and NAT09 

because ss-20 precision and multiple warhead capability directly 

threatened French strategic and industrial targets along with those 

in the rest of Western BJrope.8 

Mitterrand•a-. decision to take sides openly in favQJr of the 

lNF decision, was not politically withatt costs for Franceo As 

realism forced Prance to move away from the comfortable ambiguity 

of the past, France also paid the political price of her more 

7 Robbin F. Laird, ••lbe French Strategic iM.lemma", Orbis (Phila .. 
delphia), volo28, no.2, Summer 1984, p.317. 

8 Michael M. Harrison, ''Mitterran:l•s Frat¥:e in the At lanttc System: 
A Foreign Policy of Acco1111'110datiod', Political Science Q.Jarterlz 
(New York), vol.99, no.2, ~mmer 1984, p.228., 
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EUropean security policy, both diplomatically (in the arms control 

area, in particular) as well as perhaps domestically (in terms of 

her own internal ••consensus•• on defence )o' on the defence aide, how-

ever, despite severe criticism from the PCF, the government was able 

to p~event a~ major disruption of the domestic consensus on security. 

The government's success on this accaJnt became possible owing to 

two reasons: FS.rst in moving toward greater IUropean and NATO 

solidarity, the government was able to count on the support of the 

Gaulliat party. This was a new development because-uhtil 1980.81, 

the caulliets including Jacques CbirRc himself vehemently opposed 

any departure fraa a etrict ly nat tonal deterrence posture; Sec,ond, 

the government was extremely careSl in redefining its posture vis• 

a•vis an eventual participation of French forces in the battle in 

Central lbrope. 9 

With the pvntstentdemand of the USSR. to include French and 

British wclear forces· in the lNF talks, pressure increased cons ide-

rably in the arms control area. This pressure grew further when a 

large body of west ll.lropean public opinion particu lady of the left 

wing parties started openly supporting the Soviet position. This 

in turn triggered an important political debate in France focussing 

on Mitterrand•s 1981 decision to support the NATO decision to deploy 

the &uromissiles. The former French President, Giscard d•EStaing, 

9 Pierre Lellouche, op.clt., n.l, pp.J28·29. --
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his former prime minister, Raymond aarre, and his diplomatic adviser, 

carbid Robin, strongly criticized Mitterraod•s action on the ground 

that, by supporting the 1979 decision, the new President made it 

inevitable for the Soviets to demand the inclusion of the French 

nuclear deterrent at the lNF negotiations. EXpressing his reserva-

tiona on Mltterrand•s support to NA'ro•s INF decision, the former 

French President said, 11we cannot say at the same time: deterrent 

system is totally national aid totally independent, and intervene in 

the decisions that others have to take in this dcmaid1•
10 

This controversy, in the view of fier·re Lellouc:he, focussed on 

the wrong issue and was baaed on two fUndamentally wrong assumptions, 

namely that: (a) France had the chdlice of neutrality in thiS instance, 

am (b) the Soviets would have exchanged this French "neutrality" for 

non•inclusion of French forces in INFo· In reality, France never had 

the option of neutrality in this case, given the centrality of the 

issue for the future military and political order of lbrq>e as a 

whole. 11 As a matter of fact, it was Gisc:ard himself who convened 

the four-power summit (comprising the Heads of State/Government of 

the us, the UK, FlG am pra.nce) at GUadeloupe in Jaruary 1979, during 

which the INF decision, with its two-track appl:'oach, was actually drawn 

up. Although he refrained frau making official statement on this issue, 

Giscard did maintain tcoard the Allies a policy of discreet diplomatic 

support. ntus, France was never "neutral .. to;o~ard INF in any formal 

10 Giscard d•!Btaing quoted in Davids. Yost, ~·~·· n.J, p.67. 

11 Pierre Lellouche, op.cit., n.l, p.J29. --
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sense. 

Whatever position France might have taken, the Soviets would 

in any case have insisted upon the inclusion of the French and British 

systems in the Geneva talks. Including these systems was their best 
'•· 

negotiating position given their underlying goal, which was from the 

verJ beginnins to prevent any American deployment. This inclusion 

also provided Soviet Unton an opportunity to prevent or control fUture 

modernization of prencb and British deterrent forces - a central 

Sovtet objective since 1969 with the beginning of the SALT processo 

Far from bet~ a- tactical negotiating gimmick, the effort to include 

French and British forces was aimed at achieving what the Soviets view 

as a fUndamental component of their long-term strategic relationship 

with the \lest, namely, an overall intercontinental balance with the 

United States am a separate "lbropean balance••, decoupled from the 

USA. Finally, by including French and British systems, the :Soviets 

also hoped probably to drive a vedge, not just between Americans and 

EUropeans, but also between EUropeans themselves • i.e., betueen the 

two nuclear powers and the rest of n~nuclear )brope. 12 

Because of all these reasons, prance opposed vehemently any 

move to include prench nuclear forces in the Geneva talks• In a speech 

to the Institute des Hautes Etudes de Defense Nationale in Paris in 

12 Ibid. r p.330. 
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September 19831 the then French Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy argued 

that the Soviet Union's c:leim that wr forces should be included and 

counted in with those of the United States is contrary to both the 

strategic: and political reality. Such an Jnclusion would amount to 

setting the French and British nuclear forces against the Soviet 

intermediate forces alone, end this would be absurd because the 

purpose of our forces is to deter all systems capable of threatening 

S 
,13 

u 0 

The notion of INF balance, in view of Jolyon Howarth, raised 

problems from the outsdt in that it implied that there could be such 

a thi'l; as a •regioMl balance• separate and distinct from the 

'global balance•. In Mitterrand•s very first Presidential statement 

on this issue (quoted earlier)1 he fused the'two notions by saying: 

••nte reason why 1 condemn neutral ism is that I believe peace to be 

linked to the balance of forces in the world.= l)eployment of the 

SS.20s and the Backfires has destroyed that balance in &rope"• 'lbiS 

statement of Mitterrand triggered off a new controversy, not only 

in France but also within his own party... Socialist critics from 

various factions within the P.S. pointed to the assignment to NATO•s 

~ropean theatre of Poseidon submarines with a total of some 400 .. 500 

warheads which in range, precision and numbers are comparable to the 

13 Pierre Mauroy1 "France al'd \#estern Sec:urity''e NA'ID Review 
(Brussels), vol.:n, no.s, 1983 1 p.24. 
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SS-20s. In addition, Socialist critics also pointed to the problem of 

differentiatiqg between those strategic systems of each super power 

which are targeted on the other super power and those which are 

targeted on super power allies.·. They opined that the very concept of 

~;~--~~·>-,strategic nuclear balance in ~=ope is militarily meani~.less and 

{<::~>::: '--.... -- -~rithrnettcally unquantiftable; 

tl;:(.? ' •. ~\ 
~\. : J Moreover 1 the view that Cruise and Pershing 11 missiles can be 

'~'- /~ ~~ seen as a •balancing' response to the SS-20s was vigorously rejected 

in several quarters. Admiral Sa~uinetti argued that neither 

politically nor militartly•1n terms of range and precision--could they be 

considered a response to the ss-20 .. CERBS was, !rom the, outset, hostile 

to the •two-track• decision, and they continued to reject the alarmist 

interpretation of the ~s-20s •surgical' strike• capabilities.· Pierre 

Chevenement, a leading member of the CERES faction of the Socialist 

party argued that, on the contrary, the •two track• cou.rse offers 

offensive and even first strike capability to the US through Pershing~~ 

Mitterrand himself dre-1 attention to the qualitatively enhanced threat 

which Pershing-11 posed to the Soviet Unione 

The •Uber&arians•, on the other hand, accepted more or less 

at face value the government's concept of JNF balance.' ".they considered 

the ss-20 to be a counterforce weapon, and rejected any suggestion 

that NATO possessed an equivalent system prior to the deployment of 

Pershing 11. For reasons, almost exclusively political, they considered 

14 Jolyon Ha-~arth, "Consensus of Silence: The French Socialist Party 
and Defence Policy Under Francois l-!itterrand" 1 International 
Affairs (London), vol.-fO, no.4, dutumn 1984, p.s89 ... ' Wh 

15 Ibid., Po590. 
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Pershing lls to be a proper response to the S$-20s.; r.owever, it was 

the political and not military approach to lNF which explained the 

basic reason for France•a welcoming the iUromisailes.· That reason 

had to do with the vulnerability of the French nuclear forces in the 

global strategic situation.·16 

The real dilemma for France, in view of Pierre Lellauche, was 

not whether she could support NATO•s lNF decision; in either case, 

this was a no-win situation.' By keeping silent, France would have 

projected an image of neutrality and would have only encouraged the 
\ts. 

neutralist drift at work among ~ neighbours, without even obtaining 
~-\:. 

the non-inclusion &he was seeking from Moscow.;· But by taking sides 

on the issue in favour of NATO, the French not only seemed to justify 

the Soviet demand for inclusion, but they were also putti11g themselves 

in a position where they were increasingly perceived as the selfish 

nuclear power which constituted the sole obstacle to a rapid and 

fair deal in r~oeva. kere again, the end result was deepening discord 

among the European themselves• Given this no-win situation. LellaJehe 

further argues that Mitterrand did take the right and courageous 

decision. 17 And to some extent, the entry of France into the debate 

since J>By 1981 helped things a great deal in some of the deployment 
'it ~'....e. cla~ ~o"'

countries - namely, West Germany and Italy, as"the results of the 

elections in those countries. 

16 Ibid~ 

i 7 Pierre Lellouche, op.cit., n.·t, PPe330•31. --
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On 8 December 1987, during the Washington Summit meeting between 

President leagan and General Secretary corbachev, the two leaders 

signed the lNF Treaty, thereby putting an end to the lilromissile 

controversyo" this treaty involves the removal of 470 lo~ range lNF 

missiles (SS.20s am iS-4s) and 387 short range lNF missiles (SS.12s, 

SS.22s and S:S.23s) deployed by the SOlviet Union, as well as 429 US 

Pershing na and cround Launched Cruise MissUeso 18 But if on the 

one hand, it ended a controversy then on the other it triggered off 

another eontr011eray and thiS t:lms within the Alliance itself.' 1he 

lllropean allies (including France) have not wholeheartedly supported 

the lNF treaty. 

Most of the West Jhropean countries have adopted ambivalent 

attitude vis-e-vis on the INF treaty, for the elimination of those 

missiles with ranges between 500 and s,SOO kms. 19 Public opinion o 

in the Weat &.lropean countries is also divided over the issue itself.~ 

There are thooe who speak of the enormous progress marked by the fact 

that for the first time, whole categories of nuclear weapons are to 

be dismantled.- Others fear that crucial elements of military equi~ 

librium which has so far precluded the possibility of an Blat• West 

20 war in the lbropean theatre might thus be taken away. West Ibropean 

18 David Mellor, "'111e 1 NF Agreement: Is It a Good Deal for the 
Vest?", NATO Review, (Brussels), vol.3S, no.f, DeeP-mber 1987, 
p.l.' 

19 Gerhard {letting, "lbrope After the INF Treaty'', ~saenpolttik 
(Hamburg), vol.-39, no.l, lst (barter 1988, p.24. 

20 Ibid. 
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countries including Prance have expressed doubts aboot HiF treaty on 

three grounds: that the systems which NATO wUl lose are essentiAl 

for deterrence, whatever the nature of the Soviet threat; that the 

agreement will in some way decouple the United States from the defence 

of I!UrClpe; and that it will lead in time to the complete deruclearisa

tion of !uropean continent. 21 

iitrq>ean leaders including French are arguing that they bad 

invested considerable political capital in accepting the American 

miasUese They had withstood domestic opposition by arguing that the 

missiles were nec!essary to assure ''coupling1
' between <&merica•s nuclear 

forces and its defence of NA'rooi It would be awkward to justify the 

removal of all the US missiles~.~ even as part of a deal that eliminated 

the threat of the SS.20s. NA'ro strategy, in view of Europeans, stilt 

required an American nuclear ••trip wire1
' to deter a Soviet conventional 

attack. 22 
Not only Blropeans but some Americans are also cppos.ed to 

the lNF treaty. For instance, Reagan•s first Secretary of State, 

Alexander Haig expressing his reservations against INP treaty said 

that the elimination of Buromissiles will heighten the SoYiet•s over-

whelming advantage in conventional forces; that denuclearization of 

western lbrope could weaken the NATO alliance; that the treaty fails 

to address the need for cuts in the Sovf.et •s arsenal of ICBMs. 23 

21 David Mellor, ap.ctt.-, n.l8 1 pp.4•5.'· --
22 Storbe Talbott, "'nle Road to Zero'', Time (New York), -December 14, 1987, p.l4. 



Proponents of the INF treaty, however, argue that deterrence 

worked perfectly well in EUrope prior to the i~troduction of the 

$S-20s, the Pershings and the Cruise missiles.,'' 'lber~fore, it will 
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continae to work perfectly well when they are gone.' Americans argue 

that what links them to au:ope is not one or other variant of nuclear 

philosophy, it is the flesh and blood of 320,000 US troops based in 

lbrope, which couples the United States with fbrope an::i who share the 

same risks as their lbropean counterpart. As to fears of denucleariza• 

tion, supporters of the INF treaty, argue that NATO will still have some 

4 1 000 nuclear weapons in &rope even after the elimination of the lNF 

MissUes • .24 Tbls, we find that though treaty bas been signed to 

eliminate Intel'lllediate tbclear Forces from lbrope by both the super 

powers but yet the Ebromissile controversy is far from over, it will 

continue to preoccupy the minds of security policy makers of all west 

lbropean countries including France-though not directly involved in 

the controversy but yet she cannot be indifferent to the East-~st 

seeurtty issues. 

SDI & Prance 

'nle French are tradit tonally a very liberal a!¥! fiercely inde-

pendent society.•' This French spirit often is reflected in France's 

national politics as is the case in regard to the SDlo' Tbe French 

belief in matching with the US through combined ffbropean efforts, 

24 David Mellor, op.cit., n.18, p.s. --
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differing views om different sub-sections of,its populace on SDt, 
't 

its unique political system, its desire to maintain an independent 

nuclear deterrent, and its view of its position in the world have 

been some of the elements of the matrix that has shaped France•s 

response to the SDl. 

'lhe initial response of the nench was one of "skepticism, 

bewilderment and a mild dose of embarrassment''• 'lhe scepticism arose 

fran the fact that fEn., if any believed in Reagan's plan of making a 

fool proof Ballistic Missile Defence. ~estioning the concept of 

deterrence based on MAD Ubtual Assured Destruct ion) was not 

viewed sympathetically by the French. The SDt programme also in

fringes upon the sacrosanct ABM (Anti•Ballistic missiles) Treaty of 

1972, which the rrenc:h consider necessary for peace in 1brope. It 

is possible and also less expensive to develop an offensive weapon 

capable of •tricking• any supposedly foolproof BMD (Ballistic Missile 

Defence) systemo; They were •bewildered • because the US bad not 

consulted the allies and at a time when controversy on •BUromissile 

crisis • was ragi~ throughout &.arope; They were embarrassed because 

the Americans had taken their BJropean allies for granted and presumed 

that the European allies would adopt the same logic as that used by 

the US to evaluate and justify the SDlo 

The first French response to ~Dl debate can be seen in President 

Francois M:ltterr:anias speech to the UN General Assembly in September 
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1983.~ Mitterrand reiterated the French stand on disarmament ard drew 

attention of the audience to the militarisation of space, which could 

be interpreted as a criticism, although subtle, of the SDl.'· In the 

early 1984 the us President had proposed that the allies should join 

the US in establishing a manned space station.~, Not wanting to barter 

its autonomy for political and economic gains, Mitterrand proposed an 

entirely Fbropean manned space station when he spoke at the Hague in 

February 1984o 

In JUrte 1984, the French made another notable move in connection 

with the SDI at the Disarmament Conference in aeneva.1 A few days later 

Mitterrand proposed to aorbachev: 

1. Anti-satellite weapon (A3AT) restrictions especially 
concerning high orbits; 

2. t. ban on the development of l>irected Energy weapons 
(D~) for an initial period.of five years; 

3." Stre~thening of the registration and verification 
provisions of June 1975 UN Convention on Outer 
Space Objects; 

4.- h'xtension of bilateral United States-Soviet Union 
agreement on the inviolability of reconnaissance 
satellites to include other nations• satellitese2S 

This proposal pleased the Soviet Union so nuch that two weeks 

later it proposed immediate negotiations with the us on the •demilita-

rization of outer space•. 

25 John Fenske, ''France aoi the Strategic l)efence Initiative 
Speeding up or Putting on the Brakes?''• International 
Affairs (London), vol.62, no.2 11 Spring 1~6. p.733o -
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In the context of intra-alliance relations, 1985 was the year 

of the .wt in France, Dllch as 1983 had been the 1 fateful year• of 

Pershi~ and cruise missiles. 26 In January 1985, Shultz and Gromyko 

met in Geneva to explore the basis for further arms control talks. 

'fbe resumption of talks, which ,.,ere to include SI>l, and the wording 

of the cannunique • ••preventing an arms race in space••, confirmed the 

ratiom.le of French position adopted in June 1984. Paul Nitze and 

l<.obert McFarlane, came to Paris immediately after the Geneva Summit 

to brief the French leaders abo.~t the results of the Summit France 

was by an:i large satisfied with the US stalri at Geneva .~.nnmit an:i 

this led to the aoftening of French attitude on the SDlo' 

France was concerned about the technological, scientific and 

economic threat posed by the Sill. vague offers by the US of coopera-

tton between the ttrategic Defence Initiative Organization (SOlO) 

and iUrope wore perceived by France as intended to paralyse critical 

reflection on the snt.27 Prance had intended to encourage Britain 

and West Germany to examine in a spirit of scepticism the fruits 

to be gathered from cooperating with the United States on high 

technology projects. But before this tntra-~ropean reflection 

could produce results, the US Defence Secretary !Ieinberger wrote his 

famous letter of 26 March 1985, offering explicit participation in 

SOl projects to members of the alliance, and asking for a response 

26 President Mitte r-:a:-.d called 1983 the • fatefu 1 year• when speaking 
of Pe-rshing and cruise deployment before the Ge~n Parliament in 
January 1983. 

2 7 I.e Moode, 22 March 1985, Polo 
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within sixty days; This triggered off a CDntroversy but Weinberger, 

realizing his grave mistake, immediately clarified that the •sixty 

days • were not meant to be an ultimatum and later also removed the 

deadlineo Nonetheless, his representatives also explained tb4 the 

Pentagon wished to deal bilaterally with individual governments, 

even with individual firms, not with a common lbropean position. 

Simultaneously, American companies involved in SDI work began contacting 

EUropean firma capable of contributing to the $01 Project. 28 This 

cavalier attitude of the US to\-tards the allies was viewed disapprovingly 

in rrance. 

Thus, after an initial negative reaction to Reagon•s announcement 

of .$DI in March 1983, several major themes have emerged in the official 

policies of France. The prench government under President Francois 

Mitterrand declined to endorse SDI as a strategic concept or to give 

political support to the United States in the form of a Memorandum of 

Understanding {MOU). Nevertheless, it allowed French defence firms 

to bid for SDI contracts because of concern about a growing technological 

lag between the US ard France. ••cohabitation'• has had little i~act on 

France's policy towards the .SDI. While Jacques Chirac and his suppor-

ters criticised Mitter~and for his stand on SDlp it was more against 

the tone of his rhetoric than the substance of his position to which 

29 they ob jectedo 

28 John Fenske, op.·cit., n.25, p.235o --29 Michael B. Franan and others, ••strategic tnpUcation of SDl for 
France aid West Germany• RUSI Journal, vol.'l32, no.2, June 1987, 
p.Sl. 



Within a month of ~einbergerts letter of ltlrch 1985 regardi~ 

EUropean allies participation in the SDI project, France proposed 

an alternative EDI (lllropean Defence Initiative) to counter the 

American SDI; The French lOgic for such a proposal flows from 
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its fiercely independent outlook that wants to ensure French nuclear 

deterrent potentialities and also the competitiveness of the high 

technology industries of Western fhrope. !Dl was presented in the 

name of Jbrek.a, which is a near acronym for 1\lropean Research coordi· 

nation Agency.' While it took time to establish just what the agency 

would do and with whom, it was clear from the ClUtset that Paris wanted 

to raise European consciousness about the •takeover bid• that the US 

offer on SUI represented for EUrope's best scientific and industrial 

talent. The list of interest areas initially selected for lltreka 

closely resembles the fuodamental research objective of the SDI: Optical 

electronics, new materials, super computers, lasers and particle beams~ 

30 artificial intelligence, and high speed microelectronics. 

'11le French perceive SDI and lbreka as two entirely unrelated 

programmes. ntis ts reflected in the French Foreign Minister 

Ibmas• words, "SDI is a vast military programme with c1Y1Uan impli• 

cations". llreka ts "a vast civilian programme with military impli-

cations'•o This the civilian stress in the lbreka runs counter to 

the position held by the French Prime Minister who, while addressing 

30 John Feaske, op.ctt., n.2s, p.23S. --
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tbe Dutch parliament, called for joint lbropean efforts to build a 

manned space station.' He also hinted at the possibility of developing 

indigenous lbropean miss:Ue defence system, whicb was reiterated by 

him in November 1985. On 6 November 1985, eighteen countries of 

llestern lbrope, through their foreign and research ministers officially 

adopted the aforesaid programme at the second mJREK.A Conference in 

Hanover (FltG)o'· The name EUreka is meant to make it clear that the 

objective is to realise industrial, technological and scientific coope-

ration of companies and research institutes within the framework of 

projects aimed at the development of products, systems and services 

with a global market potential: Tbe IUreka members agreed that BUreka 

projects should relate primarily to products~ processes and services 

in the sectors of information and communications technologies, robot 

technology, materials, production technology, biotechnology, marine 

technology, laser technologies and technologies for environmental 

protection and transport. In addition, it encompasses R&'D projects 

in high technology fields which are iuportant for the creation of a 

modern infrastructure and for the solution of transnational problems, 

especially in the environment sectoro31 

That there is vital need for &.trope to move ahead jointly in 

the field of high technology to cope with the challenge from Japan 

31 fllreka Declaration of Principles adopted in Hanover on 6 Nov. 
1985, cited in Klaus -w. Grewlich, '' ilJR.El{A..eureka ?'' 1 
Alssenpolttik, (Hamburg), vole'37• no.:l, 1986, p.Jo.· 
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aud United States, has been felt in the recent past.32 The only 

government that have cOncretely proposed to advance financial resour-

ces to Jhreka are !'Tance below 125 mil lion for 1986, and Netherlands 

8.5 million annually.·· Britain and PRG have also agreed to contribute 

unspecified amount of funds. However, as compared to the SDl budget 

of $2.7 billion in the financial year 1986, the lbraka is a fledgling 

programme. One significant pointer to the military dimension of 

Jbreka which has not been ruled out is France's concurrence to 

Israeli subcontracts from French firma. 33 

'111e policies of the various major political parties in France 

vis-a-vis Sal are somewhat complicated. 411 of them have serious 

doubts abQJt the technological feasibility of Reagan•s vision. The 

Socialist Party <P.S) of Mitterrald rejects Reage.n•s strategic vision 

of the western defence, but it seems to accept the inevitability of 

the programme am recommends joint lbropean projects in the related 

fields. The P·$ ts even more outspoken than Mitterrand in its criticism 

of the SUI as an obstacle to &lst-!lest al'111S control agreements. While 

the R.assemblement pour la RepubU.que· (R.Pl\) of the former French Prime 

Minister Cbirac strongly criticized Mitterrand•a negative attitude 

towards the SOl, it also rejects Reagan•s vision.~ Instead, the RPR 

supports active French participation in $01 research to acquire tech· 

nology for a lbropean ballistic missile defence (BMn) capability• 

32 o.- No' Mehrotra, •• &reka: lbropean Research COordination Agency••, 
Strategic Analysis, (New Delhi>, vot.~. no.s, jugust 1986, p.499. 

33 lbreka Joint venture Deal, Defence & Disarmament Review, 
Strategic Digest (New Delhi>, vol.XVI, no.lO, October 1986, 
pp.31-32.4 
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lA significant section of the Gaulltsts in the RPR supports lbropean 

BMD programme to avoid a condominium of the two super powers to 

which Western .lbr-ope would be held hostage.' nte Union pour la 

ftemocratic Ftancaise CUDF) of the former F'l'ench President valery 

Gtscard d • Esta:1ng ard his former Prime Minister Raymond Barre, Uke 

the RPR, is critical of M1tterrand 0s hostility towards the SDI, 

and believes that France can benefit by participating in the SI>l 

research. But makes no taDgible difference from President Mitterrand•s 

34 . 
position. PCF (Coumunist Party of France) is totally opposed to SDl 

ard wants France to have nothing to do with it. 

The United States allocated 26 billion dollars for the SDl 

projects and this colossal amount created a lot of confUsion among 

the French irdustrialiste and officials.' This confusion, however, 

to some extent was softened by the fact that the amount is to be 

spread over five years and not all of it f.s. new money because some 

already existing programmes were brought under the SDI Programme. 

The impact is nevertheless dramatic, and French officials and analysts 

insist on the need to •decouple• thinking about the long .. term military 

dimension of SDl from the immediate challenge to the scientific, tech• 

nological, and economic future of France and of lbrq>e. 35 'I1le French 

responded to this challenge of the SDI thrOUgh their Iibreka programme. 

34 Michael Bo Froman and others. ope'cit. • n.29, PP• 51•52.· --
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The Preach proposal for fbreka, however, began with an uncertain 

future because other Blropean partners of France were worried about 

French motive, but by the end of 1985 its survival was assuredo· 

'Jbreka thus. joins the lht of successful joint lbropean efforts in 

science, technology, and industry such as CEllN (atomic particle 

research>, JET (nuclear fusion), Airbus (comnercial aircraft), 

!SA and Ariane (civilian missiles ard satellites>, ESPillT (computers>, 

BRlTE (mawfacturing technology), aoo llACE (telecomnunications ). 36 

There is a lot of controversy and confusion about the exact 

natura of li'Ureka programme., lf some treat it as mn (fUropean Defence 

Initiative) to counter the US SDl then others regard it as of strictly 

civilian nature meant for keepi~ West European cruntries in technological 

race with the United States. Klaus 11. Grewlich is of the opinion that 

Reagan's SDl aoo the resulting concern of the B.lropeana that they 

could fall behind economically ao:i technologically in key areas was 

not the direct cause of the EUREKA in1tiative,37 though it was an 

accelerating elemEu~o· He argues that llareka would have come about in 

ita present or some other form even without SDl • just as the develop .. 

ment towards a lbropean Technology Community would have been spurred. 

36 lbid., p.24J. 

37 The lbreka initiative was launched at the first KUREKiA miniR• 
terial conference in Paris on 17 July 1985 and entered ita 
realisation phase with the Second FJJ'~EI<A ministerial conference 
in Hanover on S and 6 November 1985. 



The basic ideas underlying the proposed t. Technology Comnunity and 

IUREKA, he claims, have been emergiqg with growing clarity since 
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the beginning of the 1980s in deliberations on research and technology 

policy within the &lropean Conmunity and have increasingly prevailed 

in the processo38 !Ureka projects, thus, are basically of civilian 

in nature and have not come into existence as a reaction to the o. So 

SDI, and are geared to meet the challenges of the market forces. The 

fundamentally civilian character of the ·-i1ilrelw. projects, however, 

does not preclude use of the resulting technologies for military 

purposeso 

'lbe French industries are generally in favour of joining the 

.SDI research mainly because of the enormous money at stake.1 '.t'he 
' 

official French 1 Nd to the SI>l, has thus been belied by the industrial 

•yea•. French officials, moreover, r.ave made it clear that their 1 No' 

doaa not prevent industry, £ven nationalized companies. from partici-

pating in the SDI work. Tdith the notable exception of A.erospatiale, 

builder of France• s military miSSiles, most of the French military 

industries (private atd public as well) have shown keen interest to 

join the SDI research and are bidding for the SDI contract. The 

chief among the French industries, which are participating in the 

SDl research are Matra and 'l'homson • both of them are in public sector. 39 

39 Matra is 51 per cent state--owned, whereas Thomson is 100 per 
cent state ownedo 
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The French industries operate on the logic that R&D financing 

has to increase in order to keep up with foreign competitors especially 

Japanese and American.' Both Japan and the US are investing eno~s 

money on R&D compared to France: The SDI funds can boost French 

R&D and partici.pation in it will facilitate transfer of high technology 

to France. 

The Official French 8 No' ·f.s misleading, for it applies chiefly 

to the security aspect of the analysis.~ Because of •the perverse 

mechanism of European security•, in which two or even three of the 

four principal West i!bropean actors have •special relationship• w! th 

the American ally therefore efforts to create a separate identity, e 

'European pillar•, are continually being underminedo~ Deployment of 

the !Uromissiles reinforced America's commitment to Blropean securftyo 

But before that commitment was fully implemented, the SD1 brought it 

into question once again.' 'ibe French are ap!)rehensive of the Soviet 

response, which they presume inevitable and this will make the American 

nuclear use option less credible, which is necessary for enforcing 

NAtO•s flexible response strategyo' 1ben, there is the distant 

prospect of an isolationist •fortress .America• made feasible by less 

than perfect defences provided by the SDl and which also makes the 

United States less vulnerable than &Jrope.' Paris is, hO\-Iever. con

fident that a perfect defence against missiles is impossible, and 

therefore it does not worry about the ultiwate credibility of its 

own force de frappee' But it complains about the added coats, which 
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can be avoided or reduced by the strict compliance of the ABM Treaty. 40 

The 1 ND 1 also concerns the alliance, for France sees the United States 

making yet another unilateral move that is not obviously in the best 

interests of France and IUrope.t 

The technological, economic and political challenges that ths 

.SDI poses are somewhat grievQ.ts which France is finding difficult 

to cope with.- On the basis of these three factors, the French reaction 

is 'Yes• to SDI but this analysis is reversed when the strategic factor 

of the matrix is considered. The French perception of SDI is that a 

perfect BMD is inpossibleo' Partial BMD with ~M modification may 

enhance security.' SOl will spark off an arms race in space and this 

will mean UK aid France will have to spend more to mo.tntain a credible 

national nuclear deterrent.' 1·his is against the French security interest 

and that is why, France is opposed to the SDI: In the short run the 

French initiating 9Jreka and private French firms• participation in 

the SDI may pay off. but in the long run France will have to decide 

in favour of joining the SDI in its national interest provided that the 

.SDI programme cent imese' •lbis is because the lbreka programme can in 

no way match the SDI programme funding, Which is many times higher. 

Thus, prudence would suggest France to join the SDI research in the 

long run. 

40 John Fenske, op.ctt.;, n.2s, p.245. --
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OOOCWSIONS 

In France, there exists a great deal of consensus regarding 

its defence policy and its role in the security of Western ibrope. 

The current security policy of France owes a lot to de Gaulle, on 

whose initiative the Fifth Republic was inaugurated in 1958. Since 

de Gaulle•s departure from the scene in 1969, succes:;ive French 

Goverrunents have pursued policies initiated by him.' Over the years, 

these policies have become sacrosanct and any deviation from them is 

vehemently resented by the French people. :As a result, even if any 

government is deviating from any Gaullist principle, it does not 

accept this publicly. The Giscard and Mitterrand Governments• 

frequent public declarations of adherence to the basic Gaullist 

principles are an eloquent proof of the deep roots struck by Gaullism 

in the French mind.' 

General Charles de Gaulle's defence policy was based on the 

twin objectives of ind~>endence and grandeur. To achieve these 

objectives, de Gaulle considered possession of nuclear weapons and .. 
withdrawal from the N4TO•s militarily integrated structure as pre• 

requisites. The NATO membership, de Gaulle felt, was undermining 

the French independence; and in the nuclear age, without the 

acquisition of nuclear •o~eapons, independence was not possible.' 11te 

Anglo-American dominance of the NATO was also not acceptable to 
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de Gaulle. He wanted parity with the UK and the U:i~ so he suggested 

a "three-power directorate'' consisting of the u~, the UK an:t France, 

which was rejected by the U1uted States on the ground that other NATO 

members will also then clamour for a privileged position, which '"ill 

undermine the cohesion of the Alliance. De Gaulle reacted to this 

refusal by withdrawing from the integrated structure of the NA10 itself 

in 1966o Withdrato~al from the N.t\1'0 enabled France to retrieve non• 

belligerency option, which it had lost by committing itself to the 

NA'OO Treaty of 1949. 

Disenchantment with the ~lo-Americans led de Gaulle to attempt 

a patch•up with the Soviet Union, which also fitted within his vision 

of 10 Fhrope from the Atlantic to the Urals"• De Gaulle, declined to 

accept the United Kingdom as part of Europe because of its insular 

position, which always enabled it to shrink behind the seas during any 

crisis in the continent; The basic aim of de Gaulle was to dismantle the 

bi-polar world -~ the product of the arrangements reached at the Yalta 

Confe.rence among the super pot-rers. 'Ibis he aspired to achieve by 

making IUrope strong and independento He dreamt of founding a United 

States of EUrope, a sort of federation consisting of all European states 

under the aegis of France. allen his grand design of the United States 

of BUrope, which was to play the role of a third dominant power in the 

'~orld, failed to take off, he reconciled himself to Franco-German 

unity, so he concluded a treaty with the FRG. which was termed by his 

critics as ''Fouchet Plan writ small". 
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The GaUllist vision of Europe was fraught with various contra-

dictions from the very outset.' J!Kcept Chancellor Adenauer, no furopean 

leader supported him wholeheartedly.· Many &lropean leaders were even 

suspicious of the General•s motives. Inclusion of the Soviet Union by 

de Gaulle in his grand design of furope made his plan a non-starter, 

because most of the west lilropean leaders were not ready at all to 

accept the Soviet Union as an ally. So, from the very beginning, de 

Gaulle• a idea of a United Ibrope was doomed to failure.• The Soviet 

invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 dealt a mortal blow to de GaUlle•s 

vision of EUrope: He vehemently denounced the Soviet invasion and 

abandoned hh perception of ''5.1rope from the Atlantic to the urals0~o 

Strategic ?-Qclear Forces (iNS) is the main component of the 

French security policy. It was assigned a strictly national role 

under de Gaulle.' The French strategy, which is primarily based on 

the simple milita-ry principle of ••massive retaliationl'• lt is a 

strategy of deter~ence by the. weak of the stronge1 ln other words, 

it is an anti ... city strategy. Because of limited resources, France 

could not adopt anti ... force strategy, which required enormous nuclear 

weapons to match those of the super powers- to enable it to resort to 

a pr~emptive strike. The French strategy is, therefore, to ensure 

second strike capability and this strike could be directed against 

civil:lan targets, especially major cities of the aggressor.· France 

was convinced that no country would dare to invade F'mnce, because 

the gain of such adventure would be neutralized by the French 
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retaliation. This is tho strategy which was developed during de Gaulle•s 

Presidency and since then is still being pursued with certain modifiea• 

tions .. 

At the height of the French hostility to the Anglo-Saxons, de 

Gaulle•s Chief of Staff, General Ailleret, propoonded the doctrine of 

tous azinuts - omnidirectional strategy 1.eo' non-designation of the 

potential aggressor in advance~- I!BrUer France had singled out the 

Soviet Union as its main adversary and therefore its entire strategy 

was directed against it. This volte-face in the French defence policy 

stunned the whole western world. But Ailleret•s ~1ccessor, General 

Fourquet, gave up the doctrine of tQJs aziDl.lts and reverted to the 

old policy of specifYing the Soviet Union as the main adversary of 

prance. 

France severely criticized the us strategy of flexible response 

beeause in its view, it was a disguised move on the part of the US to 

abamon lllrope in the face of a brutal aggression. However, with the 

deployment of tactical nuclear weapons in the •seventies, the French 

strategic policy itself underwent considerable change~' But the French 

officials did not accept this because of the fear of a public outcry. 

tactical nuclear weapons were assigned the dual fUnction of testing 

the determination of an enemy's intentions and firing the •warning 

shot• to declare the French intention of resorting to massive retalia

tion. This, in a way, is akin to the flexible response strategy, 
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1 

beeause the basic aim of tactical nuclear weapons, like the ~lexible 

response, is to raise the nuclear threshold, i.e., the delayed nuclear 

response. \ 

Georges Pampidou succeeded Charles de Gaulle but he lacked the 

charismatic and dynamic personality of his predecessor. Unlike de Gaulle, 

he concentrated mainly on resolving internal problems and accorded 

secondary importance to defence ~od external affairs• Nevertheless, 

he did not deviate from the Gaulltst defence policy.' His administm .. 

tion was marked, in brief, by continuity and change.1 !bring his 

administration, White Paper of 1972, drawn out by his Defence 

Minister, Michel Debre, was adopted which put down systematically 

for the first time the Gaulltst framework of defence• The pro-US 

trend initiated by de Gaulle in his last year as President was carried 

further by Pompidou..-· 

Pompidou•s successor, Giscard: d• I!Stai~, also professed adherence 

to the Gaullist defence policy.- However, he also introduced radical 

changes in tt 0 - ~:be most impo'l'tant one· was sanctuarization elargte.-

Und~r de Gaulle, the FNS was assigned the role of defending only 

national sanctuary or territory.' But Giscard•s Chief of .staff, General 

Guy Mery, extended it to include the defence of the PRe also; This 

extension of the French nuclear deterrent was resented vehemently by 

the Social1sta0' Comnunists and Gaulliats lD unison.! They castigated 

it on the ground that by committing the French nuclear forces in 

advance, France had lost its non-belligerency option.• The Giscard 



Government was forced to deny any deviation from the baste Gaullist 

policy and this it did by adopting an ambiguous policy,." Thus, if 

Pompidou•s regime was characterized by ''continuity and change'', then 

the Gilicardian administration was marked by "ambiguity•. 
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Defending the enlargement of national santuary. Giscard argued 

that France could not be immune to_any war foJght at its next-door 

neighb~Jr•s soil. He perceived only one battle zone in any fUture war 

scenario and France, to maintain its sovereignty. had to take part in 

that. Thus, ~' committing France in the forward battle for the defence 

of West Germany. Giscard abandoned the GaulUst concept of two battle 

zones. 

The Giscardian regime accorded prime 111\>ortance to conventional 

forces, which is reflected in its higher bud~etary allocation to the 

conventional forces at the cost of the nuclear ones.' ThiS was, to 

some extent, in tune with the uS arxt the &ro•s strategy of flexible 

response, in which conventlonRl forces were to play a key role in 

repelling the Soviet conventional invasion through conventional forces 

and, failing in that only the NA1\J was to resort to ruclear weapons. 

crttics of Giscard accused his administration for fUnctional integra

tion with the NA10• Though criticized for his conciliatory attitude 

towards the NA'ro ani the us, Gtscard maintained very good relations 

wttli the Soviet Union, which is proved by the fact that during the 

French Presidential elections of 19811 the Soviet Union endorsed the 

candidature of Giscard against the Socialist cand1ctate, FrancOis 

Mitterrand. 
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11le uninterrupted rule of the right since the inception of the 

Fifth Republic in 1958 forced the French Left parties to unite on a 

common platform not only to contest the elections but also to form 

a governmento This necessitated an agreement on the prograu1me of 

governing among the left parties.- Some efforts in the direction of 

Left unity were made in the mid•'sixties, but these were up3et by the 

May 1968 disturbanceso· The Gaullist landslide victory in 1968 general 

election convinced the French Left that without unity it could not come 

to po,ter.- This realization led to negotiations between the Patti 

Socialiste (P-S) and the Parti Conmuniste Francaise cPCF>-•the two 

dominant parties of the French Left:. ntis rt!sulted eventually in the 

signing of the "Common Programme of Governnent'• in .rune 1972 by the P-S 

and the PCF, to which the Radicals subscribed in the follcnting months. 

To achieve unity both the PS and the PCF made consiaerable con-

cessions and subscribed to the basic tenets of the Gaullist security 

frameworko The Communists accepted the position of the Socialists in 

the areas dealing with the constitution, political institutions ana 

foreign pol icy 1ucluaing defence. The Socialists yielded to the 

Comnunists on the questions of nationalization and t-lest 81ropean 

integration policy. Hmtever, the major conce~sion conceded by the 

PCF was its acceptance of the NA'ro. In 1976, in a dramatic move, the 

PCF also accepted the importance of nuclear weapons in the defence of 

France. -Subsequently, the Socialists also follotted suit. 1 

1 It is noteworthy that both the Socialists and the Communists had 
been opposed to nuclear weapons till 1976.,· lu the Common Programme, 
they agreed to stop prOduction of nuclear weapons and destroy 
their existing stockpiles, after coming to PO\"er. 
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'Ibe PS and the PCP forged unity with a view to marginalizing 

each other, but it was the PS which succeeded in its objective• 

.Since the very first election held in 1973, after the Siguing of the 

"Common Programme''• it had been evident that the PS was the main 

beneficiary of the ''Common Programme"o Realiziry the decline of its 

electoral support, the PCF clamoured for updating the 1972 Common 

Programme in 1976, but the PS refusee1 to 1utr0e1uce any change 1u the 

ex1sti~ arrall!ements. as it was benefitting .i:rom it.· consequently, 

the PCP broke away from the Common Programme in 19770 

The Left's ambition of c::oming to power was realized in 1981- ... 

almost one decade after the signing of the "Common Programmet•-~when 

Mitterrnoo was elected to the office of the President.: Under the 

pressure of its Party rank and file, the PCF joined the Socialist 

Government of Pierre Mauroy (1981•1984) on the Socialist terms and 

conditions.2 nowever, this honeymoon W8s very shortlivedo ln 1984, 

the PCF declined to join the new Socialist Government headed by 

Laurent rabius because of its q>position to the austerity programme 

of the preeediqg Socialist Government. 

The PCP quit the Common Programme in 1977 and the Fabius 

~overnment in 1984 to retrieve its pre-eminent pos:f.t ion in the French 

politics, but it failed in its objective.- HoweverP all of a sudden, 

when the decline of the COlllllllnist electoral suppurt was appearing 

2 The.COmmunists were given only four ministerial portfolioso ~~ 
if adding insult to injury, these portfolios were not very 
inportant either. 
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irreversible, in 1988 Parliamentary election, 3 it won e significant number 

of seats in the Parliament, to the surprise of everyone. This develop• 

ment shows that, though weakened, the PCF cannot be written off from 

the French political scene. 

Like his predecessors, ~~tterrand retained the basic principles 

of the Gaullist defence policy. He, however, introduced certain 
,--

modifications to adjust it to the changed security scenario of the 

eightieso The Socialist Government inherited the nuclear triad~= 

sea, air and land~based nuclear forces-~capable of deterring any 

aggressiollo But in the era of continued technological development, 

these WC4pons must be modernized to maintain their credibility as 

nuclear deterrents. Therefore, l~tterrand accorded top priority to 

the modernization of nuclear weapons. he also restored the pre-

eminent position of the nuclear forces in the French defence as against the 

the Giscardtan Government's emphasis on the conventional forces for 

the security of France; 

The caullist strategy of countervalue or anti•city or deter• 

renee through terror contirues to be the strategy of the Socialist 

Government. This strategy of late has been questioned by some strate-

gists in the changed security scenarios of the •eightiese 1be 

Gau llist dogmas of the 'sixties, they contend, are no longer valid. 

3 President ~Htterrand after his election for tho second term 
dissolved the National ~sembly to get rid of the Rightist 
Government of Jacques Chirac, thus ending the brief spell of 
cohabitation in the French Government. 
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lhey want them to be replaced by the strategy of "dete,:;:rence through 

defence". Meanwhile, the Soviet WP..apons technology has undergone 

considerable sophistication rendertQg the French nuclear forces 

vulnerable to the Sovieot first-strike attacl-.•· The possible deployment 

of the BMD system by the Soviet Union will seriously undermine the 

French Mutual Assured Destruction (MAO) capnbility.- 'Ihus, tn the 

absence of an extended American nuclear deterrent, the French nuclear 

deterrent would be ineff4tive and the Soviet Union can take the risk 

of pre-empting the French nuclear forces.. '!'his precariousness leaves 

France with no option but to be more conciliatory towards the us and 

the US•UK•backed NA'OO. 

The MS.tterrand regime has been more Atlanticist than any preceding 

government of the Fifth Republic ever. Its unequivocal support to 

the NATO•s two-track policy of 1979 also tears this out. ~itterrand 

also accepted, though very vaguely, l'lery's concept of "Sanctuarization 

elargie''e Mitterrand argued in almost Giscardian tones that the 
1'\C.t 

defence of France couldt\ be detached from that of its neighbours. To 

reinforce the French commitment to the security of the FRG, the 

Mltterrand regime is creating a new Rapid Action Force (FAR) on the 

pattern of Bernard Rogers Plan of Rapid Deployment Force (RDF), to 

which France is opposed, because it will, in its view, raise the 

nuclear threshold and decouple the us from the security of F.urq>e., 

The FAR, designed to take part in the forward defence of FRG, 

is to consist of 47,000 troops and is to be equipped with modern 
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sophisticated conventional weapons. It represents a radical departure 

from the earlier French policy towards the uest German security.4 The 

formation of the FAR has been severely castigated by the critics of 

Hitterran::l as a disguised attenpt to reintegrate France into the NATO, 

discarded by it earlier; Though the Mitterrand Government has denied 

this, yet for the successful operation of the F~, coordination with 

the NATO allies, particularly with the uSA is a must. This has, of 

course, been admitted by the French officially. 

The Socialist Government has also undertaken modernization of 

nuclear weapons on a truly massive scale. With the introduction of 

Inflexible submarine in 1985, France has become the first nation9 

apart from the super powers, to have MIRVed Sea Launched Ballistic 

Missiles (.SLBMs >. 1'act ical nuclear weapons are also being modernized 

and Pluton tactical nuclear missiles are to be replaced, by the new 

Hades system by 1992 ~ith longer range and more accuracy compared 

to the Pluton system. '!here was also a plan to deploy tactical 

nuclear missiles under the dual key system in the FRG, but it was 

shelved because of the fierce opposition to this move., France alae 

maintains an adequate number of Intermediate Range Ballistic l-Iissiles 

(lRBMs) am SLBMs to enforce its strategy of second strike in case of 

an aggression. 

4 EVen after withdrawal from the NATO's militarily integrated 
structure. France retained three divisions of its First Army, 
consisting of -around 50,000 troops, in the FRG.' 'l'bis force was 
to cooperate with the secord echelon of the NATO forces but 
was not to take part in the forward defence of the FRG. 



Like his predecessors, ~~tterrand is also toying with the 

idea of creating an independent BJropean Defence System under the 

aegis of France.'· Revival of the moribund Western lhropean Union 

(llliU) and setting up of joint Franco- cerman Committee on Defeoce 

and Security (1982) for periodical consultations on issues of 

common concern are the two main achievements of Mi tterrand in this 

sphere. But success has eluded Mitterrand, as it did his predece

ssors earUero\ The French effort to strengthen the JUropean pillar 

of the alliance has always been viewed with suspicion by its 

European allies. They perceive it as a disguised effort to decouple 

the USA from the security of Europe and enhance the predominance of 

France in the continent. Understandably, they have not been able to 

respond enthusiastically enough to the French call either for the 

strengthening of the EUropean pillar within the alliance or for the 

creation of an independent lbr~ean defence system. 
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Mitterrard•s Atlanticist ·tilt is manifested in hi r firm support 

to the NATO's missile deployment programme. Giseard had ~~fused to 

take sides publicly on the Jilromtssile deployment and dismissed it as 

the ''NA'ro's business''• But Mitterrand, immediately after assuming his 

office, declared that the security of &rope depemed on the balance 

of power and this balance had been disturbed by the deployment of 

the S$-20s by the Soviet Union, so the NA10 and, especially, the uSA 

must take counter-measures to restore the balance.· He pleaded that 

the NATO must deploy cruise and Pershing•ll missiles to neutralize 

the threat posed by the Soviet .Si-20s to the security of the Westo 



He even went to the extent of intervening in the Gernan election by 

urging the German electorate to vote for the ChriStian Democratic 
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l'arty, which was in favour of the missile deployment, thereby annoying 

the Socia 1 Democratic Party (SPD >, the German CCiU nterpart of Mitt errand 1 s 

own Socialist Party (l'.S). .Since France has a public consensus on 

security issues, it was free from any peace movement, even though 

peace movements mushroomed all over western &rope to resist the 

missiles deployment0 ' 

Like the other EUropean NATO members, France has been reticent in 

hailing the recently concluded INF Treaty. France perceives it as a 

move in the direction of the American decoupling from the ~est 

lllropenn secudty• The &.lropean allies of the us co~end that it has 

always been the strategy of the ioviet Union that BJ.rope should be 

free of the us nuclear weapons.' \lhenever the United States deployed 

nuclear weapons in Europe, the Soviet Union either forced it, as did 

the u.s.A during the Cuban missile crisis, 5 or persuaded it, as it has 

done through the INF Treaty, to withdraw its missiles from Europe. 

They also fear that the 1 NF Treaty wil 1 tilt the balance in favour of 

the Soviet Union because of its enormous superiority in conventional 

forces.· The lNF Treaty will also promote isolationist tendencies in 

the U£tl, weakening the already questionable American political wU 1 

to use the nuclear weapons and undermini~g thereby the credibility 

of the extended US nuclear deterrent.. Dismantling of the INF 

missiles f·rom 81rope will also raise the nuclear threshold in 

--------------------------------~------------·----------------------5 The us was forced by the Soviet Union to withdraw its Jupiter 
missiles from Turkey aimed at the USSR, on the condition that it 
will withdraw its own from Ouba 1n 1962. 
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conforad.ty with the flexible response strategy of the us, which has 

always been denounced by the successive French governments• In brief, 

the INF Treaty has not been well received in France or, for that matter, 

in any other iiest EUropean country.-

Reagan took France by surprise by announcing in March 1983, hiS 

plan of deploying Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI), popularly known 

as the Star liars, in the space to render the nuclear weapons ''ill'{)otent 

and obsolete"• France viewed the SDl as a twin challenge to its security 

and technol~y.~ The latter was a more potent threat to Prance, because 

the SD1 research programme will leave France and the other European 

countries far behind in terms of technologyo'' France also felt that 

its security ·was being threatened by the SDl, because it would compel 

the Soviet Union to develop its own Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD) 

system, which will undermine the credibility of the French nuclear 

deterrent. To pacify the apprehensive EUropean allies, the former US 

Defence Secretary, casper lleinberger, invited the NA'ID allies to parti• 

cipate in the SDl research progmmme in March 1985.; France did not 

show much interest in the American offer, nevertheless it allowed the 

French private firms to bid for the SDl contracts because of enormous 

sums of money being at stake~'\ 

To· counter the threat posed by the SDl, France proposed the 

European Research ard coordination ~ency (&JR.EKA) to its &lropean 

allies. Usually apprehensive of the French motives for such moves, 

they have predicubly enough responded to this French initiatbe with 



a number of reservations.· They are also questioning the BJreka•s 

feasibility and utiltty. Unlike the SDI, the EUreka is primarily 
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a civilian programme with military implications. The current Freneh 

q>posttion to the SDl and its ccunter-proposal of the DJreka notwith· 

standing, it is hoped that in the near future, France, like the other 

west ll.trq>ean states will join the SDI research programme. 

The United States and the Federal Republic of Germany, each for 

its own reasons, bear critical importance in French security policy. 

llut since the mid• • seventies the credibility of the extended US 

deterrence over \#estern &!rope ani the stability of the FRG have been 

viewed in France as gradually slipping away. It is this new realization, 

which has prompted a major French rapprochement with the NATO since 1974 

in the form of the Ottawa Declaration signed by it and a new debate in 

the French defence circles as to what concrete contribution France 

could make to the <Alliance and to tre FRG in particular. The goal then in 

the seventies and .still under the present Socialist Government is to 

compensate at least partly for the declining credibility of the us 

security guarant·ee in order to help reassure an:i stabilize the FRG. 

As far as one can see, France t·lill continue to play a crucial role 

in the security configuration of llestern &.lrape.·l The French nuclear forces 

modernized massively under the socialist Government, will certainly 

exercise a deterring effect on the 3oviet strategy towards the ~egt. 

But the French doctrinal assumptions also need mo:fernization, as the 



national sanctuary concept responds less and less to the strategic 

challenges of the •eighties., At the same time, proposals for an 

independent SJropean defence system have proven deficient.: The only 

option for France is the ~10m~not re-integration, which would be 

politically unacceptable--but rather a greater contribution to the 

construction of a atropean pillar within the Atlantic Alliance.,' 

The followi~ are the most likely scellllrios for .evolution of 

the French defence policy and doctrine in the •eighties and the 

'nineties. 

First, the highest priority given to nuclear weapons will 
continue with no change, giving the French nuclear weapons 
a direct !Uropean defence role. 

Secoro, the Franco-German military co-operation in 
conventional forces will increase in the 'eighties 
(allowi~) modifications in the French strategy to 
include the F'RG directly in the French security system. 

Third, France is least likely to re-etnphasize conventioxtll 
forces at the cost of nuclear ones. There would be a bit 
of increased co-operation in the conventional sphere, 
mainly for political purposes. 

Fwrth, the increased c~operation will nevertheless st<>P 
short of France•s rejoining the NATO's militarily integrated 
structure.1 

In sum, ~iernization of nuclear forces will remain the pivot 
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of the French defence policyo1 lbese weapons will most likely reililin 

identified solely with the defence of the national sanctuary.- There 

is also a possibility that the French nuclear deterrence might be 

extended to incorporate the security of the FRG as well. 

The foregoing analysis reveals that the defence policy model 

established during the first decade of the Fifth Republic by de 

GaUlle serves as an indispensable guideline as also a constraint on 



all successive governments in Franceo The Socialist Government's 

proclaimed adherence to the Gaulli~t security model confirms this 

fully.' The French security policy pre-empts to a certain extent
1 

any possibility of major experim.entation, for a national consens•Js 

exists in favQJr of the caulliat framework,," 

The fUndamental principles of this framework are: independence 

in national defence, a special status as an Atlantic ally, reliance 

on a national nuclear force, and opposition to a rigid bipolar 

international system. This framework is, ho,iever, flexible enough 

to accommodate the variety of political and ideological perspectives 

within France. This caullist model is also the best tool for inter

preting and predicti~ the French security policy, because the 
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record of the Fifth Republic indicates that in the long run, the Govern

ment will have to adhere closely to the GaulUst principles .. 

A second conclusion is that the Gaullist model is valuable not 

only to France but also to France 1 s allies and the Atlantic Alliance 

as a wboleo lbe Alliance profits from an indepement national security 

policy frame1vork that compels divergent political forces to adapt to 

policies that are ultimately beneficial to the Western security 

interests... ·rhe case of the ·French Socialist Party is a. case in point:· 

lt had to abandon its anti-American and anti-nuelear stances in order 

to come to powero, Under the socialist regime, France has pursued 



pragmatic policies on defem:e and &1st- !lest affairs.· This means 

that a responsible policy~·one beneficial to the West and even to 

the international system--need not necessarily coincide with the 

policy preferences of the United Stateso Notwithstanding the diffe

rences between the U~ and France on numerous issues, the stark 

reality is that the Vest does benefit from the independent security 

pol icy of ?rance-•a fact that has also been accepted by the West in 

the Ottawa Declaration of 1974. 

Qt:D,.ftta .......... 
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